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Abstract 

Most Petri net (PN) based modelling formalisms represent the system modelled 

as a flat net. This may not clearly reflect the elements that participate in the 

system and the way they communicate or interact. It can also be difficult to 

determine the model's behaviour or prove some of its properties. Viewing the 

model as a set of components that interact is more appropriate, especially for 

models of parallel and distributed systems. 

In this thesis a compositional method for the construction and analysis of Well-

formed nets (WNs) systems is presented. WNs allow a natural representation 

of complex distributed systems, maintaining the same expressive power as the 

unconstrained coloured net formalisms. The main motivation of this work has 

been to offer an appropriate method for the specification, design and analysis of 

parallel and distributed systems. The set of composition operations defined is 

based on the Operators of Process Algebras (PA). Mimicking the PA operators 

allows us to benefit from the compositional nature of PA. The definition of the 

composition operations has taken into account the peculiarities and characteristics 

of the PN formalisms, such as synchronisation, state evolution and token flow. 

The models obtained by applying the compositional method proposed are termed 

compositional WN (cWIV) systems. 

To consolidate a framework for the compositional construction and analysis of 

cWNs, we study the construction of structural and state space information about 

a cWN using information about its sub-components. The matrix description of 

the model—known as the incidence matrix—is shown to be obtainable using the 

incidence matrices of its sub-components, together with the knowledge of the 

composition operations used. By studying the relation between the resulting 

incidence matrix and the incidence matrices of its sub-components, methods are 

proposed to obtain the semiflows of the cWN model, using the semiflows of its 

sub-components. New, higher-level semiflows are defined, based on the structured 

definition of colours and arc functions of WN models. 

We show how the state space of a higher-level component can be built from 

the state spaces of its sub-components. This leads to the definition of a grouping 

of markings, termed a composed marking. It is proved that state space analysis 

over composed markings allows the verification of state space properties of the 



complete system, such as reachability, absence deadlock and liveness, using the 

reduced state space. 

The concepts and propositions introduced are illustrated throughout the dis-

sertation by the use of a series of examples. The methods proposed are applied 

over a model of a flexible manufacturing system, as a way to consolidate the 

understanding of the methodology. 

As a step towards the definition of a methodology for the performance ori-

ented compositional construction and analysis of Stochastic Well-formed net sys-

tems modelling parallel and distributed systems, we study the extension of the 

compositional operations and methods proposed to support the incorporation of 

time specifications of the system modelled. 
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lIiiiiISIiItIE1i(S)l1 

Petri nets (PNs) [Re185, Pet8l] are a very well established formalism for the 

modelling of concurrent systems. However, most PN models represent the system 

modelled as a flat net. This may not clearly reflect the elements that participate 

in the system and the way they communicate or interact. It can also be difficult 

to determine the model's behaviour or prove some of its properties. The model's 

structure can be very different from the functional specification of the system. 

Viewing the model as a set of components that interact is more appropriate, 

especially for models of parallel and distributed systems. As stated in [KMF90], 

the underlying model of distributed systems is that of loosely coupled components 

running in parallel and communicating by message passing. Based on sub-models 

representing components of a system, a model can then be developed as the 

composition of sub-models. The structure of the resulting model reflects that of 

the system. Models of components can be developed by different modellers and, 

in principle, libraries of re-usable components can be formed. 

Well-formed nets (WN) [CDFH91] allow a natural representation of complex 

distributed systems, maintaining the same expressive power as the unconstrained 

coloured PN formalisms. This dissertation investigates the benefits of the compos-

itional construction of WN systems, to offer—as a consequence—an appropriate 

method for the specification, design and analysis of PN models of parallel and 

distributed systems. The main contribution of this dissertation is the study and 

proposal of methods that use knowledge of the properties of the sub-components 

of a WN system, and of the way in which they were composed, to build the 

structural and state space information about the WN system. This contributes 

to the efficient solution of large PN systems. The outline of the dissertation is as 

follows. 

The general background material for this dissertation is presented in Chapters 

2 and 3. Chapters 4, 5 and 6, each contain background material specific to the 

1 



work presented in the chapter. Chapter 2 introduces WNs and general concepts 

of the PN theory which are necessary for the definition and understanding of the 

compositional methods proposed. Chapter 3 reviews the existing work in the area 

of the incorporation of compositionality into the PN formalism, describing the dif-

ferent approaches and motivations. Based on a set of criteria for the construction 

and analysis of models of parallel and distributed systems, the chapter concludes 

by discussing the advantages and disadvantages of the methods reviewed, determ-

ining what can be learned from each of these methods. 

The criteria for the construction and analysis of models of parallel and dis-

tributed systems, introduced in Chapter 3, act as the basis for the definition of 

the compositional methods proposed. Chapter 4 defines the set of operations 

for the compositional construction of WN systems. The set of composition op-

erations defined is based on the operators of Process Algebras (PA). Mimicking 

the PA operators allows us to benefit from the compositional nature of PA. The 

peculiarities and characteristics of the PN formalism, such as synchronisation, 

state evolution and token flow, are taken into account when defining the set of 

composition operations. The WN components obtained by using the composi-

tional construction method defined are termed Compositional WNs (cWNs). As 

a guide to the modeller, the factors that must be considered when composing a 

system are discussed. To illustrate the use of the composition operations for the 

construction WN systems two examples are presented. 

To consolidate a framework for the compositional construction and analysis of 

c WN, the construction of structural and state space information about a c WN us-

ing information about its sub-components is studied. Chapter 5 is devoted to the 

compositional construction of structural information, specifically place and trans-

ition semiflows of cWN models. The matrix description of the model—known as 

the incidence matrix—is shown to be obtainable using the incidence matrix of 

its sub-components, together with knowledge of the composition operation used 

to compose it. By studying the relation between the resulting incidence matrix 

and the incidence matrix of the sub-components, methods are proposed to obtain 

the semiflows of cWN models, using the semiflows of the sub-components. New, 

higher-level semiflows are defined, based on the structured definition of colours 

and arc functions of WN models, which exploit the presence of symmetries in the 

model. An example is presented to illustrate the method proposed. 

Chapter 6 studies the compositional construction of the state space of c WN 

systems. State space analysis techniques are based on the graph that contains 

all possible evolutions of the PN system, known as the reachability graph. The 
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construction of the state space of a component using the state space of its sub-

components leads to the definition of a new type of marking grouping termed 

composed marking and, as a consequence, a new type of transition firing termed 

composed firing. We study the relation between the symbolic reachability graph 

of a WN system and a composed reachability graph of a c WN system. It is proved 

that state space analysis over composed markings allows the verification of state 

space properties of the complete system, such as reachability, absence of deadlock 

and liveness, using the reduced state space. To illustrate the application of the 

method proposed a series of small examples is presented throughout the chapter. 

To strengthen the understanding of the compositional methods proposed, in 

Chapter 7 we present an example to which we apply them. The example is 

a modification of the flexible manufacturing system presented in [CT91]. The 

system is constructed in a compositional manner using the composition operations 

defined and applying the guidelines presented in Chapter 4. 

In Chapter 8 studies the extension of the compositional operations and meth-

ods proposed to support the incorporation of time specifications of the system 

modelled. Compositional Stochastic WNs (cSWN) are defined based on the defin-

ition of cWNs and using Stochastic Well-formed nets (SWNs) as the basic form-

alism. We study the necessary changes to the compositional methods proposed 

in order to support the definition of cSWNs. 

Finally, Chapter 9 summarises the main results of this work. The methodology 

proposed is analysed according to the criteria presented in Chapter 3 for the 

compositional construction and analysis of PN models of parallel and distributed 

systems, and it is compared with the existing work in the area. The chapter 

concludes by proposing topics of further research in the area of compositional 

construction and analysis of PN systems and possible future developments of the 

compositional methodology proposed. 
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I  ME  ~'§ 

Concepts of Petra' net theory 

21 Introduction 

This chapter contains part of the background information for this dissertation. 

In the first section we introduce the basic concepts of the Petri net formalism; 

gradually, in subsequent sections, we augment the definition of basic Petri nets, 

to arrive at Well-formed nets. This is the Petri net class that forms the basis of 

the compositional Petri net methodology proposed in this dissertation. 

22 Petri nets 

Petri nets (PNs) [Rei85, Pet8l] are a graph based mathematical formalism for 

the description of concurrent systems. A PN can be seen as directed bipartite 

graph whose set of nodes is divided into a set of places and a set of transitions. 

Arcs can go from places to transitions (input arcs) or transitions to places (output 

arcs). In general, transitions represent events, while places represent conditions, 

although there are some cases in which they are given different interpretations. 

Graphically places are represented by circles and transitions by rectangles. 

Formally, a PN model is defined as a 4-tuple: 

PN = (P,T, In, O) 

where: 
P 	 is a finite set of places; 
T 	 is a finite set of transitions, P fl T = 0; 
In c P x T is the set of input arcs; 
0 c T x P is the set of output arcs; 

In principle, places and transitions can be connected by more than one input or 

output arc. These multiple arcs are replaced by a single weighted arc, where the 

weight or multiplicity, corresponds to the original number of input (or output) 
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arcs connecting p with t. The functions W : In -+ N+ and W+ : 0 —p 

return the multiplicity of the input and output arcs, respectively. A place p is an 

input place of a transition t if there is an arc from p to t. Similarly, p is an output 
place of t if there is an arc from t to p. We will denote by °t and 1° the sets of 

input and output places, respectively, of a transition t; and by °p and p° the set 

of input and output transitions of p, respectively. 

The matrix description of a PN model is termed the incidence matrix. The 

incidence matrix, denoted W, is a matrix of dimension JPJ x ITI whose entries 

W(p, t) are defined as: 

Vp E F, Vt E T, W(p,t) = W(p,t) - W(p,i) 

The basic definition of a PN model can be extended by incorporating a third 

type of arc, called inhibitor arcs, which also connect places with transitions 

(H C P x T). The function Wh : H -+ N returns the multiplicity of an 

inhibitor arc. We will denote by ht  the set of inhibiting places of a transition t. 

An inhibitor arc is represented by a line with a circled ending. 

The state of the system is modelled in a PN by the distribution of tokens over 

the places of the PN. Tokens are indistinguishable markers that reside in places. 

Graphically they are represented as filled circles. The state of a PN (usually 

referred to as marking) is determined by a marking function M : P -+ N. M(p) 
specifies the number of tokens contained in a place p. The initial marking (M0 ) of 

the net represents the initial distribution of tokens in the places of the net. A PN 

system is given by a PN model plus an initial marking. Figure 2.1 shows a very 

simple example of a PN system. The multiplicity of the arcs has been omitted, 

assuming that they all have multiplicity 1. 

The dynamic behaviour of a PN system is specified by the enabling and firing 

rules. A transition t is said to be enabled if each of its input places has at least 

as many tokens as the multiplicity of the input arc from that place to t, and if 

each inhibiting place ph  of the transition has less tokens than the multiplicity of 

the inhibitor arc from Ph  to t. Formally, t is enabled in M if, 

Vp E °t, W(p,t) M(p) and Vp e ht, W'(p,t) > M(p) 

The set of enabled transitions in a marking M is denoted by E(M). 

Enabled transitions can fire, removing from each input place as many tokens 

as the multiplicity of its corresponding input arc, and placing in each output 

place as many tokens as the multiplicity of its corresponding output arc. The 

firing of a transition t, from a marking M, producing a marking M', is denoted 
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Figure 2.1: Example of a PN system with inhibitor arcs. 

by M[t)M'. A marking M" is said to be reachable from M, if there exists a 

sequence a of transition firings starting from M such that after firing a we obtain 

the marking M" (M[a)M"). The set of all reachable markings from the initial 

marking is called the reachability set (RS) of the system. From the RS we can 

obtain the reachability graph (RO) of a system. The RG is defined as a labelled 

directed multigraph, where its nodes are the markings in the RS and where arcs 

are labelled with transitions names. An arc from marking M to marking M' 

with, label t indicates that M[t)M'. Figure 2.2 presents the RG of the PN system 

introduced in Figure 2.1. The states are represented by 4 digit numbers where 

the z th  digit corresponds to the marking of place Pi. 

2000 

tj 	 t3 

	

i 	
t5 	

1010 

	

tj 	t3 	 t4  

_ _  L 0200 	 10 D 	iooi 0020 

	

t5 	

t5 

0101 	 0011  

t5 

0002J 

Figure 2.2: Reachability graph of the PN system introduced in Figure 2.1. 

A PN system is said to contain a deadlock if one or more nodes in RG have no 

output arcs, i.e. if it is possible to reach one or more states where no transitions 
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are enabled. 

A transition t is said to be live if and only if for each marking M reachable from 

the initial marking M0  there exists a marking M', reachable from M, such that 

t E E(M'). A PN system is said to be live if all t E Tare live in it [AMBC95]. A 

transition that is not live is said to be dead. Given a dead transition it is possible 

to find a marking M reachable from M0  such that t is not enabled in any of the 

markings reachable from M. A PN system is said to be partially live if it has no 

deadlock states but has some states with dead transitions. 

A place p is said to be (k-) bounded in a PN system if and only if there exists a 

k E N such that for all markings in RS it holds that M(p) < k. The PN system 

is said to be (k-)bounded if all its places are (k-)bounded. PN systems that are 

1-bounded are said to be safe. 

In Chapter 3 we will refer to several classes of Petri nets. Here we introduce 

some of these classes. A Place/Transition net (P/T net) [Rei86] is a basic PN in 

which places have a capacity. This capacity expresses the maximum number of 

tokens that each place can contain. Note that this is different from the bound 

of a place, a bound of a place could be less than its capacity. Arcs have weights 

which correspond to the concept of multiplicity in the basic PN formalism. 

A free choice net is a PN in which it holds that: 

Vp E P,Vt E T, if W(p,t) + W(p,t) >0 then p°  = {t} or °t = {p} 

i.e. if there is an arc between p and t then it holds that either t is the only output 

transition of p or that p is the only input place of t. 

A state machine, or otherwise known as an S-graph, is a PN where every 

transition has exactly one input place and one output place: 

VtET, °t=t°=1 

23 Co'oured Petri nets 

Coloured Petri nets (CP-nets) [Jen92] have been introduced to allow the model-

ler to make more manageable descriptions of large PN models, by folding equal 

subnets into each other. This folding consists of representing all instances of a 

process type by a single subnet and distinguishing the individual processes of 

this type by different colours. This allows the representation and study of more 

complex systems with symmetric characteristics. There are various definitions 

of CP-nets, which mainly differ in which elements are considered to be coloured 

(tokens, places, transitions and/or arcs) [Fin92, Buc92, Jen92} . Colours are 
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mainly used to model two aspects [Buc92]: different behaviour patterns of en-

tities in the system, and different parts of the system with similar or equivalent 

structure. Different entities (resources, data, etc.) are identified by different 

"coloured" tokens (or objects). 

The colour set of a place is the set of colours that can be taken by the tokens 

in the place. Each token can take one colour, but there can be more than one 

token per colour. We require colour sets to be finite in order to ensure that a 

coloured net may be 'unfolded' into its equivalent PN. The set of possible colours 

of a transition (colour set of a transition) is determined by the colour sets of its 

input and output places and the arc functions between the transition and these 

places. Formally, a CP-net is a 7-tuple (P, T, E, C, W, W, M 0 ) where: 

o P is a finite, non-empty set of places; 

o T is a finite, non-empty set of transitions; P fl T = 0; 

o E is a finite set of types called colour sets; 

o C is a function from P U T into colour sets, C: P U T -+ E . We denote by 

C(p) the colour set of a place p, and similarly C(t) as the colour set of a 

transition t; 

o W,W are a set of functions W(p,t),W(p,t) : C(t) x C(p) —* 

o M0  is the initial marking. 

The function M, over the set of places, defines a marking in the CP-net 

(Vp E P, M(p) : C(p) —+ Nt). M(p) will determine, for each colour c in the 

colour set of p, the number of tokens of colour c in p. 

The firing rule of CP-nets is defined as: 

o A transition t is enabled for a marking M and a colour cj  E C(t), if and 

only if: Vp E P,Vc c C(p) : M(p)(c) ~! W(p,t)(c,c); 

o The firing of a transition i, with colour cj  E C(i), from a marking M 
produces a marking M' defined by: 

VP E P,Vc E C(p) : M'(p)(c) = 
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2,4 Well-formed co'oured Petri nets 

Well-formed coloured nets (WN)[CDFH90] are equivalent to CP-nets from an 

expressive power point of view [CDFH91]. Any CP-net can be translated into an 

equivalent WN, with the same underlying structure. In WN the expressions of 

the colour functions, and of composition of colour classes, are rewritten in a more 

explicit or parametric form, in terms of a set of basic constructs provided by the 

formalism. 

In WN a token can be regarded as an instance of a data structure with a 

certain number of fields whose semantics depend on the place to which that token 

belongs. The definition of the "data type" associated with each place is called 

the place colour domain. The colours representing elements of the same type are 

grouped in a (basic) colour class. These classes form the sets of basic types. The 

colour domain of a place can be formed by the Cartesian product of basic colour 

classes. Elements within a colour class may be ordered. This ordering is assumed 

to be circular, so that a successor function applied to the last element returns 

the first one. When objects of the same class have different behaviour the class 

can be partitioned into (static) subclasses, each one representing a distinguished 

behaviour amongst the elements of the basic class. 

Formally the family of colour classes of a WN is defined by: 

C={C1 ,... , Ch, Ch+1,... ,C} 

where n is the number of basic classes, and it holds that Vi,j E {1,... 

CflC=O,and 

o VC, i E {1,... , h}, C i  is a non-ordered class, 

o VC, i E {h + 1,... ,n}, C, is an ordered class, with ICI > 1. The k 1 

successor of an object c E Ci  is denoted by 	c, and it holds that: 

IC1 I 
Vc 3  E C, U ED k 

 cj = ci  

The partition of a colour class into static subclasses is denoted by C, = Ut 1 Dj , q  

where the Dj , q  are predefined and disjoint. 

ViE{1 ... ,n},Vq,rE Il l  ... nj},qr=Dj,q flDj, r =O 

where n2  denotes the number of static subclasses of the colour class C. 



Let Ind = { 1,... , n} be the set of indexes of the colour classes and let 

J = ei  be a n-tuple of integers belonging to Bag(Irid)'. Ci  = ® 1 (C)ei is 

a colour domain formed by the Cartesian product of colour classes whose number 

of occurrences in Cj  is given by the values ei  in J. If J = 0 then by definition 

C5 = {E}, where E is called the neutral colour. A colour tuple Cj E Cj is denoted 

®= 
The transitions in a WN can be considered as procedures with formal para-

meters. These parameters define the transition's colour domain; their declaration 

is part of the net description, and the type associated with each parameter must 

be a colour class. The colour domain of a transition t (C(t)) is constrained by 

the colour domains of its input, inhibiting and output places. A transition, whose 

formal parameters have been instantiated to actual values is called a transition 

instance, denoted [t, c], where c E C(t) represents the assignment of actual values 

to the transition parameters. The enabling of a transition instance [t, c] is de-

termined by evaluating the transition's predicates and the arc expressions of all 

input and inhibiting places with respect to the assignment c. Many instances of 

the same transition could be concurrently enabled, given that they are considered 

as independent events. 

Consider a place p and a transition t, such that C(p) = Cj  where J = 	e. 

An arc function between p and t will be a J-tuple, where an entry of the tuple 

will be a function from C(t) x C(p) to N, formed by the linear combination of 

three basic functions, namely: 

o The projection or identity function Xi'. Placed in the jth  entry of the arc 

function between a place p and a transition t, it will return 1 

V(c,ct ) E C(p) x C(t) such that the th  entry of c equals the k th  entry of 

ct . 

o The successor function U)k  to be used on ordered sets. It represents the 

u successor of the object selected by X, which means that it only makes 

sense when it is applied over a transition which also has a function X on 

one of its arcs. Placed in the 3 1h entry of the arc function between a place 

p and a transition t, it will return 1 V(c, ci ) e C(p) x C(t) such that the 
th  entry of c equals the the u successor of the kuI entry of ct . 

o The diffusion or synchronisation function Sj , q . When associated with an 

input arc it represents the synchronisation of all the elements of the static 

1 A multiset is a set that can contain several occurrences of the same element. Bag(A) 
denotes the set of finite multisets over a set A. 
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subclass Dj , q . If it is on an output arc, it represents the broadcast of all 

the objects of the static subclass Dj , q . Placed in the j'Ih entry of the arc 

function between a place p and a transition t, it will return 1 Vc E C(p) 

such that the th  entry of c, is a colour in Dj , q . 

To restrict the firing possibilities of a transition, the idea of predicates guarding 

transitions is incorporated. These predicates influence the colour domain of the 

transition. Standard predicates can be formed by logical combinations of the three 

basic predicates, namely: 

• X E Di , q ; returns TRUE if the colour of the 	occurrence of Ci  in the 

colour instantiation of the transition belongs to Dj , q . 

o 	= X,; returns TRUE if the colour of the Ih  occurrence of C2  in the 

colour instantiation of the transition equals the colour of the kthl  occurrence. 

• 	= 	X; returns TRUE if the 	occurrence of C2  in the colour in- 

stantiation of the transition equals the 'u successor of the colour of the kuhi 

occurrence. 

Figure 2.3 presents a WN model with guarded transitions. We assume that there 

is only one basic colour class C1 , therefore, we can represent Xj by X3 . 

(XI, X2) 

(X 1  X2 

_______________ 	

(Xi X2 

Xx1, x2 X1 ~ 46  

t3 	
T5 	 T7 

1 = X2 

(XI, XI) 
C(pi) = C(p2) = C(p3) = C(p5 ) = C1 x Ci 

C(p4) = C(p6) = C1 

Figure 2.3: Example of a WN model. 

The number of objects of a colour c selected by a transition instance [t, Ct] 

from a place p is the Cartesian product of the evaluation of the entries of the arc 

function between p and t for the pair (cr , ci ). 

Let us now introduce the formal definition of WNs as given in [CDFH91]. 
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Definition 2.1 A Well-formed net system is a 9-tuple 

WN = (P,T,C,J,W,W+,Wh1,,MO) 

where: 

a P is a finite set of places; 

o T is a finite set of transitions, P fl T = 0; 

o C is the family of colour classes: C = {C1 , ..., C} (we denote by 

I = {1, ..., ri} the ordered set of indexes) with cinci = 0 for any C, C3  E C; 

Any C i  E C may be partitioned into static subclasses, C2 = U1 Di,,; 

o J : P U T - Bag(I), where Bag(I) is the multiset on I. C(T) = CJ() 

denotes the colour domain of node T E P U T; 

o W_,W+,Wh :  W_(p,t),W+(p,t),Wh(p,t) [C j  - Bag(CJ())} the in-

put, output, and inhibition functions are expressions; 

o (t) : CJ(t) -+ {TRUE,FALSE} is a standard predicate associated with a 

transition t. By default we will assume that Vt E T, (t) =TRUE; 

o M0  : Mo (p) e Bag(C(p)) is the initial marking. 

The syntactic definition of WNs leads to new algorithms for the construction 

of the state space of a PN system, based on the concept of symbolic marking 

[CDFH91]. A symbolic marking, denoted M, represents an equivalence class of 

an equivalence relation defined over the state space of the WN system. This 

equivalence relation is based on the idea of symmetry of objects of the basic 

colour classes. The symbolic reachability graph (SRG) of a WN is defined over 

symbolic markings. It consists of a symbolic representation of all possible states 

of a system and the possibility of transition from one to another. The symbolic 

markings together with a symbolic firing rule allow the construction of the SRG. 
The use of symbolic markings introduces the concept of dynamic subclasses, 

which represent sets of objects that are not identified individually but are known 

to permute with each other in any firing instance to produce markings that be-

long to the same equivalence class. A dynamic subclass is characterised by its 

cardinality, and by the static subclass to which the represented objects belong. 

The concept of dynamic subclass affects both the symbolic marking representa-

tion and the symbolic firing. Using dynamic subclasses instead of variables in the 
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marking representation allows a much more compact description of the marking 

itself. This will be presented in greater detail in Chapter 6. 

We have introduced the concepts of PN theory that will form the working 

platform of this dissertation. In each individual chapter other concepts will be 

introduced, related to the area covered by the chapter. In the following chapter 

we present some of the existing work in the area of compositionality and PNs. 
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31 I[ritroducton 

This chapter corresponds to the second part of the background material of this 

dissertation. Section 3.2 reviews the existing work in the area of compositionality 

in Petri nets, describing the different approaches and motivations. Based on 

this study in Section 3.3 we present our criteria for the definition of an adequate 

method for the construction and analysis of PN models of parallel and distributed 

systems, discussing the advantages and disadvantages of the works studied, and 

determining what can be learned from each of them. 

Although PNs are widely recognised as a powerful formalism for the modelling 

of concurrent and parallel systems, the lack of built-in compositional constructs 

makes their use inappropriate or not suitable for the modelling of realistic (non-

toy) systems. The incorporation of compositionality into PNs has been the topic 

of much research, dating from the early seventies. These studies have been mo-

tivated and approached from several angles, such as: 

o the ability to build a system in a compositional or modular way, allowing 

at the same time the deduction and/or preservation of the properties of the 

components from the properties its sub-components; 

o the representation and analysis of resource/program (hardware/ software) 

systems; 

a the refinement or synthesis of models; 

a and the compositional analysis of properties of the model. 

The methods proposed to incorporate compositional features into PN vary accord- 

ing to the underlying Petri net class employed (e.g. P/T nets, CP-nets, etc.), the 

characteristics of the (basic) components and the set of composition operations 
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defined. These features are strongly influenced by the motivation and objectives 

for incorporating compositionality into PNs. Let us now study some of the ex-

isting work related to compositionality in PNs, according to their objectives and 

approaches. 

32 Motivations for compositionality 

3.2.2 Preservation of behavioural properties 

The behavioural properties of PN systems are, in general, very hard to analyse 

due to the size of the net and of its state space. Working with restricted classes 

of nets can make this task easier [BDC92]. This has been the approach taken 

by many studies that define PN components and composition operations in such 

a way that the preservation of properties, such as liveness and boundedness, 

can be guaranteed when composing the components. There are two basic and 

complementary approaches to the solution of this problem [ES90]: (modular) 

composition of subnets, or transformation of subnets. Here we review some of 

the existing works in each of these areas. 

Modular approach 

Hack's work on State Machine Decomposable (SMD) nets [Hac72] was one of 

the first approaches to the incorporation of compositional notions into Petri nets. 

It emphasised decomposition of a given net in order to prove behavioural prop-

erties, identifying the relation between structural and behavioural properties of 

the net. He worked on liveness and boundedness properties of free choice nets. 

Although the approach is decompositional, by identifying how the system can 

be decomposed into subnets that are known to have certain properties and by 

knowing how these subnet are combined, it is possible to define the components 

and composition operations that preserve the properties of the system. This 

idea has been the basis of several other works based on the characterisation 

of the structures which must be avoided in order to preserve certain proper-

ties [ES90, ES91b, ES91a, Sou93, Sou91b, SM90, Sou9la, BC96], resulting in the 

definition of restrictions over the structure of the operands, of the operations or 

both. In [ES90, ES91b, E591a], Esparza and Silva consider the composition of 

free choice net components by means of synchroni sat ions that are resolved by 

the fusion of places and/or transitions. The set of fused elements is termed the 

synchronisation or communication medium. The types of composition are charac-

terised according to their preservation of the liveness and boundedness properties. 
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Similarly, Souissi, in [Sou9lb], and with Memmi, in [SM90], studies the definition 

of restrictions over the operations. The communication media are specific types 

of subnets, shared places [Sou91b]; in [SM90] the study also considers other, more 

complex, types of subnets (sequential processes and well-formed' net blocks). In 

[Sou91a] and [BG96], they work over FIFO nets (P/T nets in which some places 

behave as FIFO queues). The FIFO nets used in [BG96] are coloured FIFO 

nets. In [Sou91a], Souissi works on composition via transitions. Structurally 

sufficient conditions for liveness compositionality are proposed and expressed in 

terms of connectivity of non-merged queues with the merged transitions. In this 

way the author defines compatibility relations between the FIFO subnets being 

composed. In [BG96], Benalycherif and Girault relax the constraints imposed 

by Souissi in [Sou91a], by defining a new structural condition for liveness corn-

positionality. This condition is based on the incorporation of a non-constraining 

relation between the subnets being composed. Intuitively, a component L is said 

to be non-constraining with respect to another R, if for every reachable marking 

M of the composed net, it holds that if there is a transition t of L enabled in the 
restriction ML of M with respect to the places of L, t will remain enabled after 

the firing of a sequence of transitions of R that does not include transitions in 

the medium. 

Sibertin's approach in [SB93] is somewhat different. The composition of Petri 

nets is presented within the framework of a client-server protocol. Composition 

is defined as an asynchronous communication, between a server net and a client 

net, employing a use function to associate services with demands. The compos-

ition is resolved at the level of the net by the fusion of places, and the resulting 

fused places are viewed as one way communication channels. The use function 

keeps track of places being fused, i.e. of the relation service-request, so that other 

clients can request the same service. Sibertin studies the possibility of compos-

ing while preserving the net's language and liveness properties. This analysis of 

preservation of properties is based on characteristics of the relation between the 

clients and the servers. 

Transformation approach 

An alternative approach, to the problem of analysing behavioural properties in 

a compositional manner, involves the notion of net transformations. The idea 

of this approach is that starting from a simple system, transformation rules per-

mit the modification—abstraction and/or refinement—of the system, while at the 

1n this context well-formed refers structural boundedness and liveness. 



same time preserving its behavioural properties. This is the approach presented 

by Berthelot in [Ber86] and [Ber87]. The idea is to apply a set of transforma-

tions to the net, which are known to preserve a given property. Berthelot in-

troduces a P/T net transformation, defined in behavioural terms, that is based 

on the addition of non-constraining subnets. This transformation is proposed 

to preserve liveness and/or boundedness of the initial net in the resulting net. 

Similarly, in [ES90, ES91b], Esparza and Silva propose a set of transformation 

techniques for free choice nets. Two types of transformation rules are defined: 

a reduction rule and a synthesis rule. These rules are based on the definition of 

macro places—which represent subnets—and marking structurally implicit places 

(MSIP)—places whose row in the incidence matrix of the subnet can be obtained 

from the linear combination of the rows of the other places. Reduction rules sub-

stitute subnets by macroplaces or eliminate MSIP. Synthesis rules substitute a 

macroplace by its corresponding subnet or add implicit places to a subnet. 

Muller, in [M85], introduces the concept of Constructible Petri nets. They 

are proposed to offer a synthesis approach to the design of systems. Unlike the 

two previous approaches, this work does not concentrate on the preservation 

of behavioural properties. Instead, the motivation of his work is based on the 

classical notion of transition refinement. The idea is that a transition which, 

at a certain level of abstraction, models an atomic event, can be substituted by 

a subnet. In this way a family of net classes can be built by the refinement of 

transitions starting from a distinguished set of generating nets. Muller studies the 

sufficient conditions for the preservation of liveness when refining a net; however, 

the refinement operations are not defined based on these conditions. 

3.2.2 Compositional analysis 

Related to the idea of composition preserving properties is the idea of modular 

or compositional analysis of PN systems. The works by Christensen and Petrucci 

[CP92], by Christensen and Hansen [CH93], and Chehaibar [Che9l], are studies 

of modular analysis of coloured nets. The incorporation of colours into the un-

derlying Petri net formalism implies that the composition operations must also 

consider the colours of places and transitions. Chehaibar introduces the concept 

of reentrant nets, intended to represent phase-protocols, which may correspond 

to the execution of a request by a server or to a procedure call. Reentrant nets 

are coloured nets with two distinguished disjoint sets of places, namely, entry 

places—which cannot have input transitions—and final places. These sets form 

the interface of the net. Since a phase may be iterated, the final places of a 
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reentrant net may have outgoing arcs. Chehaibar works on both transformation 

of reentrant nets and modular construction of reentrant nets from smaller ones. 

The transformation operations are based on two equivalence notions, namely, in-

terface equivalence and home space' equivalence. Composition can be done by 

sharing of interface places or composing reentrant nets in a ring. The resulting 

net of this last composition is not a reentrant net, but is deadlock free. 

Christensen and Petrucci work on a more general class of coloured nets, termed 

Modular CP-nets, which consist of sets of formally related CP-nets, where each 

CP-net is called a module. Two types of relations between the modules are 

contemplated, a set of places sharing the same tokens, or transition sharing. The 

main objective for the introduction of Modular CP-nets is to provide a framework 

for the compositional analysis of coloured Petri net systems. Modular CP-nets 

are used for place invariant analysis in [CP92] and later, in [CH93], for modular 

state space analysis. 

Recalde et al., in [RTS95], present Deterministically Synchronised Sequential 

Processes (DSSP), as a modular subclass of PNs suitable for the methodolo-

gical construction of parallel and distributed systems that can be modelled as 

several agents cooperating by message passing. DSSP were originally defined, 

with a different name, in [Rei82]. Since then their definition has evolved by 

gradually relaxing the restrictions over how the components can communicate 

[SB88, Sou93]. Similarly to the work Battiston et al. on OBJSA, a DSSP model 

represents the structure of the system modelled and it is built as a composition 

on sequential components. A DSSP is a P/T system formed by a group of live 

and safe state machines which communicate with each other through buffers. The 

analysis techniques employed take advantage of the structure of DSSP. General-

ising the structure of DSSP, in [RTS96] Recalde et al. introduce {SC}*ECS  nets, 

as a PN class to model modular and hierarchical cooperating systems. Starting 

from {SC}*ECSs  built by composition of DSSP nets communicating through buf-

fers, more complex {SC}*ECS  nets can be built by composing {SC}*ECS  nets 

in the same manner. The analysis techniques take advantage of the hierarchical 

and modular structure of the model to calculate the characteristics of the overall 

system, such as structural liveness and boundedness and the existence of home 

states. 

2 A set ITS C RS is said to form a (T-)home space if and only if for every M E RS there 
exists a firing sequence o enabled in M such that when fired it reaches a marking in HS. 
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3.2.3 Construction of models 

Compositionality is a fundamental concept in the methods proposed for the con-

struction of (parallel) hardware-software models [Fer92], [BDC93] and [DF96]. 

These studies propose the construction of resource-application models by using a 

resource or hardware model, a process or application model and an interface or 

mapping to combine the previous two. The basic idea of these studies consists 

of clearly separating the model of the application from the pattern of resource 

usage. 

In [BDC93], Botti et al. introduce Process/ Resource boxes (P/R Boxes). P/R 

Boxes are based on Process Boxes (PB), defined in [HHB92]. A software model 

is built by composing PB, while the hardware model is obtained by composing 

Resource Boxes (RB). The usage of a resource in a certain process is represented 

by the definition of a mapping from resources to processors. RB are labelled nets, 

where places represent states of the resources and transitions represent the basic 

services offered by the resource to its environment. The P/R-Box methodology 

attempts to provide PN with modularity and compositionality, enhancing their 

effectiveness and (re)usability in modelling complex systems. 

OBJSA nets [BBCDC95] emphasise the properties of superposed automata 

(SA) [DCDMPS81] with respect to the possibility of building system models by 

the composition of sequential—non-deterministic—components. The aim of the 

authors (Battiston et al.) is to overcome the difficulty of structuring nets in such 

a way that they reflect the structure of the system modelled. An SA net results 

from the combination, through transition superposition, of a set of state machine 

components, each of them representing a sequential component in the system 

modelled. 

3.2.4 Compositional semantics for Petri nets 

The works on the definition of compositional net semantics (e.g. [Va193],[HHB92], 

[BDH92] and [BB93]) also represent a modular approach to the construction and 

analysis of PN systems. In [Va193], Valmari proposes a compositional method 

based on the CSP [Hoa85] semantics. The paper discusses the theoretical and 

technical prerequisites for compositional state space generation methods. This 

leads to the definition of a compositional semantic for nets—based on labelled 

P/T nets—suitable for the compositional state space generation. In [BDH92], 

Best proposes the Box Calculus, based on CCS [Mi189]. The Box Calculus is 

intended to serve as a bridge between PN theory and concurrent programming 

applications, offering an algebraic structure for PNs. The Box calculus has been 
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the basis of many other research works. In [BFF95], Best et al. develop a high 

level net model, called M-nets, in terms of which the semantics of the concurrent 

language B(PN) 2  (a Basic Petri Net Programming Notation) can be formulated 

compositionally. In this approach transformation and composition are combined. 

In [Kot78] Kotov describes a semantics of control structures and operations, 

in terms of structured nets. From atomic nets (corresponding to program state-

ments), more complex nets are formed by applying net operations. 

Broy and Streicher, in [BS92], propose a functional semantics for modelling 

high level PNs. They offer a model that combines PNs, as models for the rep-

resentation of distributed systems, with functional models of parallel systems, 

providing, at the same time, a framework for modular construction of PN models 

and a modular semantic. 

33 Criteria for a compositional method for the 
construction and analysis of PN models of 
parallel and distributed systems 

It is broadly agreed that compositionality is a very desirable property for the 

construction and analysis of models of parallel and distributed systems. We have 

reviewed different studies on the incorporation of compositionality into PN. In 

this section we present the criteria that we will take into account for the definition 

of a compositional method for the construction and analysis of a performance-

oriented PN systems modelling parallel and distributed systems. Based on these 

criteria we discuss the suitability of the methods studied for the construction 

and analysis of PN models of parallel and distributed systems. In this way it is 

possible to determine what can be learned from each method. 

Criteria for the definition of an appropriate method for the construc-

tion and analysis of performance-oriented PN systems 

Model-system relation : the model of the system and the way it is built should 

reflect the system's structure: its sub-systems or processes and the relations 

between them. 

The definition of a basic component : we should be able to construct the 

model in a regular and progressive manner, starting from components that 

have common characteristics. In this way the modeller can identify what 
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will constitute a basic component and can build the model with the use of 

composition operations. 

The PN formalism : the formalism should support the representation of the 

different types of resources, different patterns of behaviour and symmetric 

structures, common in parallel and distributed systems. 

Re-usability : being able to re-use (sub-)models and the information about 

their behaviour saves time and effort in the construction of more complex 

models and in the deduction of their properties. 

Let us now analyse the methods reviewed according to each of these criteria. 

33.1 Model-system reafirni 

As stated earlier, the underlying model of parallel and distributed systems is 

that of loosely coupled components that communicate or synchronise [KMF90]. 

A compositional method for the construction of parallel and distributed systems 

should reflect the structure of the system modelled. This means that the com-

ponents should represent identifiable functions or subsystems, and the composi-

tion operations should reflect the relation between these functions or subsystems 

[BDF95, DF96, Fer92]. 

The methods that present a compositional net semantics satisfy this criteria 

by definition. However, in general, the relation between the subnets composed 

is one of control flow. We want to be able to also represent data flow between 

components. 

In the methods that are based on the separation of the hardware or resource 

and application models, for example Donatelli and Franceschinis' [DF96], Botti 

et al. [BDF95, BDC93] and Ferscha [Fer92}, and on DSSP and {SC}*ECS  nets 

[RTS95, RTS96], there is a clear correspondence between components and sys-

tem parts, and between composition operations or medium and the relationship 

between the system parts. This idea forms the basis of these methodologies. 

However, in the methods based on P/R boxes [DF96, BDF95, BDC93], the rela-

tions reflected are the resource requirements of a parallel and distributed software 

application over a certain hardware or resource configuration; the relation between 

processes or between resource nets is limited to synchronisation of activities. In 

the work on DSSP and {SC}*ECS  nets, the communication between system parts 

is always asynchronous, representing cooperating processes that communicate by 

message passing. Similarly, in Sibertin's client-server protocol [51393] the system 

parts correspond to clients and servers that communicate in an asynchronous 
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manner, requesting services or providing them. In general, in these methods the 

communication between the system's parts is limited to a certain type. This is 

not the case of Ferscha's work on PRM-nets, where processes can communicate in 

a synchronous and asynchronous manner by the use of several composition opera-

tions. However, the composition of components is mainly used for the aggregation 

of resource requirements. 

In other works such as Souissi and Memmi's [SM90, Sou91b], Hermanns' et 

al. [HHMR97], Valmari's [Va193] or Benalycherif and Girault's [BG96], where the 

central idea is the preservation of properties, there is no direct correspondence 

between system parts and their relations, and model components and composi-

tion operations, respectively. Furthermore, given the definitions and restrictions 

over the composition medium it is not clear how to define composition operations 

that preserve the properties, while at the same time reflect the structure of the 

system modelled. The same situation arises in Donatelli's work on the compos-

itional construction of models by transition fusion, with the aim of improving 

the quantitative analysis of the model [Don93, Don94], and in the Modular nets 

introduced by Christensen and Petrucci in [CH93], where place and transition 

fusions have no direct correspondence in the system modelled. 

33.2 The definition of a basic component 

The definition of a basic component, with a pre-defined net structure, offers reg-

ularity to the compositional method and can be used to deduce the properties 

of the model built. If all components can be built, starting from basic compon-

ents, by applying successive composition operations, then the characteristics of a 

component can be deduced from the characteristics of the basic components and 

knowledge of the composition operations employed. As we have seen, many of 

the compositional methods studied follow this approach. The methods proposing 

compositional net semantics, such as [BDH92, Va193, HHB92], amongst others, 

use the idea of basic components. However, the concept of basic Boxes in the Box 

Calculus [BDH92], is introduced by examples of the simplest types of boxes, and 

not as regular building blocks. 

For the construction of Regular nets [Kot78], Kotov introduces the concept 

of an atomic (regular) net. Regular nets are built from atomic nets by applying 

composition. Similarly, the methods proposed by Esparza and Silva [ES90, E591b] 

consider the modelling processes as starting from an atomic net. By applying 

synthesis rules, it is possible to progressively build more complex systems. 

Although the works on medium composition do not explicitly define any type 
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of basic net for the composition, Benalycherif's work [BG96], on non-constraining 

relations, uses the idea of decomposition of the nets until reaching recognisable 

types of subnets. These types of subnets can be viewed as the basic components, 

all of which have the same structure. 

In other work, such as the P/R Boxes based approaches [DF96, BDF95, 

BDC93] and the client-server protocol [SB931, although the structure of the sys-

tem is reflected in the model, they do not offer a compositional method for the 

construction of the components representing the subsystems. The modelling of 

subsystems is done using conventional flat net models and their characterist-

ics must be obtained by applying the traditional analysis methods. Donatelli 

and Franceschinis [DF96] allow the composition of components at the resource 

level, but this is limited to synchronisation operations. Similarly, in the case of 

DSSP [RTS95] and {SC}*ECS  [RTS96] the models representing the cooperat-

ing processes are built in the conventional way. However, the structure of the 

sub-components is restricted to state machines, which are known to have certain 

properties. 

Admittedly, it could be argued that in these methods the concept of a basic 

component is much more general, not necessarily all having the same structure. 

For example, in the client-server protocol a client or a service net represent basic 

components, in DSSP and {SC}*ECS  the state machines represent basic com-

ponents and in P/R Boxes the P and R boxes represent basic components. 

The initial marking of components The state of a system is modelled in 

a Petri net by the distribution of tokens in the places of the net. Viewing the 

system as composed of subsystems, the state of the system should be composed 

or deduced from the state of the subsystems. In the same way, in a compositional 

PN system it should be possible to deduce the state of a component from the com-

position of the states of its subcomponents. Although not explicitly mentioned, 

in most of the approaches that consider place fusion composition, the operations 

are defined by characterising the resulting net, neglecting the definition of the 

(initial) marking of the resulting component with respect to the initial marking 

its subcomponents. For example, it is said that the initial state of a Petri Box is 

formed by assigning a marking of 1 to all initial or entry places. However, if this 

is done for basic Petri Boxes how is the initial marking of the composition of two 

Petri boxes defined with respect to the initial markings of the operands? This is 

not made clear and it is assumed that the initial marking is defined for a Petri 

Box representing a complete system. Christensen and Petrucci [CH93, CP95], 
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deal with the problem of initial marking by enforcing that only places that have 

the same initial marking can be fused. This initial marking is then considered as 

common for the places in the fusion set. This is implicitly the approach used in 

[SM90], but the marking is not part of the composition operations. 

3.33 The Petri net formalism 

Colours can be used to model the different behaviour patterns of entities in the 

system, and different parts of the system with similar or equivalent structures. 

Symmetric processes tend to be common in parallel and distributed systems, 

making the presence of colour notions a useful feature. Colouring can refer to 

places, transitions or tokens. With the use of coloured tokens it is possible to 

model different elements (resources, data, etc.) that are transferred between the 

processes of the system. In [BDF95], Botti et al. combine (stochastic) WNs 

with P/R boxes, offering a compositional model that exploits the symmetries of 

system. However, the validation of properties of the system is performed once the 

system is built, based on the properties of the unfolded (stochatic) PN system. 

To model parallel and distributed systems it is necessary to offer composition 

operations for the asynchronous and synchronous communication of components. 

There is a consensus that asynchronous communication is obtained by fusion 

of places between components. However, there are two basic methods for the 

modelling of synchronous communication: by transition fusion or by using labelled 

transitions. Labelled transitions are, in some cases, used as intermediate steps to 

identify the transitions to be fused [DF96, BDC93, BDF95]. The approaches that 

directly use transition fusion rely on the modeller's knowledge of which transitions 

are to be fused. This is overcome by the incorporation of labelled transitions, since 

the labels define the sets of transitions to be fused. In order to re-use a component 

with labelled transitions it might be necessary to rename its transitions. This, 

however, would not be necessary when working with non-labelled transitions. 

3.3.4 Re-usability of components 

Compositionality and modularity should imply re-usability. A complete system 

may constitute a sub-system within another system or a sub-system may form 

part of several systems. To be able to re-use a component its functionality must 

be known. Although re-usability is not explicitly mentioned in some of the com-

positional methods studied, all the methods that associate a functionality with 

the components implicitly allow the re-use of components. The definition of a 

compositional semantics for PNs implies that the the semantics of a component 
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can be obtained from the semantics of its subcomponents. In this case the set of 

reachable states, and thus the behaviour, of each component cannot be influenced 

by the environment. However, if we consider a model where the states of a com-

ponent can be influenced by its environment, then it is not possible to guarantee 

temporal or functional behaviour. Nevertheless, it would be desirable to be able 

to use information about the properties and behaviour of a component as a basis 

for the deduction of the properties and behaviour of the resulting compounds. 

Rather than preservation of properties, this approach implies the construction or 

deduction of the properties of a component from the properties of its parts. 
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41 I{ntroducton 

In the previous chapter we reviewed some of the existing works in the area of 

compositionality in PNs, analysing them according to a set of criteria for the 

definition of a method for the compositional construction and analysis of PN 

models of parallel and distributed systems. Based on these criteria, in this chapter 

we define a set of operations for the compositional construction of PN models of 

parallel and distributed systems. 

The set of composition operations defined is based on the operators of Process 

Algebras (PA). By mimicking the operators of PA, we benefit from the compos-

itional nature of that formalism. The definition of composition operations has 

taken into account the peculiarities and characteristics of the PN formalism, such 

as synchronisation, state evolution and token flow. The composition operations 

are defined over Well-formed coloured nets (WN). The WN systems obtained by 

applying the composition operations are termed composable WN (c WN) systems. 

As stated in [SB93], a modular approach improves the structure of models 

and favours the design of re-usable nets only if it is based upon a high level 

protocol which defines the communication between nets in terms of their func-

tional abilities, and not solely in terms of their graph structure. In this sense the 

compositional operations defined represent different kinds of communication or 

scheduling between components. 

The rest of this chapter is structured in the following manner. In Section 

4.2 we describe the factors that were considered when defining the compositional 

method. First we review the characteristics of some of the existing process al-

gebras. We then justify the selection of the WN formalism as the basis for the 
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compositional method defined. The section concludes by determining what will be 

the nature of the composition operations to be defined, with respect to the type 

of information that would be transfered between components, i.e. data and/or 

control flow. In Section 4.3 we present our compositional method for the con-

struction of cWN systems. We define the basic component, based on the idea 

of a basic element in stochastic PA as defined by Ribaudo [Rib95a], going on to 

define the set of composition operations of the compositional method proposed. 

For each operation we describe its abstract functionality (i.e. the relation between 

the components), its syntax and the characteristics of the component resulting 

from its application. We conclude this section by presenting an example to il-

lustrate how the operations defined can be applied to build a cWN system. The 

example presented is the well known "dining philosophers" problem. The type of 

composition operation and the order in which composition operations are applied 

determine the characteristics of the model obtained. In Section 4.4 we discuss the 

factors that must be taken into account to construct a cWN system, offering a 

set of informal guidelines for the modeller. At the end of this section we present 

another, slightly more complex, example to which we apply the guidelines pro-

posed. To conclude this chapter, in Section 4.5 we present the conclusions of the 

chapter and proposals for future work. 

42 Defining a compositionaR method for the con-
struction of Petri net systems 

To offer a framework for the compositional construction of PN systems it is neces-

sary to determine what will constitute a component and the ways in which com-

ponents can communicate and/or synchronise. In order to take advantage of the 

compositional nature of Process Algebras (PA), our approach is to mimic the oper-

ators of PA, while at the same time considering the characteristics and peculiarit-

ies of the PN formalism. The intension is not to create a net semantics for process 

algebras or concurrent program languages as in [BDH92, HHB92, Kot78, Rib95b]. 

Here the idea is to use the general meaning of the process algebra constructs to 

offer compositional primitives for the construction of PN systems, where meaning 

refers to the functional interpretation of the operators. In [Rib95a] it is sugges-

ted that perhaps the best way to incorporate compositional primitives in PNs 

would be based on the operations of PA. A straightforward translation, however, 

would not take into account the characteristics of the PN formalism, such as 

synchronisation, state evolution and token flow. 
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Let us now briefly revise the PA and SPA formalisms. 

4.2.1 Process Algebra 

PA are abstract languages for the specification and behavioural analysis of con-

current systems. In PA a system is characterised by its active components and the 

interactions between them. Each component may be atomic or may itself be com-

posed of components. Complex systems are built starting from the basic building 

blocks and applying the constructors of the algebra. Examples of PA include the 

Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS)[Mi189], Communicating Sequential 

Processes (CSP)[Hoa85], the Algebra of Communicating Processes [BK85] and 

LOTOS [131389]. The grammar of the language defines the ways in which the 

behaviour of a component may be built up from activities or an interaction of 

components. Operators are available for composition as well as mechanisms for 

abstraction which disregard internal details. Qualitative properties of a model 

are investigated by inspecting the transition diagram associated with the model. 

The operators defined in the various PA differ, but in general focus on syn-

chronisation, sharing, scheduling and communication between components. In 

CCS, the combinators of the language make it possible to construct an agent (the 

name given to an active component) which: 

• has a designated first action (prefix), 

• can behave as either of two agents (choice), 

• can either "execute" two agents concurrently and independently or can make 

them synchronise over common actions (parallel composition), 

• cannot perform any action of a predefined set of actions (restriction), 

• behaves as another agent but with actions relabelled by a relabelling func-

tion (renaming), 

o can have activities that are not visible externally (hiding),or 

o has a recursive behaviour (recursion). 

CSP additionally supports an external choice which allows the intervention of the 

environment. 
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42.2 Choosing the Petri net formalism 

By incorporating the notion of colours, the possibility of associating information 

with tokens and of parameterising transition firing, makes it possible to represent 

in a very concise manner systems that would have required huge uncoloured nets 

to be described. 

As studied in Chapter 3, WNs allow a natural representation of complex dis-

tributed systems, having the same expressive power as the unconstrained coloured 

net formalism. They permit the identification of model symmetries by means of 

the symbolic reachability graph, reducing the state space representation of the 

model. For these reasons we chose to work with WNs rather than with Coloured 

PNs [Jen92] as the basic modelling formalism. 

4.2.3 Communication between components 

Our initial work, on defining the composition operations for the construction of 

PN systems, was aimed at reproducing, as closely as possible, the semantics of the 

operators of PAs. This meant viewing the composition operations as control flow 

operators. As we have seen in other methods following this approach [Che9l, 

HHB92] it is necessary to define basic components that have an initial state 

and final states. The final states are needed in other to be able to identify 

when a component has finished and therefore the one following can start. In PA 

the evolution of the model is determined by the semantics of the composition 

operators used to form the components, whereas in PNs the evolution of the 

model is determined by the enabling and firing rules. The enforcement of a final 

state for components, such that the transitions of subsequent components do not 

become enabled while the first component is still "active" turned out to be a 

cumbersome and difficult problem. It would either be necessary to have prior 

knowledge of the possible final states in order to be able to fix the multiplicity 

of the arc functions in the other component or to assign lower priority to the 

transitions of the other component. However, we must keep in mind that the set 

of enabled transitions is defined over the overall system. Therefore subsequent 

components would have to have transitions with lower priorities than those in the 

first component and so on. In most of the existing methods that define final states 

this problem is avoided by using safe nets. In other methods like reentrant nets 

[Che9l], the problem is avoided by defining as the final state of a reentrant net a 

state where all final places are marked. Reentrant nets allow the first component 

to "execute" simultaneously with its successor but over different "iterations". 

Our subsequent work has focussed on the implementation of composition op- 
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erations that allow the asynchronous communication of components that can 

"execute" in parallel, and where the behaviour of one component can affect the 

behaviour of another component already "active". The tokens transfered between 

components can act both as control flow elements and hardware or software re-

sources (memories, buses, data, etc.). 

403 Cmpostiona WN (cWN) systems 

Before defining a set of composition operations for the construction of PN models, 

it is necessary to determine what will represent a component, and how it can 

communicate or synchronise with others. We need to define the medium by 

which communication can be made, i.e. places, arcs and/or transitions, and how 

much information is required about a component in order to be able communicate 

with it, i.e. define the interface of the component. 

The medium selected will depend on the way we want the components to 

communicate, i.e. if two components need to communicate in an asynchronous 

manner, then the communication should be made using places; if the compon-

ents need to synchronise, then the best mechanism is by transition fusion. The 

connection of nets by arcs corresponds to communication by "message sending" 

(arc from a transition to a place) and "message taking" (arc from a place to a 

transition) as discussed in [SB93]. We will not consider arc communication in 

this work, as it would mean modifying the set of input or output places of the 

transitions of a component. Another alternative is the definition of composi-

tion subnets, where the composition operation defines a subnet that connects the 

participating components. This approach is used in Donatelli and Franceschinis 

in [DF96] and by Ferscha in [Fer92] to compose resource nets with program or 

application nets, and by Souissi and Memmi in [SM90] where subnets can be 

composed by a sequential process or by what is termed a well-formed block. 

In our approach the communication medium can be formed by places, trans-

itions or predefined subnets. It is not desirable to have to know the whole net 

structure of a component in order to allow it to communicate with another. Cer-

tain parts of the net structure of a component should be visible only to the 

component itself. A component can be defined as a black-box with an associated 

interface by which it can communicate with other components. 

We will define the interface of a component as: 

o a set of entry places (ES), by which a component receives information from 

other components, 
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o a set of final places (FS), from which the component transfers information 

to others and 

o a set of synchronisable transitions (ST), by which the component can syn-

chronise with other components. 

4.3.1 The basic component 

Based on the idea of an action in PA and its representation in PN—as introduced 

by Ribaudo in [Rib95a]—as the basic construction component, we introduce the 

concept of a basic WN (bWIV) component. From a bWN we can build more 

complex components by using composition operations. 

Intuitively, a bWN is a WN in which there is only one transition (t). t has 

a set of input places (In) and a set of output places (0), either of which could 

be empty. A b WN will represent a function with its inputs and outputs. These 

inputs can represent data, resources needed to execute the function or control 

assignment. The input places cannot intersect with the output places. The set of 

entry places ES of a bWN will correspond to the set of input places (ES = In), 

and the set of final places will correspond to the set of output places (FS = 0). 

Given that the input and output places cannot intersect, ESnFS = 0 (see Figure 

4.1). 

This definition is similar to that of atomic nets in [1Kot78] and [ES90, ES91b]. 

However, in these papers atomic nets are defined as nets with one entry place, 

one final net and one transition. 
1  

P1 Opi 

>,fLJcP: 0 
PIP1, Pk 

L -------J 	 L -------J 

ES 	 FS 

Figure 4.1: Basic WN component. 

In order to keep the compositional model as simple as possible, we have re-

stricted the type of arcs allowed in bWN to input and output arcs, i.e. inhibitor 

arcs are not allowed. 

A bWN will have an initial parametric marking (MP) [AMBC95], which 

represents a family of PNs with the same structure. The transition t of a b WN 
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can be declared as synchronisable or not. Formally, a b WN is defined in the 

following way: 

Definition 4.1 A basic WN (bWJ'T) is a WN 

bWN = (P, ES, FS, T, ST, C,J,W,W,,MP) 

where: 

o T = {t} is the transition of the b WN; 

o ST = {t} if t is synchronisable otherwise ST = 0; 

o P = °t U t°; where °t are the input places of transition t and to its output 

places; 

o ES=°t; 

o FS =to; 

o C is the family of basic colour classes from which colour domains are defined 

(C={C1 ,...,C}). 

o We denote by I = I,-, n the ordered set of indices with C, fl C3  = 0 for any 

C, C3  E C; the function J: P U T -+ Bag(I), defines colour domains; 

o VP E P, W(p,t),W(p,t) : C(t) -+ Bag(C(p)), are the set of input and 

output arc functions of t, respectively; 

o (t) : CJ( j ) -+ { TRUE, FALSE} is a standard predicate associated with 

the transition t. By default (t) = TRUE; 

o MP is the initial parametric marking of the places in P; 

VpEFS: MP(p)=O. 

We can define a transition predicate for t via the function , which will be 

evaluated in every instantiation of the transition. Output places are considered 

to be the output of the function represented by the b WN, therefore, they all have 

initial marking zero. 

Unlike the basic element in PA, a basic WN can execute the same action a 

finite number of times, i.e. transition t can fire a finite number of times, depending 

on its initial marking and the multiplicity of its input arcs. Although a b WN has 
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one or more final states', this concept is not used to define the composition 

operations. 

Having defined a b WN the next step in defining a compositional framework 

is the definition of the composition operations, to obtain what we will term corn-

posable WNs, taking b WNs as the fundamental elements. 

Definition 4.2 A composable WN (cWN) is either a bWN or a composition of 

c WNs. 

cWN bWN I cWN * cWN I ocWN 

where * represents any binary composition operation and o any unary operation. 

4.32 Compositional operations 

Let us now propose the set of composition operations that will form the basis 

of the compositional method for the construction of PN systems presented in 

this dissertation. Each operation represents a way in which the sub-systems 

can communicate. The composition operations are reflected at the level of the 

components by fusion of places, fusion of transition or sharing of a subnet. 

Working with WNs adds another level of difficulty in the definition of com-

position operations. It is necessary to determine which places, according to the 

colour domain, can be fused and which cannot. We will only allow the fusion of 

places with equal colour domain. 

In the examples presented to illustrate the operations, the elements composed 

are b WN; however, the definitions are given more generally in terms of c WN. 

4.3.2.1 Sequential composition 

To model the case when the output, or part of the output, of a function, or sub-

system, forms part of the input of another sub-system, we include a sequential 

composition operation. The motivation of this operation is the Prefix operation 

in PA. The differences are that, in this case, the prefix of the sub-system or 

component is not necessarily a b WN (corresponding to the basic element) and that 

the participating components can "execute" in parallel. Unlike, other proposals of 

sequential composition, for example the join operation in [Kot78], not all output 

places of one component or all input places of the other have to participate in the 

composition. Our definition is similar to the sequential composition in reentrant 

nets [Che9l], where the set of entry places (termed initial places in reentrant nets) 

'A b WN can have several final states depending on the transition's instances that fire. 
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and the set of final places participating in the composition can be subsets of the 

entry set and of the final set, respectively, of the components being composed. 

From the point of view of the interfaces of the participating components, 

sequential composition is resolved by the fusion of final places—of the component 

from which the information is extracted—with entry places—of the component 

into which the information goes. 

Consider the sequential composition of two c WN, namely L and R, to form 

a cWN N (see Figure 4.2). The set of places participating in the operation 

is determined by the definition of a function F : (FSL c FSj) -p ESR, that 

associates final places of L with entry places of R. For a place pi E FS with 

17(p1 ) = Pr where Pr E ESR, it must hold that C(p1) = C(pr) (C(p2 ) is the colour 

domain of p2 ). This will mean that the type of information in p'  is the same as 

Pr We will denote by ES the set of places in ESR forming the image of the 

function F. Places in FS that are output places of a common transition cannot 

have the same image in ES' , otherwise we would be creating parallel arcs. As 

seen is Chapter 2, parallel arcs are represented in PNs by the multiplicity of the 

arc function. To maintain this representation we could either forbid the creation 

of parallel arcs or add the functions of the parallel arcs to create a unique arc 

representing a group of parallel arcs. In the compositions operations defined we 

have adopted the first solution to maintain the simplicity of the model and the 

idea that different output (entry) places of a transition represent different outputs 

(inputs) of the function represented by the transition. 

M. 

0  __0 0 f3 fl Ff2 p3 +7D 
P 

ti 
P2 

Al 

&fl 	 14 >0  13 
P1 	

ii 	
P3 	 i2 	p4 

Figure 4.2: Sequential composition of WN components. 

All places that are in the pre-image of a place Pc E ES' will be fused to Pc. 

However, the resulting fusion places will not be visible in the final component, 

i.e. they will not belong to either the entry set or the final set of the resulting 

component (see Figure 4.3). 
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FSR U (FSL - FS) 

STL U STR 

Figure 4.3: Construction of the interface of a cWN resulting from sequential 
composition. 

Formally the c WN Af resulting from the sequential composition of two c WNs 

L and R, denoted (L ; R), is a cWN defined as: 

A1  = (PAr, ESg, FS1r, Tjr, STj r, QV, JAr, W, W5, r, MPg) 

where, 

° Pr = FLU PR - FS,; Vpi ,p, E FS, if F(p) = F(p3 ) then °p fl °pj = 0; 

o FSg=FSLUFS— FS; 

o ESg=ESLUES— ES; 

o Tg=TUT; 

o STgSTLUSTR; 

o CAr = CL = CR; the set of basic colour classes of L equals that of R; 

0 VrEPgUTV, 

T) ifTEPLUTL 
CJ(r) = Cg 	CL( 

(T) = 
{ CR(T) if r E PR U TR 

Recall that all places in PR will be places of Pg. 

o W=WEUW; 
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o VtE TM, VpEPAr, 

-

- 	, 	 ifp E PRandtETR 
W (p, t) 

{ 

W(p,t) 	 ifPEPL—FS'andtETL 
W (p t) 

 (pkEFS: r(Pk)=P) W(pk, t) if t E TL and p E ES 

0 	 otherwise 

Let us remember that places in FS that are output to the same transition 

cannot have the same image in ES; 

o VtETA : 

_f L(t) iftETL 
(t) - 	

R(t) if t E TR 

o VpEPAr, 

MPs.r(p) 
{ 

MPL(P) if o E PL - FS 
= MPR(P) otherwise 

4.3.2.2 Choice composition 

The choice composition operation represents a logical selection of the sub-component 

to which a given type of information should be transferred. It is a binary compos-

ition that works over the entry sets of two cWNs. The information is received via 

entry places of the participating cWNs. The choice composition is defined over 

two distinct components, to guarantee both that the set of places corresponding 

to each branch of the choice do not intersect and that they do not share common 

output transitions. If they intersected then the places in the intersection would 

always receive the information. If they shared common transitions then the op-

eration would not represent a choice of the function or subsystem to which the 

information is given. 

The structure of the resulting component is obtained by augmenting the net 

with (see Figure 4.4): 

o a place (the choice place), 

o two transitions (associated with each of the participating sub-components), 

o a pair of arcs from the choice place into each of the transitions associated 

with the sub-components, and 

o a set of arcs from each of these transitions to each place in the set of selected 

entry places of the corresponding sub-component. 
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The choice place (pa ) will be an entry place of the resulting component. The 

function on these arcs is the identity function defined over the colour domain of 

the choice place. It has been defined in this way to make the choice completely 

random, not influenced by the arc functions. Notice that the choice composition 

will broadcast the information to the entry places of the component to which the 

information is sent. 

The choice operator only makes sense if all places participating in the choice 

have the same colour domain, i.e. receive the same information. The colour 

domain of the choice place will be that of the participating places. We will denote 

by Choice(L), the subset of places of the ES of component L that participate in 

choice operation, and the dual for R. The places of Choice(L) and Choice(R), 

will not be visible in the environment of the resulting component. Figure 4.5 

shows how the interface of the resulting component (.V) is defined, based on the 

interfaces of the participating sub-components (L and R). 

L 

<P 
	tL 	Pi 	tj 	P2 

P3 	 t2 	 P4 

R 

Figure 4.4: Choice composition of WN components. 

Formally, the c WN iV resulting from the choice composition of two c WNs L 

and R, denoted L + R, is a cWN defined as: 

= 

where, 

o PAr = FL U PR U {p}, with Pc  the choice place. 

o ES1,í = ESL U ESR U {Pc} - Choice(L) - Choice(R); where Choice(L) and 

Choice(R) are the subsets of places of ESL and ESR, respectively, that 

participate in the choice operation; 

o FSJ=FSLUFSR; 
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r ESLI 	L 

STL 

rESR1 	 n 
R 	IFSRI / -- 

STR 

	

ESL UESRU{PC}— 	 FSRUFSL 
Choice(L) - Choice(R) 	CiF] ---   

STL U STR 

Figure 4.5: Construction of the interface of a c WN resulting from choice compos-
ition. 

o TAr = TL U TR U {tL, tR},  where tL and tR are the transitions, introduced by 

the choice operation, associated with the components L and R, respectively; 

o STf=STLUSTR; 

o CAr = CL = CR; 

o CJ() = CAr(p) = Cg(p) with p,  any place in Choice(L) U Choice(R). 

Given that the arc functions of the transitions are identity functions defined 

according to the colour domain of Pc, CJ...r(tL) = CAr(tR) = CAr(p); all other 

elements in PAr U Tjj have the colour domains that they had in the sub-

components. 

0 VtE TV,  VpPj.r, 

- t) - 
	W(p,t) if t E TL and p E PL 

WAr(p, 	

{ 

X 	if (t = tL or t tR) and o = 

- W(p,t) iftET R  and pEPR 

	

0 	otherwise 

where X is the identity function defined over the colour domain of Pc. 

o VtETAr,VpEPAI, 

X 	ift=tL and pE Choice(L) 
X 	if t = tR and p E 

W(p,t)= W(p,i) iftETL and pEPL 
W(p,t) iftETR and pEPR 
0 otherwise 

where X is the identity function defined over the colour domain of Pc 
I.J 

'I.] 



o VtE TA( : 
- I Ii(t) iftETL 

if t E TR 

o VpEPAr 
( MPL(p) ifPEPL 

MP,(p) = MPR(p) if p E PR 

	

0 	ifp=p 

4.3.2.3 Independent parallel composition 

Independent parallel composition is defined over two components that can "ex-

ecute", or have an active token game, simultaneously and independently. Inde-

pendent parallel composition implies no place or transition fusion. The particip-

ating sub-components do not share or interchange information. This operation 

corresponds to parallel composition in PA, without considering any type of co-

operation or synchronisation between the components. The ES of the resulting 

component is obtained from the union of the ESs of the sub-components, and 

similarly for the FS and the ST (as shown in Figure 4.6). 

LSTLD 
	

/ CSTR]_` 

ItJV  
ESL UESR 	[:ISTA 	FSRUFSL 

STL U ST1 

Figure 4.6: Interface of the c WN resulting from an independent parallel compos-
ition. 

Formally the c WN Jsf resulting from the independent parallel composition of 

two cWNs L and R, denoted LIR, is defined as: 

Al = (Ps, ESAI, F51.1, Tg, ST,r, Cg, Jjr, 	W, 0  g )  MP14 

where, 

o PA( =PL UPR ; 
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o ESN= ESL  UESR; 

o SAr=FSLUFSR; 

o TJV-  = TLUTR; 

o STAr = STL U STR; 

o CA( = CL = CR; 

o VrE PA( UT&j, 

CJ(T) 
= Cg(r) = { CL(T) if r E PL U TL 

CR(T) ifTEPRUTR 

o W=W 1jUW; 

o Wj=WtUW; 

0 VtETr 
1 L(t) iftETL 

R(t) iftETR 

o MPAr=MPLUMPR; 

4.3.2.4 Competing parallelism composition 

The motivation for competing parallelism composition is to model the situation 

where two functions, or two sub-systems, compete over common input informa-

tion. In contrast to the choice composition, the decision of to which component 

the information is given is not completely random, in this case the arc functions 

emerging from the places with shared information can be different than the iden-

tity function. Competing parallelism can be applied over two cWNor internally, 

between the places of a single cWN. 

Consider the competing parallel composition of two cWNs, L and R, to obtain 

a c WN N. For each component it is necessary to define the set of entry places 

that will participate in the operation. This will be done by the definition of a 

function A : ( ES c ESL) —+ ESR, which will determine which places of ESL 

are to be fused with which places in ESR. In order to maintain the number of 

input places for each transition of the participating components, the function A is 

defined as one-to-one, i.e. l ESL' I = ESI where ES is the range of the function 

A. We can then represent A as a set of ordered pairs of places to be fused, with 

the first element belonging to L and the second to R. For each ordered pair the 

place belonging to L will be fused into the place of R. The fused place will inherit 



the arcs of the place in L. The interface of the resulting c WJV Al, after applying 

the competing parallelism operation over the components L and R, is represented 

in Figure 4.7a. 

CKY 

 - - - - - 

jL I   _ 
       

/ [STR] 

-I 

ES 	 FS 
A( 

ESL  UESR _{ES L }[S] 	FSRUFSL 

STL U STR 

 

E5' 

[STS 	
ES5 Pdom 	 FSs 

STS 

 

Figure 4.7: Interface of the eWN resulting from the competing parallelism com-
position between two cWNs (a) and within a cWN (b). 

Formally the c WN ./V resulting from the competing parallel composition of 

two cWNs L and R, denoted LICR, is defined as: 

	

Al = (Pg, ESjr, FSj.r, TAr,  STAr,  CM, JAr, W, W, 	MPM) 

where, 

o PM = PL U PR - ES, where ES is the domain of the function A. 

o ESg=ESLUESR — ES; 

o FSAr=FSLUFSR; 
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o TA( =TLUTR;STAr=STLUSTR; 

o CA( = CL = CR; 

o VTE PA( UT,&f: 

CJ() = Cv(r) 
= { 

o VtET,VpEP, 

CR(T) ifTEPRUTR 
CL(T) ifTEPLUTL 

( Wj(p,t) ifpEPL—ES'andtETL 
W(p,t) ifpEES and A'(p)=pk and tETL 

W 
- 

(p, t) 
= ) 

W(p,t) if p E PR and t E TR 
0 	otherwise 

o VtETr,VpEP, 

( W(p,t) ifpE PL—ES L  and tETL 

J W(p, t) if p E ES and A1(p) = Pk and t E TL t) W(p, = 
W(p,t) if p E PR and i E TR 
0 	otherwise 

• VtETg: 

- f L(t) iftETL 
Alt - 

 
(DR (t) iftETR 

• VpEPr, 

( MPL(pk) + MPR(P) p E ES with A'(p) = p 
MPv(p) 	MPL(P) 	 if p E PL - ES 

	

I MPR(P) 	 ifPEPR — ES 

For competing parallelism within a single component the function A is defined 

over the set of entry places of the c WN into itself. The range of the function A 
cannot intersect with its domain, i.e. a place is not fused with itself, and places 

with common input and/or output transitions cannot be fused. This last restric-

tion is to prevent the creation of parallel arcs. The interface of the resulting c WN 

Al, after applying an internal competing parallelism to a cWN S, is represented 

in Figure 4.7b. 

Formally, we define the c WN Al resulting from the applying the competing 

parallelism composition over a single component S by: 

= (Ps, ESN, FSN, TA(, STAr, CAr, JA(, 	WAr 	MPj) 

where, 
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o PAr = Ps - Pd,,,,,; where Pd,,,, is the (set of places in) the domain of the 

function A; 

• ESN = ES5 - Pdom 

• FSN=FSS; 

o TA( =TS; 

• STg=STS; 

• Cj=CS; 

• VrETUP, JAr(T) = Js(r); 

• VtETr,VpEP, 

( W(p,t) if p E Ps - Pdom - Pm9 

W(p,t) if p E Pm 9  and t E p° W(p, t) = 
 

W; (Pk, t) if p E Pm9  and A'(p) = Pk and t E pok  
0 	otherwise 

Cases 2 and 3 are exclusive given that places that are fused cannot have 

common output transitions. 

o VtET,VpEPg, 

( W(p,t) if p E Ps - Pdom - Pm 9  

J W(p,t) if p E Pm9 and t E °p W(p, t) = 
) W(pk t) if p E Pm9 and A- ' (p) = Pk and t E ON 

0 	otherwise 

Cases 2 and 3 are exclusive given that places that are fused cannot have 

common input transitions. 

0 Vt E Tg, AI(t) = 

o The initial marking MPs is defined Vp E Pr as 

MP5(p)- { MP
s (p) + MPS(Pk) if p E Pm9  with A'(p) = Pk 

- MPS (P) 	 otherwise 

Relation between the different types of parallelism 

Consider competing parallelism defined over two components, L and R, with ES 
and ES the places of L and R, respectively, that participate in the composi-

tion, and a pair of places (Pe,Pf),  such that p E ES and A(p) = pj (therefore 

Pf E ES). This operation can be redefined as first applying the competing 
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parallelism operation over L and R with ES, = {Pe} and ES = {p,}, followed 

by the internal competing parallelism operation with Pd,,,,, equal to the original 

ES - { p,}, and Pm9  equal to the original ES' -  {pj}. It can also be represen-

ted by an independent parallel composition of L and R, followed by an internal 

competing parallelism operation with Pd,,,, = ES and Pm 9  = ES. 

4.3.2.5 Closing operation 

When we consider systems with non-terminating behaviour it is necessary for 

a model—or sub-components within a model—to be able to feed information 

back to its input. This structure is supported by the introduction of the closing 

operator CL. This operation is related to the recursion operator in PA. 

The closing operation considers the fusion of a final place of a component with 

an entry place of the same component. The resulting fusion place will be part 

of the entry set of the component, inheriting the arcs of both the entry and the 

final place involved in the composition. Multiple final places output to different 

transitions can be fused with a single entry place, by the iterative application of 

the operation. This is possible because the closing operation preserves the entry 

place condition (see Figure 4.8). However, we cannot fuse multiple entry places 

with a single final place. In cases where we needed this, we would first have to 

apply competing parallel composition to the entry places involved and then apply 

the closing operation. 

The definition of a function 0 determines the pair of places (pf,pe)  to be 

fused, where pj E FS and Pe E ES . The final place pj will be fused with Pe, 

which will behave both as Pi  and Pe.  Let us remember that entry places of cWN 

can be output places of transitions of the cWN. The condition C(pe) = C(pj) 

must hold in order to guarantee that there will be no tokens passed into the place 

Pe which are not defined in its colour domain. 

------------ 	
---- 	

-- 

el 

C 
S 	

L(S) 	
H 

[

STJ 

	

	 [STArJ 
S 	

ES5 	 FS—{pj} 

STS  

Figure 4.8: Interface of a component resulting from a closing operation. 

Formally the cWN A resulting from applying the closing operation over a 



cWNS (denoted CL(S)), is defined as: 

Ar = (PAr, ESj c, FS1j, TV, ST j r, C1j, Jjj, 	W5, 	, MPAr) 

where, 

o PAr=Ps —{p f }; 

o ESg=ESs; 

o FSg=FSs—{pj}; 

o TH=Ts; 

o 

o VTETUP, JM(T) = Js(r); 

o VtE Tv, VpE PAr, W(p,t)=W(p,t) 

0 VtETg,VpEPg, 

W(p,t)= I W(p j ,t) ifp=pe  and tE°pj 

<1 W(p,t) otherwise 

Recall that Pe  and pf  cannot have common input transitions. 

0 Vt E TN, 4),v(t) 

o VP E PAr, MP(p) = MPs (p); 

Recall that the initial marking of a final place is zero; 

4.3.2.6 Synchronisation 

One of the main advantages that PNs for the modelling of concurrent system is 

the diversity of synchronisat ions that they can represent. We will consider the 

synchronisation of pairs (t 1 , t 2 ) of synchronisable transitions, possibly from differ-

ent components. The synchronisation results in the fusion of the two transitions 

into a transition (see Figure 4.9). When they both belong to the same com-

ponent they must be different transitions (t 1 =A  t 2 ) and their set of input and 

output places must not intersect. 

Sub-components will not detect the changes made as a consequence of a syn-

chronisation. They still supply the same information to a transition and receive 

the same type of information from it, once it has fired. The functionality of the 

subnets involved does not change. 
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ESL U ESR - 	 FSL U FSR 

STL U STR - {t1,t2} u {t} 

Figure 4.9: Interface of the component resulting from the synchronisation of two 
components, L and R. 

The information about the colour domain, variables and predicates of the 

transitions participating in the synchronisation is required to define the colour 

domain and predicates, respectively, of the resulting transition t. The colour 

domain of t will be formed by the Cartesian product of the colour domains of 

the participating transitions. A transition with no variables is considered to have 

a neutral colour domain. The Cartesian product of a neutral colour domain with 

another Cj, is the colour domain C. 

The predicates defined over the variables of the transitions being synchronised 

are inherited by the resulting t,yn  transition. New predicates can be defined on 

this transition, relating variables of the synchronising transitions. The transition 

t. n  will be visible to the environment, replacing t1 and t 2 . 

Formally, the c WNj\f resulting from applying a single transition synchronising 

operation over two c WNs L and R, denoted by L R11t 1 , t 2 } is a c WN defined 

as: 

Al = (PAr,ESAr,FSAr,Tjr,STjj,C,Jg,Wj,W,tj,MPj) 

where, 

o PJ r=PLUPR; 

o ESN= ESL UESR; 

0 FSN=FSLUESR; 



o Tj.r = TL U TR - {t1,t2} U {t,}; where ti and t2  are the synchronising 

transitions of the cWNs L and R, respectively; 

o STAr = STL U STR - {t1, t2} U {t n }; 

o CA( = CL = CR; 

0 VtETr, 

	

CL(t) 	 iftETL 

	

CJ(t) = CAr(t) = { CR(t) 	if t E TR 
CL(ti) x CR(t2)  if t = 

VpEPm, 
I C(p) ifpEPL 

CJ (P) = Cr(p) 
= 1 C(p) if p E PR 

o VtETAr,VpEPm, 

WE (PI t) 
W(p, t) 

W(p,t) = Wj(p,t i ) 
W(p,t 2 ) 
0 

0 ViETr,VpEPjr, 

W(p, t) 
W(p, t) 

W(p,t)= W(p,t i ) 
W(p, t 2 ) 
0 

o ViETAr: 

if p E PL and t E TL  
if p E PR and t E TR 
if p E PL and t = 
if p E PR and t = 
otherwise 

if p E PL and t E TL 
if p e PR and i E TR 
if p E PL and t = 
if PE PR and t = 
otherwise 

	

( 'L(t) 	 iftETL 

	

((t)= ' 'DR(t) 	 iftETR  

t I 1 (t) UDR(t2)  U new_pred if t = 

where new_pred is the set of new predicates defined over the variables of 

0 VpEPg, 

MPg(p)- { MPL (P) if p E PL 
- MPR (p) ifpePR 

In the case of the synchronisation being applied over a single cWN S, the 

resulting cWNJ%/, is defined as: 

iV =(PN,ESN,FSAr,TAr,STAr, CM,  JAr,W,W Ar,MPAr) 

where, 



PA( = Ps; 

o ES1.i=ESs; 

o FSrFSs; 

o TM = Ts—{t i ,t2}U{t}; where t 1  and t 2  are the synchronising transitions 

( t 1 	t) and ((°t 1  fl °t 2  = 0) A (t fl t°2  = 0)); 

o STg = ST - It 1, t2 I  U {t}; 

o CM=CS; 

0 VtETM, 

I Cs (t) 	 if t E t 	tsyn 
CJ) = CAl(t) 

= 1 Cs(ti) x Cs(t) if t = t3y  

VP E  PM, CJ ,1 () = CM (p) = CS (P); 

0 Vt e TM, VP e PM, 

( W(p,t) 
- 	- J W(p,ti) 

WM(p,t) - ) W(p,t 2 ) 
10 

0 Vt e TM, Vp E Pg, 

if t 
if t = t 	and p E ° t 1  
if t = t 	and p E ° t2 
otherwise 

( W(p,t) if t 54 t syn  

J W(p,t i ) if t = t 	and p E to 
W(p,t) = ) W(p,t 2 ) if t = t and p E to  

0 	otherwise 

o VtETM: 

I (D S  (t) 	 t,yn  

= 1 s(ti) U s (t 2 ) U newpred if t = 

where new_pred is the set of new predicates defined over the variables of 

o VP e PM, MPM(P) = MPs (p); 

We have defined the set of compositional operations that have been included in 

the methodology for the compositional construction and analysis of cWN systems 

proposed in this dissertation. They have been summarised in Table 4.1. 
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Composition operations 

Sequential 	 L;R 
Fuses final places of L with entry places of R. It requires the definition of a function F : FS, -+ ESR, where FS, c FSL, 
to determine which places will be fused. The places fused are not included in the environment of the resulting component. 

Choice 	 L + R 
It combines two components by using a subnet formed by a choice place and two transitions output to the choice place. The places 
participating in the choice composition are not visible in the environment of the resulting component. 

J[ndependent Parallelism LIR 
Composes two components by union of their places and transitions. The operation does not involve any place or transition fusion. The 
environment of the resulting component is the union of the environments of the participating components. 

Competing Parallelism L C R 
Composes two components by fusion of entry places. It requires the definition of a one-to-one function, A , that determines the pairs 
of places (one from each component) to be fused. The resulting fusion places will be in the entry set of the resulting component. It can 
also be applied to fuse entry places within a component. In this case the entry places cannot have common input or output transitions. 

Closing 	 CL(S) 
An internal operation that fuses a final place with an input place. The pair of places to be fused is defined by a function ®. The 
resulting fusion place will belong to the set of entry places of the resulting component. 

Synchronisation 	 L 's-' R/{ t i , t 2 } 

Fuses two transitions. It can be applied over different components or internally, within a component. The transitions fused cannot 
have common input or output places. The resulting fusion transition will be in the environment of the resulting component. 

Table 4.1: Summary of the syntax and semantics of the composition operations. 



4 . 3 .3 Using the composition operations for the construc -

tion of a cWN system 

Let us now study a small example to illustrate how the compositional operations 

defined can be applied over the sub-components of a model. The example chosen 

is the well-known problem of the "Dining Philosophers". There is a group of 

philosophers sitting around a table, on which there are as many forks as philo-

sophers and a huge bowl of spaghetti. However, because the spaghetti is very 

tangled, a philosopher requires two forks to eat. Therefore, he will have to com-

pete with his neighbours for the use of his forks. A philosopher thinks for a while, 

then eats and once he has finished eating he returns to thinking. 
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thinking 	think 	waiting 	
C = {ph o , ..., ph_ 1 } 
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X ED &4  ~X  

CL ---------------  a 	forks 

Figure 4.10: Basic components of the Dining Philosophers model 

Before defining the basic components of the model we must determine the basic 

colour classes. The two types of elements that we must represent are philosophers 

and forks. As we have said, there is the same number of forks as philosophers. 

We will assume that philosophers and forks are numbered in a clockwise manner. 

When a philosopher is thinking his fork is considered to be free or usable by 

another philosopher. When a philosopher is eating he uses his fork and that of 

his left hand neighbour philosopher. This reflects a direct relation between the 

two sets of elements, allowing us to represent both philosophers and forks with 

a single ordered colour class C = {ph 0 ,... ,ph(_ 1 )}, where n is the number of 

forks and philosophers. 

In Figure 4.10 the set of basic components for the dining philosophers model 

is presented. Given that there is only one basic colour class with no static sub- 
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classes the indexes of the arc functions have been omitted. A philosopher will first 

think (component THINK), once hungry he will wait until he can eat (placing a 

token in place waiting). Component EAT models a philosopher eating, for which 

it requires a hungry philosopher and the availability of his forks; when he has both, 

the philosopher can start-eating. Component END-EAT receives a philosopher 

who was eating and wants to stop, this component sends the philosopher back to 

thinking and releases the forks. The marking S corresponds to the marking that 

has one coloured object for each colour in the colour class C. 

Given the group of bWN components presented in Figure 4.10, the following 

steps can be followed in order to obtain the complete model of the problem. 

To identify instances of places that have the same name but which originally 

belong to different components we will employ a dot notation. The first element 

corresponds to the name of the component to which the place originally belongs, 

and the second element the name of the place (component names are in capital 

letters and place names in small letters). 

Construction Steps: 

Sequential composition of EAT with END-EAT (see component EAT-2 in 

Figure 4.11). 

EAT-2 = EAT;END-EAT with F(EAT.eating)= END-EAT.eating; 

Closing operation over EAT-2 (see component EATING in Figure 4.11). 

EATING = CL(EAT2) with O(END-EAT.forks)=EAT.forks; 

Sequential composition of THINK with EATING (see Figure 4.12). 

THINK-EAT = THINK;EATING with 

F(THINK.waiting)= EATING.waiting; 

Closing operation over THINK-EAT (see Figure 4.12). 

DINING-PHIL = CL(THINK_EAT) with 

®(EATING.thinking)= THINK.thinking. 

We have shown how the composition operations can be used to build a c WN 

system. First we identified the colour domain of the whole system, then the 

basic functions, thus the basic components, and then the relation between the 

components. The way and order in which composition operations are applied 

may affect the outcome of the resulting cWN model. This will depend on the 

places and transitions in the interface of the intermediate components. In the 
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Note: Colour domains have been omitted because all places have colour set C. 

Figure 4.11: Applying the compositional operations to form the model of the 
Dining Philosophers problem (steps 1 and 2). 

following section we discuss the factors that need to be considered when creating 

a cWN model. The aim of this analysis is to offer a set of guidelines to the 

modeller. 

404 Genera guidelines for the construction of a 
c WN system 

The aim of this section is to present a series of suggestions of what should be 

taken into account when using the composition operations defined to construct a 

c WN system. These guidelines are not intended to be taken as strict steps of the 

construction process. 
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think 	waiting thinkin 

forks 

Figure 4.12: Applying the compositional operations to form the model of the 
Dining Philosophers problem (steps 3 and 4). 

4.4.1 Identification of the basic colour classes 

In cWNs colour classes are defined over the system as a whole. This restriction 

is imposed to avoid ambiguity, repetitions and mismatches. The fusion of places 

has been defined over places that have the same colour domain. Allowing the 

definition of colour classes at the level of components could require the definition 

of a function to associate colour classes of one component with colour classes 

of another. Two colour classes of different components that represent the same 

elements could be named or defined differently in the different components. Fur-

thermore, what can be considered as a colour class at the level of a component 

can at the level of the whole system constitute a static sub-class. It would then be 

necessary to support the creation of new colour classes, of new static sub-classes, 

and redefinition of colour functions and of transition predicates, defined over the 
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existing colour classes. 

Given the system's specification, it should be possible to identify the type of 

entities participating in the system. In the example of the dining philosophers 

(Section 4.3.3) we could deduce, from the description of the problem, that philo-

sophers and forks were the types of entities represented by tokens. By further 

analysis of these types we deduced that one colour class was sufficient. 

The static colour sub-classes of the basic colour classes must also be defined 

from the beginning. The neutral colour domain is tacitly considered to be within 

the set of colour domains. 

4.4.2 Selection of the composition operation 

In order to build a model starting from the system's description we combine a top-

down analysis with a compositional (bottom-up) construction method. Having 

defined the b WNs and/or identified (existing) c WNs that model the different parts 

of the system, it is necessary to establish how they should be composed. 

Closing operation If we need to feed information back from places in FS 

into places in ES of a component then a closing operation is required. The 

closing operation only fuses a pair of places at a time, therefore if we want 

to fuse more than two places, we will have to perform as many closing 

operations as the number of places in FS that need to be fused. We cannot 

fuse a single final place with several entry places, because when a final place 

participates in the closing operation the fused place is not included in the 

resulting FS. 

Choice and competing parallelism between two components : If there 

exists a pair of cWNs, L and R, with common information requirements, 

for which they have to compete, then there are two options for their com-

position. If we want the assignment to be completely random and possibly 

that more than one place in each component obtains that information, then 

we would use the choice composition. Otherwise, we apply the competing 

parallelism operation, where the functions of the out-going arcs of the places 

participating in composition can influence outcome of the competition. 

Competing parallelism within a single component: Consider a cWN res-

ulting from applying a composition operation between two components. If 

within the set of entry places there are places that represent the same in-

formation and state, and thus have the same meaning in the model, then 

we can apply competing parallelism over this set of places. 
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Sequential composition : If the information offered by a place or a set of 

places in the FSL of a cWN, L, is required by a place or a set of places in 

the ESR of a component R, then we should define a sequential composition 

over L and R. 

Independent parallel composition : In general, independent parallel com-

position is used when it is necessary to group components that do not 

interact, i.e. components that have independent token games. However, it 

can also be used to model another, more complicated, relation. If there is 

a pair of cWNs, L and R, for which: 

o there is a third cWN, 5, which needs to be sequentially composed with 

both Land B, i.e. L;S and R; S, and 

o L and R do not require information from each other and do not share 

common input information, 

then L and R must first be composed by independent parallel composition, 

and then the resulting component can be sequentially composed with S. 

Synchronisation : Synchronisation between two transitions is applied when it 

is necessary to represent a communication process between the functions 

modelled by the transitions. 

4.4.3 Precedence rellation between the operations 

The order in which the composition operations are applied can strongly influence 

the way in which the components of a system can be made to interact. By 

analysing the interface of the resulting component after the application of each 

composition operation, we aim to offer a guide to the modeller on how to join a 

set of components to obtain the results desired. These guidelines are presented 

in terms of the following ordering of the operations—from strongest to weakest—

according to their definition of the interface of the resulting component, restricting 

the application of other composition operations, and the information required 

from the subcomponents onto which an operation is applied. This is not a strict 

ordering, nor is it unique. For example, the closing operation may precede an 

internal parallel composition involving a common entry place Pe,  or they could 

be applied in the reverse order, obtaining the same results. 

Closing : This is an internal operation that only requires information from 

the component to which it is applied. Its influence on the interface of 
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the component is that the final place will not exist as such, however, its 

information is still accessible in the resulting fusion place, which will be an 

entry place of the resulting component. 

Internal competing parallelism : This is also an internal operation. It re-

quires information only about the entry places of the component. This 

information is preserved in the resulting component through the resulting 

fusion places. 

Internal synchronisation : An internal operation that requires information 

about the synchronisable transitions of the component. The resulting t 

is also visible and acts as both of the synchronising transitions, although 

new predicates can be defined. 

Choice (pre-selection) : This operation is defined over two components, re-

quiring information about their entry sets. After the composition the par-

ticipating entry places are not part of the interface of the resulting com-

ponent. A choice composition can be followed by a closing operation, an 

internal competing parallelism or an internal synchronisation over the res-

ulting component. 

Competing parallelism between two components : This is a binary oper-

ation that requires information about the entry sets of the participating 

components. All information about the entry places involved in the opera-

tion is inherited by the resulting fusion places. The set of final places and 

synchronisable transitions of the resulting component are formed by the 

union of the corresponding sets of the participating components. 

Sequential : This is a binary operation that requires information about the 

entry set of one component and the final set of the other. After the com-

position the resulting fusion places will not form part of the interface of the 

resulting component. 

Synchronisation between two components : This operation requires inform-

ation about the synchronisable transitions of the participating components. 

The entry and final sets of the resulting component will be the union of the 

corresponding sets of the participating components. The transition t res-

ulting from the synchronisation will belong to the interface of the resulting 

component and will act as both of the synchronising transitions. 
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][ndependent Parallelism : This is a binary operation where all the informa-

tion of the subnets is preserved. This operation does not require information 

about the entry set, final set or the set of synchronisable transitions. The 

application of an independent parallel composition prevents the application 

of other binary operation. However, given that it preserves the interfaces 

of the participating components the fusion of places or transitions can be 

still be done by internal compositions. The choice operation has no internal 

equivalent, hence it is necessary to apply it before an independent parallel 

composition. 

The identification of which composition operation should be applied, and a 

precedence relation between the composition operations, are intended to guide 

the modeller in the construction process. To illustrate the use of these guidelines, 

in the following section we apply them to a slightly more difficult example than 

the "Dining Philosophers" problem. 

4.4.4 Mode' of a multiprocessor architecture 

In this section we apply the guidelines described to a modification of the example 

of a Multiprocessor system introduced in [AMBC82]. There is a common memory 

(CM) distributed into modules local to each processor. It is assumed that memor-

ies are logically divided into private and common areas (PM Z  and CMI ). Each 

processor i is connected to its own local memory module by a local bus (LB 2 ). A 

processor i accesses a non-local CM 3  module using its own LB S , the global bus 

(GB), and the LB 3  connected to the destination CM 3  module. Figure 4.13 shows 

the structure of this architecture. 

A processor that gains access to the GB has priority to use any reachable 

resource and may preempt other processors. Processors preempted while using 

their LB will become blocked; processors preempted while waiting for the GB 

maintain their state, but release their LB. 

Each processor runs an interactive application that will receive a input via an 

I/O device and will then process it. The processing of the input may require one 

or more memory accesses, concluding by sending an output to the corresponding 

I/O device. 
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Figure 4.13: A multiprocessor architecture with distributed common memory 
modules, accessible through the LBs of the processors connected to each one. 

Let us now analyse which basic colour classes should be employed in modelling 

the system. A private memory module can be identified by its associated pro-

cessor. In the same way, the common memory area and the local bus associated 

with a processor can also be identified by the local processor. Each processor 

runs one process. Given these arguments the only colour class needed for this 

model will be the Processors colour class, with an identifier per processor. The 

variables in the model will be represented with the last letters of the alphabet, 

this has been considering that there is only one colour class with only itself as 

static sub-class and in this way indexes can be avoided. 

Having defined the basic colour classes, we now identify the basic functions 

of the system. Let us start with the identification of the basic functions of the 

subsystem representing the multiprocessor architecture. Each basic function will 

in this case correspond to a b WN. Figure 4.14 on page 60 shows the b WN corres-

ponding to each basic function. In Table 4.2 we give the correspondence between 

the names of the inputs and outputs of the basic functions and the names given 

to the places representing them in the cWNs. 

Basic Functions of the multiprocessor architecture's subsystem 

Generate Request (bWN A in Figure 4.14) Represents the activity ofa pro-

cessor before requesting access to either its local memory module or to a 

remote CM module. 

Inputs : Active Processors 

Outputs : Request Memory Access 

Access LB (bWN B in Figure 4.14) This function represents the administra-

tion of the LB from the point of view the local processor. If the local pro- - 
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PLACE ABBREVIATION 
Active Processors AP 
Request Memory Access RMA 
Free Local Buses FLB 
Memory Requests MR 
Busy Local Buses BLB 
Request PM RPM 
Request Local CM RLCM 
Request GB and remote CM RGC 
Global Bus GB 
GB and free LB Granted GBGF 
GB and busy LB Granted GBGB 
Finished memory access FMA 

Table 4.2: Correspondence between abbreviations used in the cWNs and the name 
inputs and outputs of the basic functions of the multiprocessor architecture. 

cessor is requesting the use of its LB to access its local memory module, it 

verifies that the LB is free. If it is not free it will mean that it is in use by 

a remote processor which has priority over the use of the LB. 

Inputs : Free LB, Requests memory access 

Outputs : Busy LB (in use by local Processor), Memory request 

Use PM (bWN C in Figure 4.14) Represents the time spent by the processor 

accessing its PM. To use its PM the processor must have gained access to 

its LB. 

Inputs : Busy LB (by local processor), Request PM 

Outputs : Free LB, processors that have finished memory access 

Use local CM (bWN D in Figure 4.14) Represents the time spent by a pro-

cessor using its local CM module. To use its local CM module the processor 

must have its LB assigned to it. 

Inputs : Busy LB (by local processor), Request local CM 

Outputs : Free LB, processors that have finished memory access 

Access GB and LB (busy)(bWNE in Figure 4.14) This function represents 

the assignment of the global bus and of the remote local bus to a processor. 

This function assumes that the remote local bus is busy, in use by the local 

processor. If the access to the GB is granted before the remote local bus is 
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Figure 4.14: b WNs of the model of the multiprocessor architecture. 
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freed the function preempts the local processor, blocks it (maintaining its 

state) and uses the LB. As in the previous function processors that request 

access to a remote CM module "queue" for the access to the GB. To request 

the GB the processor must have gained access to its LB. 

Inputs : Busy LB (in use by processor requesting GB), processor request-

ing access to GB, GB, LB of remote processor (busy) 

Outputs : GB granted, remote local bus granted 

Access GB and LB (free)(bWN F in Figure 4.14) This function represents 

the assignment of the global bus and of the remote local bus to a processor. 

This function assumes that the remote local bus is free. Processors that 

request access to a remote CM module "queue" for the access to the GB. 

To request the GB the processor must have gained access to its LB. 

Inputs : Busy LB (in use by processor requesting GB), processor request-

ing access to GB, GB, LB of remote processor (free) 

Outputs : GB granted, remote local bus granted 

Use Remote CM - LB busy (bWN G in Figure 4.14) Once a remote pro-

cessor has gained access to the GB and to the LB of the remote site, it can 

work on the remote CM module. This function assumes that the LB of the 

remote site has been preempted. 

Inputs Identifier of the remote access (case of a busy LB) formed by the 

identifier of the processor accessing the remote cite and the identifier 

of the remote cite. 

Outputs : Busy LB, GB, Free LB, processors that have finished memory 

access 

Use Remote CM - LB Free (bWN H in Figure 4.14) This function behaves 

as the function above (Use Remote CM - LB busy) but it assumes that the 

LB of the remote site was free when that GB was assigned. 

Inputs : Identifier of the remote access (case of a free LB) formed by the 

identifier of the processor accessing the remote cite and the identifier 

of the remote cite. 

Outputs : Free LB, processors that have finished memory access, GB 

Finish memory access (b WN I in Figure 4.14) Once the memory request has 

been satisfied the processor returns to its active state. 
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PLACE ABBREVIATION 
I/O entry I/O_E 
Entry processing EP 
Memory access MA 
Finished memory access FMA 
Generate memory access GMA 
Further processing Fproc 

Table 4.3: Correspondence between abbreviations used in the cWNs and the name 
inputs and outputs of the basic functions of the I/O application. 

Inputs : processor that has finished memory access 

Outputs : Active processors 

The basic functions of the interactive processes running on each processor can 

be identified as follows. 

I/O.E 	read I/O 	EP 
	

FProc 	furth.proc 	GMA 

0—"--L—~ 
A2 
	

D2 

GMA 	starmemacc 	MA T0J/0 	send-to-1/0 	I/O.E 

E2 

MA 	finmemacc 	FMA 

C2 

Figure 4.15: Basic functions of the I/O application running in each processor. 

Basic function of the interactive processes 

Read from I/O device (b WN A2 in Figure 4.15) Reads information from the 

input device 

Inputs :Identifier of the process reading the information. 

Outputs : Identifier of the process requesting memory access. 



Start memory access (bWN B2 in Figure 4.15) Processes the information 

read and generates a memory access. 

Inputs :Identifier of the process requesting memory access. 

Outputs : Identifier of the process whose memory request is been attended 

to. 

Finish memory access (bWN C2 in Figure 4.15) Processing after memory 

access. 

Inputs : Identifier of the process whose memory request is been attended 

to. 

Outputs : Identifier of the process that has concluded its memory access. 

Generate new request (bWN D2 in Figure 4.15) If further access to memory 

is necessary it determines which these should be. 

Inputs : Identifier of the process that needs further memory accesses. 

Outputs : Identifier of the process requesting memory access. 

Send output to I/O device (b WN E2 in Figure 4.15) Once all the necessary 

processing of the input has been done it send the appropriate output to the 

I/O device. 

Inputs : Identifier of the process that has concluded processing its input. 

Outputs : Identifier of the process reading the information. 

Based on the bWNs presented in Figure 4.14, we execute the following steps 

to obtain the model of the multiprocessor system in a compositional manner. 

To distinguish two places which originally have the same name, we use a dot 

notation, prefixing to the name of each of the places the name of the component 

to which it belongs. 

Following the guideline we identify that we need to perform a choice operation 

over the bWNs C and D (see Figure 4.16). Choice(C) will be formed by C.RPM 

and Choice(D)= {D.RLCM}. The interface of the resulting component, CD, will 

be: 
ST: {usePM, useiocaLCM} 
ES: {C.BLB, D.BLB, pc} 
FS: {C.FLB, D.FLB, C.FMA, D.FMA} 
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Figure 4.16: cWN CD, resulting from the choice composition of the cWNs C and 
D. 
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Figure 4.17: cWN CD' resulting from the competing parallelism over the places 
C.BLB and D.BLB of component CD. 

The places C.BLB and D.BLB in the cWN CD represent the same informa-

tion. They will both contain the LBs that are in use. For this reason we apply an 

internal competing parallelism operation over the component, obtaining a com-

ponent CD' as shown in Figure 4.17. The interface of the cWN CD' is given 

by: 
ST : {useYM, useiocaLCM} 
ES: {BLB,p} 
FS: {C.FMA, D.FMA, C.FLB, D.FLB } 

There are no other internal compositions detected, therefore we continue to 
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Figure 4.18: Competing parallelism of the cWNs E and F generate cWNEF. 

apply the competing parallelism over the components E and F, with: 

A(E.GB) = F.GB 

A(E.BLB) = F.BLB 

A(E.RGC) = F.RGC 

We will denote the resulting cWN as EF (see Figure 4.18). The interface of EF 

is given by: 
ST : {acc.GBB, accGBF} 
ES: {GB, RGC, BLB, FLB} 
FS: {GBGF, GBGB} 

It is now possible to sequentially compose the cWNs EF with the compon-

ent G and then with component H forming component EtoH(see Figure 4.19). 

The interface of the component EtoH, resulting from the sequential composition 

described, will be given by: 

ST: {acc_GBB, acc_CBF, use-busy-rem, use-free-rem } 
ES: { RGC, EF.BLB, EF.FLB, EF.GB} 
FS: {G.GB, II.GB, G.BLB, G.FLB, H.FLB, G.FMA, H.FMA} 

We can then apply the appropriate closing operations over the component 

EtoH (we have left the intermediate operations out) to obtain a component 

remacc as represented in Figure 4.20. The interface of this component will then 

be: 
ST: {accGBF, accGBB use-busy-rem, use-free-rem } 
ES: { RGC, BLB, FLB, GB} 
FS: {G.FMA, H.FMA } 
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Figure 4.19: cWNEtoH obtained from the sequential composition of EF with the 
cWNs C and H. 
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Figure 4.20: Component remacc resulting from recursively applying the closing 
operation over the eWN EtoH. 

It is still necessary to compose components EtoH and CD' by using a choice 

composition. This choice represents the probabilistic case of whether a processor 

requests a local memory access or a remote memory access. We will consider the 
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weight of both options to be equal, omitting in this way the weights assigned. 

The interface of the resulting component CtoH (see Figure 4.21) will be given by: 

ST: {usePM, useiocaLCM, accGBB, ac_GBF, usebusyrem, use-free-rem } 
ES: { CD.BLB, CtoH.p, EtoH.BLB, EtoH.FLB, GB} 
FS: {G.FMA, H.FMA, C.FMA, D.FMA, C.FLB, D.FLB } 

Figure 4.21: Choice composition of the cWNs CD' and EtoH. 

The places EtoH.BLB and CD.BLB in CtoH represent the same information, 

therefore it is necessary to fuse them generating the component CtoH' with in-

terface: 

ST: fuse-PM, use-local-CM, acc_GBB, ac_GBF, use-busy-rem, use-free-rem } 
ES: { BLB, CtoH.p, EtoH.FLB, GB} 
FS: {G.FMA, H.FMA, C.FMA, D.FMA, C.FLB, D.FLB } 

We still need to sequentially compose the b WNs A and B, by the fusion of 

their corresponding RMA places. Given that any memory access requires the use 

of the processor's LB, after generating a memory access the processor tries to 
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Figure 4.22: cWN obtained from the sequential composition of the bWNs A and 
B. 

take possession of its LB. The component AB (see Figure 4.22) resulting from 

this composition will have as interface: 

ST: {reqmemacc, acc_LB } 
ES: { AP, FLB} 
FS: {BLB, MR} 

It is then necessary to sequentially compose the cWNs AB and CtoH by 

fusing the place MR with CtoH.p2 and AB.BLB with CtoH'.BLB. The resulting 

component must then be sequentially composed to the b WN I by defining: 

F(C.FMA)=F(D.FMA)=F(H.FMA)=F(G.FMa)= I.FMA 

To obtain the final model of the multiprocessor architecture it is necessary to 

appropriately apply the closing operations over the resulting component fusing 

the AP places and internal competing parallelism to fuse the places AB.FLB and 

EtoH.FLB. The final model of the multiprocessor system is presented in Figure 

4.23. The interface of this final component is given by: 

ST: {reqmemacc, accJB,useYM, uselocaLCM, accGBF, acGBB, 
usebusyrem, use-free-rem} 

ES: { AP, FLB, GB} 
FS: 0 

The names of the choice places have been modified to identify what they represent. 

The place FLB' and BLB' correspond to repeated occurrences of the place FLB 

and BLB, respectively. This has been done only to avoid crossing too many arcs 

in the net, making it easier to understand. 

We will not go over the construction steps of the subsystem representing the 

interactive applications, considering that it is relatively straightforward and be-

cause of space reasons. Figure 4.24 shows the subsystem modelling the I/O 

processes running in each of the processors of the multiprocessor architecture. To 

obtain the overall system it is necessary to synchronise the transition Gen_req of 

the subsystem representing the multiprocessor architecture (we will refer to the 

subsystem as subsystem 1) with the transition starLmem_acc of the subsystem 
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Figure 4.23: c WN of the multiprocessor architecture described. 
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Figure 4.24: c WN of the I/O application running on each processor. 



representing the applications (we will refer to the subsystem as subsystem 2); and 

the transitions End_req of subsystem 1 and fin_memacc of subsystem 2. The first 

synchronisation of the subsystems is performed by applying a synchronisation 

operation over two components. We can then apply to the resulting component 

an internal synchronisation, with t i =Eridreq and t 2  _-finmemacc. The cWN 

representing the overall system (see Figure 4.25) will have the following interface: 

ST: {req_memacc, acc.LB,use_PM, use-local-CM, accGBF, acGBB, 
usebusy_rem, use-free-rem, readJ/O, send-to-1/0, furth_proc} 

ES: { AP, FLB, GB, I/0E, GMA, MA, FProc, ToJ/O,} 
FS: 0 

In a cWN there is no notion of firing priority of transitions, this implies that 

behaviours such us the preemption of remote accesses of LBs over accesses by 

the local processor cannot be appropriately represented. We have modelled it by 

"assigning" the remote local bus and the global bus simultaneously, using one 

transition. 

To represent the states of a local bus (free or busy) we employed two places, 

one for each state. This lead to the need to divide the remote access of a CM 

module into two functions: one that needs to preempt because the LB is in use 

by its local processor, and the other that can use the remote free LB directly. 

The choice operation (as it has been defined) only allows us to make choices 

between two components at a time ( or between an even number of components 

when fusing choice places via a competing parallelism operation). Therefore, the 

selection of which type of request is generated (PM, local CM or remote CM), is 

made in two steps: first we distinguish between local or remote access, and then 

within local access we distinguish between access to the PM or the CM. 

Although the model obtained can be considered as "naive" with respect to the 

number of transitions and places employed, it clearly reflects the functional beha-

viour of the system. The functions of the system are modelled as basic compon-

ents. The combination of functions can be created by the adequate composition 

of the components reflecting these functions. Under a state-based construction 

approach, composition does not come about in a straightforward manner. Trying 

to see a component as representing a set of states or sub-states, and to then com-

pose it with other components in order to form more complex states, does not 

logically or easily emerge from the analysis of a system. In general the creation 

of PN models depends very much on the abilities of the modeller. We propose 

a series of steps that guide the modeller in the construction process, in order to 

create a simple but understandable model. 
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405 Coirichisions 

In this chapter we have defined a set of operations for the compositional construc-

tion of what we have termed Compositional WNs (cWNs). The set of operations 

defined are based on the operators of PA, but also take into account the charac-

teristics of the Petri net formalism. The idea is not to define a net semantics for 

process algebras, but to mimic the functionality of the process algebra operators 

to define composition operations for PNs. 

We have presented a series of guidelines to help the modeller in the construc-

tion of the compositional model: from the definition of the basic WNs up to the 

determination of which composition operation to apply and when. 

The set of composition operations has been defined in order to offer the basis 

for the compositional construction of WN systems, or PN systems, in general. 

Several restrictions have been imposed on the models that can be constructed 

using the operations proposed. This restrictions can be divided into mandatory 

and convenient constraints. 

Mandatory refers to restrictions necessary in order that the definition of the 

composition of the operations and components can make sense: 

o the fusion of places is only allowed over places with the same colour domain. 

This requires that the colour domain of the model has to be initially defined. 

To relax this condition it would be necessary to support mechanisms for the 

creation of new colour classes and/or static sub-classes of the existing colour 

classes, and to define what the fusion of places with tokens representing 

different objects would mean. 

o the number of input and output places of a function should not be altered 

by the composition operation. 

There are several convenient constraints, imposed to simplify the definition of 

the composition operations or of the resulting components. 

o Inhibitor arcs are not allowed. 

o No parallel arcs can be created. The creation of parallel arcs can be over-

come by substituting the parallel arcs by a single arc with arc function equal 

to the sum of the individual arc functions. 

The hiding operator in PA allows the definition of agents with activities that 

are only visible within the agent. The incorporation of such an operator in the 
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method proposed would also be something desirable. It would be possible to con-

vert synchronisahle transitions into a non-synchronisahle ones, eliminating them 

from the interface of their component, and to perform transition synchronisa-

tions not visible outside the component. We have only defined one level of syn-

chronisable transitions. Internal synchronisation can only be performed between 

synchronisable transitions, which are part of the interface of the component. In 

this way it is not possible to reproduce the concept of hiding as such, where ex-

ternal synchronisation is not allowed but where internal synchronisation is still 

possible. The incorporation of abstraction and hiding operations into the method 

proposed, mimicking those of process algebras, would also represent a interesting 

extension to the set of operations defined. Another operation that has not been 

explicitly defined is that of renaming. We have implicitly used it (in a limited 

sense) when renaming the places with common names by prefixing the identifier 

of the component they originally belonged to. 

The following chapters will investigate how the structural and state space 

information of a cSWN can be obtained from the information of the lower level 

components, under each of the composition operations proposed. 
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51 ]Introduction 

The structural analysis of PN models allows the investigation of properties that 

can be proved directly on the structure of the net, regardless of the initial marking. 

Any property proved structurally is valid for every possible PN system obtained 

from any instantiation of the initial parametric marking. Structural analysis 

can be investigated using either linear algebraic techniques or graph analysis 

techniques [AMBC95]. We will work on the first type of techniques. Linear 

algebraic techniques work on a matrix description of the PN model, known as the 

incidence matrix. These methods lead to the computation of so-called semiflows 

(otherwise known as non-negative flows [CS90]) of places—Place se7niflows (P-

semiflows)—and of transitions—Transition semiflows (T-semiflows). P- and T-

semiflows define invariants of the system. The basic idea behind place invariants 

is to construct equations which are satisfied for all reachable markings. The 

idea behind the invariant relations defined by T-semiflows is to identify firing 

sequences which if completed will return to the marking where they started from. 

The construction of place and transition invariants from P- and T- semiflows, 

respectively, requires the definition of an initial marking. We will limit our study 

to integer semiflows. 

Under the framework of cWNs, the main idea is to use the information about 

the structural behaviour of sub-components to deduce the structural behaviour 

of the cWN resulting from their composition. 

In [CP92}, Christensen et al. propose a method for the compositional con-

struction of place and transition invariants (P- and T- invariants) for CP-nets. 

This method is proposed under the framework of Modular CP-nets. They show 
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that P-invariants of the modules can be combined to cover the total system if they 

have the same weights for the places that they share. The concept of modular 

CP-nets requires that all places that are fused must have the same initial mark-

ing. Furthermore, they must share the same marking: when a token is added to a 

place which belongs to a fusion set (the set of places being fused with each other) 

all places of the place fusion set will have the same token added. When a token 

is removed from a place which belongs to a place fusion set, all places of the set 

will have the same token removed. 

Within the framework of c WNs it is not possible to guarantee that the initial 

marking of all places that will be fused is the same. It could even happen that the 

set of places to be fused is unknown. It is intended that the structural information 

of the sub-components should be obtained before the fusion of places or transitions 

takes place, without having to know which places or transitions will be fused (if 

any). For this reason it is not possible to apply the method proposed in [CP92] 

for the compositional deduction of structural behaviour, under the framework of 

cWNs. The method for the deduction of structural properties of the cWN that 

is proposed here, works at the level of P- and T- semiflows instead of at the level 

of invariants, allowing us to ignore the initial parametric marking of the cWNs 

being composed. 

The rest of this chapter will be structured in the following way: in Section 5.2 

we define P- and T- semiflows for WNs. The types of P- and T- semiflows defined 

reflect and exploit the characteristics of WNs, as CP-nets in which the symmetries 

between colour objects are implicitly represented. We define two types of higher 

level semiflows: symbolic P- and T- semiflows, and static P-semiflows. We will 

see why it is not possible to define static T-semiflows of cWNs. To conclude the 

section, we discuss the methods that have been proposed to obtain the generative 

and/or significant families of semiflows of CP-nets, pointing out which of these 

methods can be employed for the case of cWNs. Knowing that semiflows are 

defined based on the incidence matrix, in Section 5.3 we analyse how the incidence 

matrix of a higher level c WN can be built from the incidence matrices of its sub-

components. This will be done for each compositional operation. Going on to 

study the compositional construction of symbolic and static P-semiflows, we begin 

Section 5.4 by proposing an algorithm to obtain the generative family of symbolic 

P-semiflows of a b WN. This algorithm can be adapted for the computation of 

the static P-semiflows of a b WN. We then analyse for each of the composition 

operations how we can construct symbolic and static P-semiflows of higher level 

cWNs from the symbolic and static P-semiflows of its sub-components. For most 
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of the compositional operations the propositions that are introduced apply to 

general types of P-semiflows. This is not the case for the compositional operations 

involving place fusion. In this case, the method proposed is restricted to symbolic 

P-semiflows, and can be adjusted for the generation of static P-semiflows. We 

conclude Section 5.4 with an example, to apply the methods proposed. In Section 

5.5 we cover the compositional construction of symbolic T-semiflows. As for the 

case of the P-semiflows, the methods proposed for most of the operations apply 

to general types of T-semiflows. However, for the case of synchronisation the 

method proposed only applies for symbolic T-semiflows. Finally, in Section 5.6 

we present the conclusions of this chapter, and suggest future lines of work in this 

area. 

52 Semiflows of WNs 

The computation of semiflows of CP-nets is considered to be even more important 

than in ordinary Petri nets [CHP93]. This is because semiflows make it possible 

to verify behavioural properties without generating all the state space, which in 

the case of CP-nets tends to be huge. 

Several types of positive flows for CP-nets have been introduced (see [GL83] 

and [VM84]). Many of the authors who have proposed algorithms for the calcula-

tion of flows of CP-nets have taken the most direct definition, viewing a positive 

flow of a coloured net as a set of positive flows of the unfolded Petri net [HC88]. 

However, this method is very expensive given that, in general, the size of the 

unfolded net is very large and the results cannot be folded or interpreted in the 

original CP-nets [HG87]. Furthermore, when the sizes of the colour domains are 

variable, it becomes impossible to unfold the net. The definition of semiflows 

for each of the types of CP-nets should exploit and reflect the characteristics of 

the type. Based on this idea we propose the definition of symbolic semiflows of 

WNs. The term symbolic flows has been used previously to represent a place flow 

that is defined as a function f from Bag(C(p)) to Bag(D), such that f. W = 0, 

where D is any finite set and W represents the incidence matrix of the net. The 

difference of the definition given in this work, is that the flows are defined at the 

level of symbolic colours and not of individual colours, assigning the same weight 

to all colours belonging to a symbolic colour. The invariants that can be obtained 

from symbolic semiflows reflect the characteristics of the system at the level of 

symbolic colours. 

A higher level of P-semiflows can be defined for WNs to represent character- 
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istics of coloured objects whose colour entries are defined over the same static 

sub-classes. This type of semifiow will be termed static semifiows. To form-

ally define symbolic and static semiflows we will first introduce some necessary 

concepts. 

Let us start by defining symbolic colours of a colour domain. The definition of 

a colour permutation will allow us to define equivalent colours (tuples) within a 

colour domain. As we have studied in Chapter 2, in a WN we have a set of colour 

classes C = {C 1 ,... , C,, , C}, such that for i E {1,... , h}, C 2  is a non-

ordered class, and for i E {h + 1,... , n}, Ci  is an ordered class. A colour class 

C2  E C can be partitioned into static subclasses Di  , q  such that Ci  = U 1 Di, q . 

Definition 5.1 (Colour Permutation (from [CDFH90])) 	Consider the 

group of permutations 9 = (c,.), with 	= IS = 	, 3h,3h+1,... ,$)}- 

where s will be also denoted as ® s 2 —defined on Øt C 2  such that: 

o Vi E {1,... , h}, s i  is a permutation on C2  where VD i , q , s i ( Di , q ) 	Di , q ; 

o 'v/i E {h + 1,... ,n}, s i  is a rotation on C, where VDi , q , s i ( Di , q ) = Di , q . 

Note that this condition implies that if n, > 1, i.e. the number of static 

sub-classes of C, is greater than 1, then the only rotation allowed is the 

identity. 

Let c E C, s E ; then s(c) is defined by: 

s(®®cfl= ®Øsi(c) 
i=1 •7=1 	i1 j1 

Notice that for a colour domain C, s(Cj ) = C. This follows from the fact 

that permutations and rotations are closed within the colour classes of a colour 

domain. 

As a direct consequence of the previous definition we can define an equivalence 

relation over the colour tuples of a colour domain. 

Definition 5.2 (Symbolic colour) A symbolic colour, denoted , of a colour 

domain Cj  is an equivalence class of the relation Eq defined over the colour tuples 

of Cj by: 

Vc,c'ECj, cEqc',sE such that c=s.c' 
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A symbolic colour will represent a set of colour tuples of a colour domain that 

have the same characteristics: 

o the static sub-class associated with a colour entry i is the same for all colour 

tuples of the set. 

o the relation between the colour entries (=, or u successor) is the same for 

all colour tuples of the set. 

Before defining symbolic semiflows, based on the concept of symbolic colours, 

let us analyse the incidence matrix of a WN and study its characteristics. 

5.2.1 The incidence matrix of a WN 

In WN the arc functions are expressed in terms of the basic functions Xk ,  UXf 

and Si, q , as introduced in Chapter 2. Therefore, the entries of the incidence 

matrix of a WN can also be expressed in terms of these functions. Using the 

same approach as for state equivalence in WNs, as presented in [CDFH90], and 

given the definition of colour permutations, it is possible to define equivalence 

relations over the entries of the incidence matrix of a WN. 

Proposition 5.1 (Equivalent entries of the incidence matrix) 

Given an entry W(p, t) (c, c 3 ) of the incidence matrix it holds that 

Vs E 6, W(p,t)(c 2 ,c) = W(p,t)(s(c),s(c)) 

Proof.- We know that the arc function W(p, t3 ) is an n-tuple 1,  where each 

entry can be expressed in terms of the basic functions X, and Si, An 

function X placed on the y entry of the arc function will return 1 only if the y 

entry of ci  equals the k entry c. If they are equal then it also holds that the 

s permutation of the y' entry of c2  equals the s permutation of the k°  entry c2 . 

The same argument can be used for the successor function. 

The function Si, q  placed on the y entry of the tuple returns 1 for all colours of 

p, whose colour entry is a colour belonging to the static sub-class Dj , q . Given 

that permutations are closed within static sub-classes than all permutations of a 

colour satisfying this condition will also satisfy it. Therefore, the evaluation of 

the function W(p, t3 ) on the pair (c2 , c3 ) is equal to its evaluation on the pair 

(s(c),s(c)), for all s E 6. 
Having analysed how the symmetries between the behaviour of coloured ob-

jects in the net can be reflected in the structure of the incidence matrix of a WN, 

'Where n will correspond to dimension of the colour domain of p2 



we now go on to define symbolic semiflows of an WN. The definition of this type 

of semifiow will exploit the symmetries represented in the incidence matrix. 

5.22 P.semfflows of WNs 

P-semifiows are non-negative left annullers of the incidence matrix. The set of 

P-semiflows is a vector space orthogonal to the space of rows of the incidence 

matrix. Therefore, P-semifiows can be generated from a basis of the space [CS90]. 

Associated with each P-semifiow is a P-invariant of the net, providing information 

on the behaviour of the net. A P-semifiow defines a weighted token count on 

the places of the net. In CP-nets the weights are assigned to coloured objects 

within the places. The weighted coloured object count defined by a P-semiflow 

will be invariant with respect to the firing of any transition instance [t, c], with 

t E T, c E C(t). No matter what the sequence of transition instances fires, the 

weighted coloured object count does not change, and remains the same for any 

marking reachable from the initial marking. 

If, in a PN model all places are covered by P-semifiows then the net is 

structurally bounded. This means that for any reachable marking in any Petri 

net system obtained by the instantiation of the initial parametric marking, the 

maximum number of tokens in any place is finite. 

Let us review some of the concepts related to semiflows (P- and T-) that will 

be used throughout the rest of this chapter. 

o The support of a semifiow y = (yi,. . . y) of dimension k is defined as 

III = 
where i E {1,... ,k}, y = 1 if yi >0, or 0, otherwise. 

o A semifiow is said to be canonical if and only if the greatest common divisor 

of its non-null elements is one. 

o A semiflow y in the set C of P-semiflows (T-semifiows) of a PN is said to be 

minimal in G if and only if it is canonical and its support does not strictly 

contain the support of any other semifiow z E C (JzIl 11l) [Si185]. 

All P-semifiows of a PN can be obtained as linear combinations of the set of 

minimal P-semifiows of the net. A set F = {fi . . . f} of minimal P-semiflows of 

a PN is said to be generative if and only if Vg E C, g =A 0 it holds that: 

E Q such that g = 	. f2 

Similarly we can define a generative set of T-semifiows. 
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To start analysing the types of P-semiflows of a c WN, let us define a 

P-semiflow of a eWN based on the unfolded incidence matrix of the WN. 

Definition 5.3 (P-semifiow of a WN) A P-semifiow v of a WN is a vector 

Of cardinality JPJ of the form v = (vi ,. 	, v1p1), that satisfies: 

vW=O 

where Vi e {1,... , P}, vi E (N+). Every component-vector v i  can be 

expressed as a tuple 
IC(p)I 

Jr  

where S r  = Vi(Cr) E N+ 

In WNs we want to be able to maintain the parametrisation of the net for the 

construction of its semiflows. Having just parameters, it is not possible to know 

the cardinality of the colour domain of a place or a transition. Therefore, it is ne-

cessary to find a method that does not need the cardinality of the colour domains 

to obtain P-semiflows of the net, or that can leave the P-semiflows expressed in 

terms of the parameters of the model. 

The calculation of P-semiflows that assign weights to each colour tuple of the 

colour domain of each place leads to the definition of P-invariants over coloured 

objects of particular colours. This does not reflect the symmetries in the beha-

viour of the coloured objects in the system. Moreover, the number of invariants 

obtained makes the deduction of overall properties of the system more difficult. 

We will show that higher level P-semiflows, that work at the level of symbolic 

colours can be defined. This reduces the number of P-invariants that we need to 

handle, exploits the symmetries amongst the coloured objects, and allows us to 

determine the boundedness of the net at the level of symbolic colours. 

5.2.2.1 Symbolic IIP-semifiows 

When analysing the incidence matrix of a WN, we observed that the entries 

W(p,.) for colour tuples belonging to the same symbolic colour are equivalent. 

Given a P-semiflow v of a WN, all its permutations (defined as follows) can be 

proven to be P-semiflows of the WN. 

Definition 5.4 (Permutation of a P-semifiow) 

A permutation of a P-semiflow v, denoted by . v, is defined as: 

s.v(s.vi ,... ,sV1p1) 
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where s E e. For each i E {1,... , JP} 

IC(p)I 	 IC(p,)I 	n 	e 

S Vi = (3) Vi(S(Cr)) = (3) vj(Ø  (3) Sk(c,k)) 

r=1 	 r=1 	k=1 j=1 

where 4 is the number of occurrences of the colour class k in the colour domain 

of the place pi, and c k  E Ck is the colour of the jtl  occurrence of Ck in Cr 

Proposition 5.2 Given v, a P-semiflow of a WN Al, a permutation s v is also 

a P-semiflow of Al. 

Proof.- By definition of vector-matrix multiplication 

(s v). W = . v) W(., t) 
tET 

For (s . v) W = 0 it must hold that for every t E T and every instance [t, c'] with 

C'  E C(i), 

(s v). W(.,t)(.,c') = 0 

So let us take any transition instance [t, c'] of a transition t E T. It will then hold 

that: 

(s. v) W(., t)(., c') = 	(s . v) . W(p, t)(., c') 
PEP 

(s.v(c)).W(p,t)(c,c') 
PEP cEC(p) 

From the definition of permutation of rows and columns of the incidence matrix, 

we know that for any entry W(p, t)(c, c') a permutation s W(p, i)(c, c') is an entry 

of the incidence matrix with the same value. Substituting by the appropriate 

equivalent entry of W in the previous equation, we obtain: 

(s v) W(.,t)(.,c') = 	(s . VP (0) . ( s . W(p,t)(c,c')) 
PEP cEC(p) 

E= 	E s (v(c) W(p,t)(c,c')) = s . (v. W(.,t)(.,c')) 
PEP cEC(p) 

Since v.W(.,t)(.,c') = 0 then s.(v.W(.,t)(.,c')) = 0, which allows us to conclude 

that s v is also a P-semifiow of Al. 	 Li 

The normalised sum  of all the permutations of a P-semifiow forms a 

P-semifiow that assigns the same value to all the colour tuples belonging to a 

'The normalised sum of a set of vectors V is the vector obtained by adding all vectors in V 
and dividing the resulting vector by the greatest common divisor (g.c.d.) of all its terms. The 
final vector will have terms with 1 as their g.c.d.. 
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symbolic colour. P-semiflows obtained in this way can be represented in terms 

of the basic arc functions. This type of P-semifiow will be known as a symbolic 

P-semiflow. 

With the use of the basic arc functions Si, q , X and UX1C,  it is possible to 

assign any integer value to a symbolic colour of the colour domain of a place p. 

This can be done using a function C : C(p) —+ N defined in the following 

manner: 

h 	ei ( ni 

CP = 	 c ,q 	+ 	 . X 	x 
i=1 3=1 	q=1  

"CV 	 13 	 : 
i=h+1 j1 	q=1 	 kE{1 ..... (j-1)} 	 uE{1 ..... 1C1 1} 

where q ' E N and 	E Z. 

The function c ,q  Si, q  applied over c 	j occurrence of C, in the colour 

c E C(p), returns c q  if c E Di 	. X2" returns 	if c equals the colour of 

the kth  occurrence, and 	UX returns 	if c equals the u successor of 

the colour of the k 1 occurrence. 

In the first occurrence of each colour class it is only possible to distinguish 

between the colours belonging to different static sub-classes. This is to represent 

that the first element of a symbolic colour can take any value within the static 

sub-class it belongs to. 

C1  = 
C2 = D21  U D22  

A 	 B 
Idle 	 Start-send 	T.Message buf T.Message buf 	Transmit R.Message I 

p X 	(X,X?, )OO( 	? 	(X I ,  X 2 , 
 ,X2) 	 X2)  

	

X:AX? 	 X2ED2,1 

CD 
R.Message buf Receive 	T.Message buf T.Message buf 	End-send 	Idle 

O(X,X,S2,1) (X?, X, S2,2O 	 O(X,X, S2,2 	X -0 

Figure 5.1: bWNs of the basic functions of the message communication system 
example 

Table 5.1 presents the set of minimal symbolic P-semifiows (as defined above) 

of the b WNs of a message communication system (see Figure 5.1), taken from 

[CDF91], omitting the trivial P-semiflow 0. Notice that the symbolic P-semiflows 

r,DJ 



are left expressed in terms of the cardinalities of the static sub-classes. For ex-

ample, the tuple (S 1 , 1 , X, D2,2152,i) in the first symbolic P-semiflow of C, means 

that the symbolic P-semiflow assigns a weight of JD2,21  to all colour tuples of place 

T.Message buf whose first and second colour entries are equal, and whose third 

colour entry belongs to the static sub-class S 2 , 1 . 

Minimal Symbolic 
P-semifiows of A 

Idle 	T.Message buf 

	

<1D2,1 	 (S1,1, S1 , 1  - X1', S) 

	

U 	 (S'J 
/C' 	

-"v 1, 1, 	11 ,  S2,  

	

o 	(S1 , 1 ,S1 , 1  - X11 , S2,2) 

o (S1,
v-i C' 

 

Minimal Symbolic 
P-semiflows of B 

R.Message buf 	T.Message buf 
X, S2, 1) 	 (S1,1, X, S2,1) 

- X,S 2 , 1 ) 	 - X, 
\'-' IC' 

,l
C' 	

-" 
v-i C 

i, -1,l - 	i' 

(S1, 1) X, 	 0 
IC' 	C' 	v 	C' 

U 	 \-'i,i, '-'1,1 	-"ii  '-' 

	

' 	2,2 

0 	 (S1 , 1 ,X,S2 , 2 ) 

Minimal Symbolic 
P-semiflows of C 

T.Message buf 	 R.Message buf 

	

(Si,i X, 1D2,21 S2, 1 ) 	 (S,1, X, I D2,1I 
- X, ID,2I S2, 1) 	(S1 , 1 , S i , 1  - X, 1D2,iI S2 ,) 

- X 1' , S2,2) 	 o 
(S1 , 1 ,X,S 2 , 2 ) 	 0 

o 	 (Si,i,Si,i - X,S) 
o 	 (S1 , 1 ,X,S2 , 1 ) 

Minimal Symbolic 
P-semifiows of D 

T.Message buf 	Idle 

(S1, 1, Si,, S2,2) 	(1 1)2,11 Si,i) 

(S
Ic' 	v- 

1, 1, "i
i C' 

, '-' 2,1 

(S1,1, Si,  1 -X,S 2 , 1 ) 	0 

Table 5.1: Symbolic P-semiflows of the bWNs A,B,C and D, modelling the basic 
functions of a message communication system. 

A symbolic P-semiflow can assign a non-zero weight to more than one symbolic 

colour of a given place. For example, in bWN D, the first symbolic P-semiflow 

assigns 1 to all symbolic colours of T.Message buf that have as third entry a 

colour belonging to the static sub-class D2 , 2 . This is caused by the fact that for all 

valid instances of the transition End-send the firing of the transition instance will 

place one coloured object in place Idle. However, the set of instances of End-send 



can be divided into those that extract coloured objects of the symbolic colour 

class (S 1 , 1 ,XI, 52,2) of T.Message buf and those that extract coloured objects of 

the symbolic colour (S 1 , 1 , Si,i - X, 82,2). Thus, to be able to annul all entries 

associated with the transition it is necessary to cover all the symbolic colours of 

T.Message buf from which the transition End-send selects coloured objects. 

An even higher level of P-semiflows can be defined for WNs. They define 

invariants over coloured objects with colours that satisfy the following condition: 

Vi e 11,... , n}, Vi E {1, . -. , e}, c (the entry of th  occurrence of colour class i) 

belongs to a certain static sub-class of C. This type of P-semifiow will be called 

static P-semiflows, based on the concept of static sub-domains. 

5.2.2.2 Static ]P-semiflows 

Another way of grouping the colour tuples of a colour domain, is by considering 

to which static sub-class the colour entries of the colour tuples belong. Let us 

define a static colour sub-domain. 

Definition 5.5 (Static colour sub-domain) 

Given a colour domain Ci  = (D'1 (Ci ) ei a static sub-domain C3 is defined as: 

C5  = 	 = ® ® Q,j,qDj,q 
i1 j1 	 irl jrl q1 

where Qi q  {0, 11 and 	Qjq =1. The value ofj q  is determined by which 

static sub-class of Ci  is to be considered for the th  occurrence of colour class C 

in the static sub-domain C5. Only one static sub-class can be considered for every 

occurrence of a colour class. 

Notice that this definition is similar to that of the colour domain of transitions 

expressed in terms of static sub-classes as defined in Section 8.2.3 on page 208. 

For example, given the basic colour classes C1  and C2  = D2 , 1  U D2 , 2 , and the 

colour domain Cj = C1  x C2  x C2  the set of all possible static colour sub-domains 

of Cj  would be: 

C1  x D 2 , 1  x D 2 , 1 ; C1  x D 2 , 1  x D 2 , 2 ; C1  x D 2 , 2  x D 2 , 1 ; C1  x D 2 , 2  x 

A static sub-domain is formed by a set of symbolic colours. 

We are interested in determining the relation between the behaviour of the col-

oured objects with colours in the static sub-domain. All valid transition instances 

will select the same number of coloured objects of a static sub-domain. Consider 

the b WNpresented in Figure 5.2. Notice that regardless of the instantiation of X' 
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Start-send 	5 Msaffbuf 

[X 11 ~Xfl 

C1 = {si,. 	SO 

C2 = D2 , 1 u D2,2 

Figure 5.2: Example to show the number of coloured objects placed or extracted 
from a place by the firing of a transition instance. 

the firing of the transition Start-send will always extract one coloured object from 

the place Idle. The colour domain of Idle has only one static sub-domain (namely 

itself). Therefore it holds that the number of coloured objects—with colours in 

the static sub-domain— extracted from Idle is equal for all valid instantiations of 

X. Given an instantiation of X, for every valid instantiation of X, the firing of 

the corresponding instance of Start-send will always place J D2,11  coloured objects 

in the place T.Message buf. The elements placed in T.Message buf will always 

belong to the static sub-domain Ci  x C i  x D 2 , 1 . For the other static sub-domain 

of T.Message buf (namely C1  x C i  x D 2 , 2 ) the number of coloured objects placed 

in T.Message buf will be zero for any valid instantiation of X 1' and X?. 

Proposition 5.3 Suppose a place p and a transition t such that p E °t U t°. The 

number of coloured objects, corresponding to a static sub-domain of a place p, 

that are selected by a transition instance [t, c'], is equal for all permutations of the 

transition instance. 

Proof.- From the definition of the incidence matrix we know that for an entry 

W(p, t)(c, c') we can find an equivalent entry .s W(p, t)(c, c') with the same value, 

where s . So, given a static sub-domain C5, we then have that: 

W(p,t)(c,c') = E s W(p,t)(c,c') 

cECg 	 cEC 

From the definition of permutations of entries of the incidence matrix, and know -

ing that all permutations of a colour in a static sub-domain are colours of the 

static sub-domain, we obtain: 

W(p,t)(c,c') = 	W(p,t)(s c,s . c') = 	W(p,t)(c,s . c') 
cEC

,
g 	 cEC5 	 cEC 

0 

Given this proposition let us define a static P-semiflow. 

M. 



Definition 5.6 (Static P-semifiow) Consider C = {C1 ,... , C,} the set of ba-

sic colour classes of a WN Al, W the incidence matrix of Al, and the function 

Si, q  over the colours of C 2 , that returns 1 if the colour is in the static sub-class 

Di , q  of C2  or 0 otherwise. A static P-semifiow of iV is a vector v = (v i ,... , 

where for k E {1,... , 

Vk = 	(: cj,q  . Si) 
i=1 j=1 	q=1 

with c j,q  E Nt 

The function c jq  Si, q  returns c j , q  for all colours in C(Pk)  whose th  entry 

of the colour class C, is an colour in the static sub-class Dj , q ,; otherwise it returns 

zero. 

The P-invariants that can be deduced from static P-semiflows will establish that 

the weighted count of all objects with colours in the static sub-domain determined 

for each place will be constant regardless of the transition instances fired. The 

boundedness of the net will then be defined at the level of static sub-domains. 

5.2.3 T.semfflows of WNs 

T-semifiows are non-negative right annullers of the incidence matrix. The set of 

T-semifiows is a vector space orthogonal to the space of columns of the incid-

ence matrix. Therefore, T-semifiows can be generated from a basis of the space. 

Associated with each T-semifiow is a T-invariant of the net, that defines the 

characteristics of the firing sequences that preserve the markings of the system. 

Leading to the formal definition of T-semifiows of CP-nets we will explain some 

concepts related to them. 

Definition 5.7 (Transition count vector (adapted from [AMBC95])) 

Given a sequence of transition instances a = [t 1 , cj ],... , [tk, ck] where for 

i 	{1,... ,k}, c 2  E C(t2 ), a transition count vector x of a, is an integer vector 

whose ith  entry indicates how many times a transition instance [ti , c2 ] appears in 

a. 

A marking M' produced by firing the transition sequence a from a marking 

M can be obtained using the following equation: 

M'=M+W•x 

Only the number of times that a transition instance fires is considered. The 

order in which the transition instances are fired is important for the definition 



of the transition sequence, and for checking whether a sequence can he fired, 

but it plays no role in the computation of the marking reached by the sequence 

[AMBC95]. 

If W x = 0, then M' = M, thus the firing sequence a brings the CP-net 

back to the marking M. 

Definition 5.8 (T-semiflow of a ClIP-net) A T-semifiow of a CF-net with in-

cidence matrix W, is a vector of cardinality I TI of the form x = ( x1,... , 

that satisfies: 

W•x=O 

where Vi E 11,... , T}, xi E 	 Every component vector x i  E (N+)(t 
ICt can be expressed as a tuple ®r-..(1

,)I 
Wr , where Wr  = xj (cr ) E N+, with c r  E C(ti). 

This identifies an invariant relation that states that by firing from marking M 

any sequence a of transition instances, whose count vector is a T-semiflow, the 

marking obtained at the end of the sequence is equal to the starting one, provided 

that a is fire-able from M. The covering of all transitions by T-semiflows is a 

necessary but not sufficient condition for liveness of bounded nets. If at least one 

transition is not included in a T-semiflow, while the net is covered by P-semiflows, 

the net is not live. Based on the unfolded representation of the incidence matrix 

of a c WN, a T-semiflow of a c WN is defined in the same way as a T-semifiow of 

a CP-net. 

Given the concept of symbolic colours, we can define an equivalence relation 

at the level of transition instances. An equivalence class of this relation will be 

termed a canonical transition instance. This is based on the fact that the repres-

entation of symbolic colours in terms of the basic predicates, as described when 

defining symbolic P-semifiows, is canonical. The term symbolic transition in-

stance has already being introduced in [CDFH91] to describe transition instances 

where object identifiers are replaced by variables. 

Definition 5.9 (Canonical transition instance) A canonical transition instance 

of a transition t with colour domain C(t) is an equivalence class of the relation 

Eq, defined over the set of transition instances oft, as: 

Vc, c' e C(t), [t, c] Eqt  [t, c'] . 	s E 	such that s [t, c] = [t, cl 

A permutation of a transition instance is obtained by permuting the colour tuples 

of the instance. 

[.I 



From the equivalence relation defined over the entries of the incidence matrix 

(see Definition 5.1) we can observe that transition instances within a canonical 

transition instance have equivalent behaviours in the net. This equivalence is 

defined with respect to the type and number of coloured objects that they extract 

from, or place into, the input and output places of the transition. 

Taking the same approach as for symbolic P-semifiows, it is possible to define 

T-semifiows that do not distinguish between transition instances belonging to the 

same canonical transition instance. This type of T-semiflow assigns weights to 

canonical transition instances. Symbolic T-semiflows will define invariants that 

establish that, by firing a sequence of canonical transition instances whose count 

corresponds to a symbolic T-semifiow we can return to the symbolic marking 

from which the sequence started. This is provided that the sequence is fire-able. 

As for P-semifiows, let us prove that permutations of T-semiflows are also 

T-semifiows of the WN. 

Proposition 5.4 Given x, a T-semiflow of a cWNJ/, a permutation s•x is also 

a T-semiflow of M. 

Proof.- 

W.(s.x)=®W(p,.).(s.x) 
PEP 

For W (s. x) = 0 it must hold that Vp E P, Vc E C(p), 

W(p,.)(c,).(s.x)=O 

So let us take any p E P and colour c E C(p); it will hold that: 

	

W(p, .)(c,.) . ( . x) = 	W(p,t)(c,.) . (s . Xt) 

tET 

	

1:= 	W(p,t)(c,c') . (s x t (c')) 
tET c'EC(t) 

From the definition of permutations of rows and columns of the incidence matrix 

W, we know that for any entry W(p, t)(c, c') a permutation s W(p, t)(c, c') with 

s E , is an entry of the incidence matrix with the same value. Substituting in 

the previous equation, we obtain: 

W(p,.)(c,.).(s.x)=> E (s 
tET c'EC(t) 

2ET c'EC(t) 

W(p, t)(c, c')) . (s Xt(C ')) 

(W (p, t) (C '  c') . x t (c')) = s (W (p, .)(c,.) . x) 

M. 



Since W(p,.)(c,.).x = 0 then.s.(W(p,.)(c,.).x) = 0, which allows us to conclude 

that s - x is also a T-semifiow of M. 	 LI 

Following the pattern of P-semifiows, the normalised sum of all the permuta-

tions of a T-semiflow forms a T-semifiow that assigns the same value to all the 

transition instances of a canonical transition instance. The resulting symbolic 

T-semiflows can be represented in terms of the basic arc functions, as for the case 

of symbolic P-semifiows. A minimal symbolic T-semiflow can cover more than 

one canonical transition instance of a transition. In Figure 5.3, we present an 

illustrative example to show a case where this happens. For it to be possible to 

return the marking of the place Pi  after the firing of a transition instance of ti, 

transition t2 must fire instances of both of its symbolic colours ((S,,,, X1 ) and 

(S 1 , 1 , S 1 , 1  - 

P1
tj 	

P2 	
t2 

IDi,iIXi 	<x ,s1,1> 	 (Xl,X?) 

Xi 

Figure 5.3: Illustrative example to present symbolic T-semifiows that cover more 
than one symbolic colour per transition. 

Contrary to P-semifiows, it is not possible to define T-semifiows at the level 

of static sub-domains. For transition instances it does not always hold that, for 

colours belonging to a colour sub-domain the corresponding transition instances 

will all extract (place) the same number of coloured objects from (into) the input 

(output) places of the transition. Within the colour domain of the transition there 

can be valid and invalid instances, according to the transitions predicates. Invalid 

instances of a transition will have a zero column vector in the corresponding 

entries of the incidence matrix. Vectors that cover only invalid instances of the 

transitions of a c WN will be T-semiflows of the net. Given that these instances 

can never fire, it will always be the case that we stay in the same marking. 

52.4 Obtaining semiflows of cWNs 

The difficulty of finding semifiows for CP-nets comes down to the fact that the 

coefficients W(p, i) of the incidence matrix are not simple integers, but colour 

functions [Cou9O]. Several works have focussed on finding a general solution 

for some classes of coloured nets: Regular nets [HG87], Pr/T-systems without 

formulas in the transitions [Vau87], associative nets and ordered nets [HC88], 

I,] 



commutative nets [Cou90], unary regular nets and unary P/T nets [CHP93], 

amongst others. 

In [Cou90] Couvreur proposes a method to obtain the generative family of 

flows of a coloured net based on the use of the "generalised semi-inverse". This 

method is applicable in non-parametrised Petri nets. He also proposes solutions 

for calculating flows for coloured nets based on polynomial rings. The complexity 

of polynomial algebra does not allow both the computing of a generative family 

of flows and parametrisation in the general case of the complete structure. 

In [HC88], Haddad and Couvreur propose three kinds of solutions that may 

be produced under certain restrictions: 

With an arbitrary structure but with no parametrisation it is possible to 

obtain a generative family. 

With an arbitrary structure and allowing parametrisation it is possible to 

obtain not a generative family, but a significant family. 

By incorporating restrictions on structure it is possible to obtain a gener-

ative family, even when allowing parametrisation. 

Here the term significant refers to a set that although it is not a generator set, 

i.e. it is not possible to obtain every semiflow of the net from the set, it allows us 

to deduce most of the structural information that can be deduced when obtaining 

the generative family of semiflows. 

In c WNs we want to be able to maintain the parametrisation of the net for the 

construction of the semiflows, so the first option does not apply. Algorithms to 

obtain parametrised generative families of flows have been proposed but only for 

limited subclasses of C P-nets. Given the fact that WNs can represent any CP-net, 

then we can say that there is no limit in the structure of the CP-net. Although 

c WNs impose certain structural restrictions on the model—no inhibitor arcs are 

allowed and immediate transitions only appear as part of a choice composition—

they do not impose any conditions on the colour domains that can be defined. 

This means that it is only possible to obtain significant families of flows (possibly 

not generative) of cWNs using these algorithms. 

Added to the problem of finding semiflows for cWNs, it is necessary to offer 

the mechanisms for the composition of semiflows to form semiflows of higher level 

components. 

In the following sections we propose a method for the compositional construc-

tion of symbolic P- and T-semiflows of c WNs. The objective of this work is not to 
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offer an alternative method for the construction of semifiows of WNs, given that 

the method proposed is tightly coupled to the compositional operations defined 

and the general framework of c WNs. 

In order to study how the P- and T- semiflows of sub-components can be 

used to form the semiflows of a higher level component, we will first study how 

the incidence matrix of c WNs can be formed from the incidence matrices of its 

sub-components. 

503 Compostiona construction of the incidence 
matrix of a cWN 

The incidence matrix of a c WN can be obtained from the incidence matrix of 

its sub-component(s), knowing which composition operation is applied. Let us 

analyse how this is done. 

5.3.1 Under independent parallel composition 

Consider the composition of two c WNs, namely L and R, by a parallel composition 

operation. We will denote by WL and WR the incidence matrices of L and R, 

respectively. Given that PAr = PL U PR and Tg = TL U TR, i.e. there is no place or 

transition fusion between the components, the incidence matrix of the resulting 

cWNJV, is defined by: 

Vp E PAr, Vt E Tv, 

I W(p,t) ifPEPLAtETL 
Wg(p, I) = ' WR(P, t) if p E PR A t E TR 11 0 	otherwise 

with the corresponding block matrix representation being: 

(WL 
0 

Al - 	c 	TX)•
U 	VVR 

5.3.2 Under choice composition 

In choice composition there is also no fusion of places or transitions of the cWNs 

composed. However, choice composition incorporates a new place (the choice 

place) and two new transitions, namely 11 and tr  To apply a choice composi-

tion to two cWNs, namely L and R, it is necessary to define for each component 

the subset of entry places that will participate in the choice composition. These 

subsets are denoted Choice(L) and Choice(R). Recall that all the places that 



participate in the choice composition will have the same colour domain, which 

will also be the colour domain of the choice place. Consider the following rep-

resentation of the incidence matrices WL and WR of the components L and R, 

respectively. 

FL - Choice(L) (WL'\ 	PR - Choice(R) (W 
ChoiceL 	ChL) 	ChoiceR 	ChR) 

The incidence matrix of the resulting c WN Al—generated from the choice com-

position of L and R— is then given by: 

TL 	TR 	ti 	t7. 
FL - Choice(L) 
PR - Choice(R) 

Choice( L) 
Choice( R) 

Pc 

where 

WL 0 0 0 
o w o o 

ChL  0 WI 0 

o CI-I R  0 Wr 

o o —x —x 

o WI is a column vector of dimension Choice(L), where Vp E Choice(L), 

WI(p) = X, with X the identity function defined over the colour domain of 

Pc 

o Wr is a column vector of dimension Choice(R), where VP E Choice(R), 

Wr(P) = X; 

5.3.3 Under composition operations involving place fusion 

At the level of the incidence matrix, the fusion of places is represented by the 

addition of the rows corresponding to the places being fused and placing the 

resulting vector as the row corresponding to the resulting fusion place. Recall 

that only places that have the same colour domain can be fused. 

Given the incidence matrix of a cWNA 1  with two distinguished places Pe and 

Pf 
Tg 

P1t1 IN, pj} (w 
Pe 	Ie 
pf \wf 

where 

0 V7 E PAr - { Pe,Pj}, Vt E T1.1, W(p,t) = Wg(p,t) and 

0 Vt E TAr, w€  (t) = WN(pe,t) and wj (t) = WAr 
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The resulting incidence matrix is given by: 

TA( 
13 	 1 (n)'AIl

J
Pe,Pfj  

	

Pef 	Wef 

where Wef = We + Wj. 

Binary composition operations that involve fusion of places of two compon-

ents, say L and R, in order to create a third cWNA 1 , can be seen as a parallel 

composition, followed by the internal fusion of the corresponding places. In this 

case the set of transitions TV can be divided into the disjoint sets TL and TR, 

and similarly the set of places PAr can be divided into PL - {Pe} and PR - {p.í} 

(assuming Pe C PL and pj C PR). The resulting incidence matrix will have the 

form: 

TLTR 

PL - {

pe}(w,

WL 0 

PR — {pf} 	0

Pef 	WI 

where Vp C PL - {p},Vt e TL, W(p,t) = WL(p,t) (and similarly for Wj), 

Vt C TL, W e  (t)= WL(P e ,t) and Vie TR,  wj (t) = WR(pf,t). 

5.3.4 Under synchronisation 

Unlike place fusion, the colour domain of the transition ti, resulting from the 

synchronisation of two others, namely t1 and t r , is formed by the product of the 

colour domains of ii  and ir (C(tir) = C(t i ) X C(i r )). Given S a cWN, the entries 

of the incidence matrix of the c WN Al, resulting from the synchronisation of the 

transitions ti, I,. C T, are given by: 

VP C Pj,Vt C Tj r,Vc C C(p),Vc' C C(i), 

( T'Vs (p, ii)(c, cl) 	if (t = hr 

I W(p,t r )(C,Cr ) if (I = h r  
W'j.j-(p, t) (C, c') = 	

0 	 if (t = ti,) 
Ws (p, t) (c, c') 	otherwise 

A p C ii U t) where c' = (ci , Cr) 

A p  ° tr  Ut) where c' = 
A p(°tiUtU °tr Ut) 

The synchronisation between two cWNs can be seen as a parallel composi-

tion of the c WNs followed by an internal synchronisation of its corresponding 

transitions. 
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5,4 Compositional construction of P.semfflows 
in cWNs 

Having studied the compositional construction of the incidence matrix of a cWN 

for each of the composition operations, we now go on to study the construction 

of P-semifiows of a cWN using the set of P-semifiows of its sub-components. 

Symbolic and static P-semifiows can be obtained for bWNs. These will act as 

the basis for the construction of P-semiflows of higher level cWNs. 

5.4.1 1Psemiflows of bWNs 

As we saw when defining symbolic P-semifiows of WNs, the number of coloured 

objects of a symbolic colour that a canonical transition instance [i, ] extracts 

from (places into) a place p, is equal for all transition instances of [t, ]. The 

solution proposed for the deduction of symbolic P-semifiows of a b WN is based 

on this fact. By knowing how many coloured objects of a particular symbolic 

colour are extracted from an entry place, and how many coloured objects of a 

symbolic colour (of the final place) are placed into a final place by the canonical 

instances of the b WN's transition, it is possible to obtain a symbolic P-semifiow. 

The algorithm presented is based on the Fourier-Motzkin method for solving 

systems of linear inequalities [CS90]. The basic idea is to eliminate variables 

from the system by adding to them all the inequalities resulting from positive 

linear combinations of pairs of inequalities. The algorithm is an adaptation and 

extension of Algorithm 1 in [CS90]. 

In a b WN the set of places can be partitioned into two sets, namely the entry 

set (ES) and the final set (FS). The algorithm will work on the set ESxFS of 

pairs of places. For each pair (pe,pf) E ESxFS it will obtain a matrix Wej of 

cardinality (C(p 6 )I + C(pj)I) >< IC(t)I (where t is the transition of the bWN) 

defined as: 

Vp {p,p1 },V E S(p),V E S(i), W ei(p,t)(5p , 51 ) = W(p,i)(c,c) 

where Sc(p)  and S(t) are the sets of symbolic colours of the place p and the 

transition t, respectively, c E 4 is a colour in the symbolic colour 4 and ct  E E is 

a colour in the symbolic colour ë. Figure 5.4 shows the W f  matrix corresponding 

to the b WN C of the example of the message communication system presented 

on page 83. 
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t 
(S 1 , 1 , X I ) (S 1 , 1 ,S 1 , 1  - .X) 

(S1,1,X,S2,1) 
( 	- ID,iI 0 

(Si  1,5 	
vi 

i i - 	1 	S2 , 1 ) I 	0 - 1D2,iI Pe 

(S 	1,S 1,1 	" 
v

1
i 
 , 52,2) H 	o o 

(S 1 , 1 ,X,S2 , 1 ) 0 0 
(Si

Pf 
	, S 	vi 

11 - •' i 1 S2 , 1 ) 0 	o 0 

S2 , 2 ) 0 
Si ,  1,8 	

vi 

	

1, 1 - J i 	s2 , 2 ) 0 ID2,21) 

Figure 5.4: Example of the Wej built from the symbolic colour entries of the 
places R. Message buf and T. Message bitf of the bWN C of Figure 5.1 on page 
83, with Pe = R. Message buf and pj = T. Message buf 

Given an arc (p, t), it is possible to obtain the number of coloured objects 

selected (extracted or placed) by a canonical transition instance of t, for every 

symbolic colour of p. One approach would be to use "brute force", as said in 

[CDFS93], and calculate, for every symbolic colour of p, the number of colour 

objects that are selected by the canonical transition instance. This would mean 

that we would even consider symbolic colours whose coloured objects are not se-

lected, due to the conditions defined over the transition's variables. As suggested 

in [CDFS93] an alternative, more "reasonable" way, is to deduce from the arc 

function and the transition's predicates which are the symbolic colours of p from 

which the canonical transition instance selects objects, and for these calculate the 

number of objects. 

, 
, 

- 

\, 

k 5"" Q 

(S1,1,X,S2,1) 4 0 0 	0 

Pe 	
(Si,i,S1 1 - X,S2,i) 0 -1 0 	0 
(Si,i,X',S2,2) 0 0 0 	0 

(S1,1,S1,1 —X,S2,2) 0 0 0 	0 

1 0 0 	0 

P1 	
(Si,i,Si i —X,S2,i) 0 

0 
1 
0 

0 	0 
0 	0 

(S1,1,S1,1 —X,S2,2) 0 0 0 	0 

Figure 5.5: Wej of the bWNB of Figure 5.1 

For example to obtain the We 1 of the b WN B of the message communic- 



ation system the predicate X 2  E D2 , 1  all ready tell us that for the canon-

ical transition instances of the transition Transmit for which X 2  is an element 

in D2 , 2  the corresponding column in the Wej will be 6T • Figure 5.5 shows 

the Wej of the bWN B, built using the symbolic colour entries of the places 

R. Message buf(p e ) and T. Message buf(p j ). 

The basic functions /3 	Xij  and 	(D'Xii in an arc function select for 

each static sub-class from which Xii  can take its values, 3

j 

 and -yy,,  objects, 

respectively. The basic function cj ,q  Si,, in the j entry of the arc function, will 

select aj , q  times each coloured object whose j entry is a colour belonging to the 

static sub-class Sj, q . 

In order to be able to obtain a generative family of symbolic P-semifiows, 

we must define what constitutes a minimal symbolic P-semiflow. This concept 

emerges directly from the general definition of minimal semiflows. 

Definition 5.10 (Minimal symbolic P-semiflow) A symbolic P-semiflow v 

Of a c WN Al, is minimal if and only if it is canonical and it satisfies the condition 

Vz symbolic P-semiflow of JV, with z v, 
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Proposition 5.5 Algorithm 5.1 obtains the set of minimal symbolic P-semifiows 

of  bWN. 

J denotes the set of minimal symbolic P-semifiows of the b WN. J6j denotes a 

matrix whose rows are vectors that annul the AUX matrix. Each row of the res-

ulting 7,f s, represents a positive linear combination of rows of the corresponding 

matrix We1. At the end of the iteration that works over the matrix [Je1IAUX], 
the rows of the matrix AUX are null. The vectors v defined from the rows of 

each Jef  are symbolic P-semiflows that only cover the entries of the places Pe 
and pj. This is done for every possible pair of an entry place with a final place. 

Within the symbolic P-semiflows that cover the same places, the minimality is 

guaranteed by introducing in J  only symbolic P-semiflows whose support is not 

equal or does not contain the support of any other symbolic P-semiflow in J. 

At the level of static P-semiflows, we want to be able to calculate, for a 

given colour sub-domain, the number of its coloured objects extracted from, or 

placed into, its associated place by a certain canonical transition instance. This 

can be done in the same way as for symbolic P-semiflows. In this case from a 

given canonical transition instance we obtain the set of static sub-domains for 

which the canonical transition instance selects coloured objects, and the number 
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of coloured objects selected. The algorithm to obtain static P-semiflows of a b WiV 

can be obtained by appropriately modifying the algorithm proposed for symbolic 

P-semiflows. 

Algorithm 5.1.- (Obtaining the minimal symbolic P-semifiows of a bSWIV) 

/* Given the incidence matrix W, the set of entry places ES and the set of 
final places FS, it obtains the set of minimal symbolic P-semiflows .1 
{ 

- Let 3 = 0 
- Obtain the set S(t) of symbolic colours oft 

- For all Pe E ES do 

- Obtain the set Sc(pe) of symbolic colours of p 
- For all pj E FS ciQ 

- Obtain the set Sc  (P1) of symbolic colours of pj 
- Obtain We1 the reduced symbolic incidence matrix for p and 
Pf 
/ this can be done by using the information of the arc func-
tions between t and Pe,  between L and Pj  and of the transition 
predicates of t. */ 

- Let AUX = W ej and Jj = Iq 

/*where lef  is an identity matrix of dimension S(p)I + 
IS(pj )I. *1 

- For i = 1 t IS, (t)I  do 

- Add to the matrix [Je1IAUX] all the rows which are 
linear combinations of pairs of rows of [Jej IAUX] and 
which annul the jth  column of AUX. 
- Eliminate from [JjIAUX}  the rows with a non-zero jth 

column. 
-L- 

- For every row j of Jef ciQ 
- obtain j' the canonical vector of j 
- Obtain v defined as: 

Vp E F, Vë C C(p) v(p,) 
= { 

j'(p,e) if p E {pe,Pf} 
0 	otherwise 

- IfVz E 3, IIvM 2  lizil  then let 3 = JU{v} 
end do 

end do 

end do 

} 

Let us consider the application of the algorithm to the b WN B of the message 

communication system. We have already presented the Wei of its only entry place 

with its only output place (see Figure 5.5). The matrix [JejIAUX] produced by 

the algorithm will have the form: 



1 	0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 	0 	0 
0 	1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 	0 	0 
00 1 00000 0 0 	00 
000 1 0000 0 0 	00 

00001000 1 0 	00 
00000 1 00 0 1 	00 
000000 1 0 0 0 	00 
00000001 0 0 	00 

The third, fourth and last two rows of the right hand side of the matrix 

are already null vectors therefore their corresponding left hand-side rows defile 

symbolic P-semifiows. Each column entry of the left hand side matrix 

corresponds to a symbolic colour of p or pj. For example the third row defines 

the symbolic P-semifiow: 

[S1 , 1 , )(, S2,), 0] 

In the first iteration i the algorithm will add the 1st  and 5" rows producing a 

row whose first column in AUX is 0. We then obtain the matrix: 

1000 1 000 0 	0 	00 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 	-1 	0 	0 
00 1 000000 0 	00 
0001 00000 0 	00 

00000 1 000 1 	00 
000000 1 0 0 	0 	00 
0000000 1 0 	0 	00 

The following iteration will work over the second column of AUX. The al- 

gorithm would then add the 2nd  and 5th  rows producing: 

\ 

' 

1 000 1 0000000 
010001000000 
00 1 000000000 
000 1 00000000 

0  0  0  0  0000000 0  0  1  0  1 0 	0 	0 	0 
 

0000 

Given that AUX is now a null matrix in the right hand side we are left with 

the vectors that define a base for the set of symbolic P-semiflows of b WN B. 



5.4.2 Compositional construction of symbolic and static 
P-serniflows 

Given the generative families of symbolic (static) P-semifiows of lower level cWNs 

(not necessarily bWNs), we propose a method for the compositional combination 

of symbolic (static) P-semiflows to form symbolic (static) P-semiflows of higher 

level cWNs. As for the case of the incidence matrix, we will study the differ-

ent types of composition operations that have been defined for the construction 

of cWNs. Many of the results obtained are applicable to general types of P-

semiflows, therefore we will only use the word symbolic when the results are 

limited to this type of P-semifiow. The results on symbolic P-semiflows can be 

extended to static P-semifiows. 

Consider a cWN Al obtained from the composition of two cWNs L and R, 

and a pair of P-semifiows v of L and w of R. We will define the extension of v 

with respect to R—denoted i3'— as a vector of dimension JPL U PRI,  given by: 

VP E PL U PR, vR(p) 
= { 

v(p) if p E PL 
0 	otherwise 

The dual definition applies for the extension of w with respect to L. 

5.4.2.1 Under independent parallel composition 

From the description of the incidence matrix of a cWN Al resulting from the 

parallel composition of two cWNs L and R, as presented in Section 5.3.1: 

(WL 0 
WAI= IO WR 

it can be deduced that the extension of the P-semifiows of L and R, with respect 

to the places of the other sub-component, are P-semiflows of the resulting cWN 

Al. 

Proposition 5.6 Given the generative family of P-semiflows of two cWNs, L 

and R, the generative family of P-semiflows of the cWN Al—resulting from the 

parallel composition of L and R—is formed by the appropriate extensions of the 

P-semiflows that belong to the generative families of L and R. 

Proof.- Applying contradiction, let us suppose that there is a minimal P-

semifiow u of Al that is not an extension of a minimal P-semiflow of L or R, 

i.e. it is not in the generative family of Al, as defined. 

If u covers (assigns a non-zero weight to) only the places of L, then, given 

that u is minimal, u corresponds to an extension of a P-semifiow in the generative 
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family of P-semiflows of L. If this holds then it belongs to the generative family 

of P-semifiows of X. The dual holds if u only covers places of R. 

If u covers places of both L and R, then it is possible to create two P-semiflows 

U1, U2 of jV, defined as: 

VPEPLUPR, 

ui(p)= 
{ 

u(p) ifpEPL 
 0 	otherwise 

u2(p)
= { 

u(p) ifpEPR 
 0 	otherwise 

such that ilu i ll C 1 jull and 11u211 C  IIuI, which means that u is not minimal, 

contradicting the hypothesis. El 

5.4.2.2 Under choice composition 

Let us recall the form of the incidence matrix of the c WN Al resulting from the 

choice composition of two cWNs, L and R, as shown in Section 5.3.2: 

PL  - Choice(L) 
PR - Choice(R) 

Choice(L) 
Choice(R) 

Pc 

TL 	TR 	ti 	Ir 
WL 0 	0 	0 

o Wi 0 	0 
C/iL 	0 	WI 	0 

o ChR 0 W 

o o —x —x 
In this case the extension of a P-semifiow is defined to consider not only the 

places of the other sub-component, but also to include an entry for the choice 

place Pc.  So, given a P-semifiow v of L we define the choice extension of v with 

respect to R—denoted —as a vector of dimension IPL U PRI + 1, such that: 

VP e FLU PR U{p}, 	(p) 
= { 

v(p) if p E PL 
0 	otherwise 

The dual definition applies for the extension of a P-semifiow of R with respect L. 

If v is such that Vp E Choice(L), v(p) = 0, then the choice extension iT of v 

will be a P-semifiow of Al. 

PEPL —Choice(L) 

=( 	 v(p).WL(p,.),0,O,O) 
PEPL —Choice(L) 

Given that Vp e Choice(L), v(p) = 0 and that v is a P-semifiow of L, it holds 

that WAr = 0. The same applies for a P-semiflow of R that assigns zero to all 

places in Choice(R). 
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In the case that 3p E Choice(L), v(p) =A 0, the choice extension of v will not 

constitute a P-semiflow of Al.  The same holds for P-semiflows of R that assign a 

value greater than zero to at least one place in Choice(R). 

By analysing the structure of the incidence matrix WV, we can observe that: 

a P-semiflow u of Al  that covers the choice place Pc  must also cover at least one 

place in Choice(L) and one place in Choice(R). 

If u(p) > 0 then U(Pc ) -x = U(Pc) < 0. Consider the column of the 

incidence matrix corresponding to transition i 1 . In order to be able to annul 

W-(., i 1 ) it must hold that: 

	

u(p).W.,4r(p,ti)= 	E 	u(p)>O 
pEChoice(L) 	 pEChoice(L) 

Let us introduce the following notation: 

v,, = 	T,  v(p) 	WC 	 w(p) 
pEChoice(L) 	 pEChoice(R) 

and 

rnult = lcrn(v, w) 	rnult = lcrn(v, w) 

v c 	 wc 

where 1cm corresponds to the integer least common multiple function. This leads 

us to the following proposition. 

Proposition 5.7 

Given a pair of P-semiflows v of L and w of R such that v w c  > 0, we can 

obtain a P-semifiow u of Al defined as: 

VP  PA(, 

( mult,• v(p) if p E PL 

u(p) = mult w(p) if p E PR 

	

lcm(v, w) 	otherwise (p = Pc) 

Proof.- Let us view a as a vector with the form: u= 

where UL  is a sub-vector which covers the places in PL - Choice(L), UR covers 

the places in PR - Choice(R), UChL  covers the places in Choice(L), UChR  covers 

the place in Choice(R) and u is the entry for the choice place. We then have 

that: 

U WAr = (UL. ®WN( . , t), R ®WAr( . , t), UChL Wi _UN X, tLchR Wr - U p  X) 
tETL 	 tETR 
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where 

® (PEPL—Ch oice(L) 

u(p)W(p,t)+ 	 u(p)•ChL(p,t) 

t€TL 	 tETL 	 peChoice(L) 

UR• ®Wg(.,t) = 0 (PEPR—Choic e(R) 

u(p) W(p,t) + 	u(p) ChR(p,t) 

tETR 	 iETR 	 pEChoice(R) 

UCh L  .wi—  UPC  .x= 
( 	

U(pc) 

	

\pEChoice(L) 	/ 

UChRWr UP C  X 	
(PEChoice(R) 

u(pc ) 

 / 
Substituting the values of n in the equations above and following the hypothesis 

of the proposition, we then have that: 

UL-0wJv(.,t)=0 (PEPL 	 mutt, .v(p).W(p,t) 

tETL 	 tETL 	 —ChOiCC(L) 

+ 	mutt,, - v(p) ChL(p,t) 

pEChoice(L) 

R 	WA((', 
t) = ® (PEPR 
	

rnult w(p) W(p,t) 

tETR 	 tETR 	 —Choice(R) 

+ 	rnult w(p) ChR(p, t) 

pEChoice(R) 

UCh L  wj + UPC x 
= ( 	

mutt, • v(p) - lcm(v, w) 
\pEChoice(L) 	 / 

UChR Wr + UPC x = mutt,,  mu1t 	 - 1cm(v, w) 
hoice(R) 	 / 

By the definitions of v, mu1t, w c  and mutt,,, and given that v is a P-semifiow 

of L and w is a P-semiflow of R, it holds that: 

=0 

173 
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Furthermore, we can prove that if v and w are minimal, i.e. they belong to 

the generative families of their respective cWNs, then u—the P-semifiow of Al 

generated as proposed in Proposition 5.7—is minimal in the set of P-semifiows of 

Al. 

By contradiction, let us suppose that there is a minimal P-semifiow z of Al such 

that IIzII c 1jull. As in the proof of Proposition 5.7, u and z can be represented 

in the following manner: 

Z = (ZL, ZR, ZChL, ZChR, Z) 	u = (UL, UR, UChL, UChR) Pc) 

Given that Z is a P-semiflow of Al,  it holds that: 

Ø Z L WL+ ZChL •ChL=0 
tETL 

Therefore, (ZL,ZChL)  is a P-semifiow of L, and the same holds for (UL,uchL). 

From the definition of u in Proposition 5.7, we know that lvii = ll(UL,uchL)U. 

The fact that IIZII c hull implies that: 

ZLM c I1UL11 and  hhZRhl c IIURII 

Therefore, h(zL,ZCh L )hI c lvi, which means that v is not minimal in the set of 

P-semifiows of L. This contradicts our hypothesis. The dual argument using w 

instead of v applies for the symbolic P-semifiows of R. 

From the combination of these propositions, it can be deduced that every min-

imal P-semiflow of ItT, can be obtained by combining (as explained in Proposition 

5.7) minimal P-semifiows of the sub-components. In this way we can find the 

generative family of P-semifiows of H. 

5.4.2.3 Under place fusion operations 

As mentioned in Section 5.3.3, binary composition operations that involve fusion 

of places between two components, in order to create a third cWN, can be seen 

as a parallel composition of the components into a cWN S and then an internal 

fusion of the corresponding places. We have already examined how to obtain 

the P-semiflows of a c WN S resulting from the parallel composition of two other 

cWNs, namely L and R, (see Section 5.4.2.1). The extension of the P-semiflows 

of the generative families of L and R form the generative family of P-semifiows of 

S. We will therefore limit our study to fusion of places within a single component. 

Let us denote by Al the c WN resulting from applying a place fusion com- 

position operation over the cWN S. Given the generative family of symbolic 
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P-semifiows of S, let us consider how to obtain the symbolic P-semiflows of M. 

The following proposition implies that from the symbolic P-semiflows of S that 

assign the same weight to the the places being fused we can obtain symbolic 

P-semiflows of M. 

Proposition 5.8 Given a symbolic P-semiflow v of a cWN 5, such that for 

two distinguished places pe,pf E Ps  : V(pe) = v(pj ), we can obtain a symbolic 

P-semifiow 1' of the c WN Jr—resulting after the fusion of the places 

pj 

 and Pe - 

defined as: 

V(p) if p E Ps - {pc,pf} Vp E P5, 	
{ v(p e ) otherwise (P = pie) 

Proof.- In Section 5.3.3 it has been shown that the fusion of two places within 

a PN is reflected at the level of the incidence matrix as the sum of the rows 

corresponding to the places fused. This same pattern holds for cWNs, but now 

the entries of the places are matrices of dimension C(p) x (>tET  IC(t)I), where 

T = T5  = T1. Given WAr the incidence matrix of A 1, we need to prove that: 

Vt E T, V(Pe ) . Ws (p, t) + v(pj ) Ws (p, t) = i3(pie) . Wj j(pje , t) 

From the definition of WAr(p6f ,.): 

Vt E T, 6(pje)  T'Vjv(pj e ,t) = 3(pJe) (Ws  (p,t) + Ws (pj ,t)) 

13(Pj e ) Ws(p,t) + f,  (pfe) WS(f,t) 

From the definition of i3 we know that i3(p1e) = V(Pe ) and from the initial condition 

v(pe ) = v(pf ). By appropriately substituting for V(P e ) or v(pj ) the instances of 

i3(pje ) in the above equation we can obtain the result desired. 

In the case of place fusion between two components L and R, it holds that Vv 

in the generative family of P-semifiows of L such that v(p 6 ) = 0, the extension of 

v with respect to the places of R, will define a symbolic P-semifiow of Al. The 

same holds for the P-semiflows of R that assign 0 to the entries of place 

pj. 

Furthermore, we can show that only symbolic P-semiflows that satisfy the 

conditions defined in Proposition 5.8 induce a symbolic P-semifiow of Al. 

Proposition 5.9 Given a cWN S and its set of symbolic P-semifiows J. Only 

symbolic P-semiflows v E J that satisfy V(p e ) = v(pf ) > 0 can induce a symbolic 

P-semifiou, w of Al with W(p ef) > 0. 
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Proof.- Consider v a symbolic P-semifiow of S such that V(P e) v(p 1 ). Let us 

define the set P C Ps as F' = Ps - {pc,pj}. It then holds that: 

VtETs, 
(PEP/

v() Ws (Pt)) +v(p) Ws (p,t) + v(pj ) Ws (pj ,t) = 0 

Now we know that T5 = TA( and that Vp E F', Ws (p,t) = Wg(p,t), so 

Vt E Tg, (P EPI v(p).W Ar(p,t) +V(pe) W8(pe,t)+v(pj) w(p,t) 0 
 / 

Knowing that Vt E Tj\f,W 14j(pef ,t) = W5(pe ,t) + Ws (p,t), to define a symbolic 

P-semiflow of Al from v we must find a vector w such that 

Vt E T1 , V(P e ) W5(p e ,t) + v(pj ) Ws (pj ,t) = W(Pef) (WS (P e ,t) + Ws (pj ,t)) 
(5.1) 

Let us analyse Equation 5.1. The only case of place fusion where 

(p U pe)  n (p  U °p) 0 

is when applying a closing operation involving an input and output place of a 

transition. For all other cases of operations involving place fusion the defini-

tion of the operation forbids the fusion of places with common input or output 

transitions. In the case where places being fused do not have a common trans-

ition it is possible to divide the set of transitions into three disjoint sets: T 

of transitions connected to Pe,  T of transitions connected to pj and T0  the re-

maining transitions. Given this we have that Vt E T e , Ws (p1 ,t) = 0, equally 

Vt E T, W5(p e , t) = 0. Combining these results with Equation 5.1 we have that: 

VtE Te , V(P e )WS(p e ,t)W(p ef)WS(p e ,t)?V(p e )W(P ef) 

and 

VtE T1, V(Pf)W5(Pf,t)W(Pef)W5(Pf,t)?V(Pf)W(pef) 

which implies that V(pe) must equal v(p j ). 

For the case that Pe  and pf  share a transition t 8 , one must be an input and 

the other an output place of the transition. Given that the output place in this 

case must also be a final place then it cannot be input to any transition or output 

to any other transition, therefore: 

Vt E TAr - {t 5 }, WAr(pf,t) = 0 
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this will mean that for it to hold that 

Vt E TM - {t 8 }, V(P e ) W(p e ,t) = W(p ef) W(p e ,t) 

it must be that 

V(Pe) = W(P ef) 

Substituting this result in Equation 5.1 for t 8 , we then have that it must hold 

that: 

V(p e ) T'V(pe ,t s ) + v(pj) Ws(pj,t) = V(P e ) (T"V(p e ,t s ) + Ws (pj ,t8 )) 

which implies that V(pe) = v(pj ). 

Notice that the symbolic P-semiflow w obtained from the symbolic P-semiflow 

v may not be minimal. 

Algorithm 5.2.- (Obtains the set Min of symbolic P-semiflows of S, that 
assign equal weights to the entries of Pe  and pj) 

/ Suppose Q the matrix representation of J,  the set of minimal 
symbolic P-semiflows of S, where the rows of Q correspond to the 
minimal symbolic P-semiflows. */ 

{ 

- Let AUX = Q and Comb = Ij 

/ where ly is an identity matrix of dimension IJI. */ 

-For i=1 to ISc (pe )Id 
- Add to the matrix [Comb IAUX] all the rows which are linear 
combinations of pairs of rows of [C0mbIAUX] and which annul the 
th column of AUX. 

- Eliminate from [CombIAUX] the rows with a non-zero jth  column. 

end do 

- The rows of Comb will determine the P-semiflows of S that assign 
equal values to p and pj : 9 = Comb• Wy 

/ * From the matrix 7i we can obtain the set Mm, of minimal symbolic 
P-serniflows that assign the same values to the entries of Pe  and p. */ 

- Let Min = 0 
- For all rows v E R do 

- Obtain the canonical vector of v, denoted e 

- If Vw E Mm, hell 2  hiwil  then let Min = Min U {e} 

end do 

To obtain a generative set of symbolic P-semiflows of H we need a way to 

build a generative set Min of minimal symbolic P-semiflows of S that satisfy that 
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Vv E Mm, V(P e ) = v(pf ). The elements of Min will be minimal with respect 

to the set of symbolic P-semifiows that satisfy the condition, but not necessarily 

minimal with respect to the generative family of P-semiflows of S. Algorithm 

5.2 follows the approach of Algorithm 5.1 on page 98 with respect to the idea 

of linear combination of rows of a matrix, but in this case the rows will be the 

entries of Pe  and Pi  of the symbolic P-semifiows of S. The columns of the matrix 

will correspond to the symbolic colours of the Pe  (which are equal to those of ps). 
The aim of the algorithm is then to find linear combinations of these rows that 

result in rows that assign equal weights to the symbolic colours of Pc  and Pj•  So, 

consider the matrix Q of dimension IJI x S(p)I, where 3 is the set of minimal 

symbolic P-semifiows of S and Sc(pe)  is the set of symbolic colours of Pe,  hence 

of pj. The entries of Q will then be defined as: 

Vj E 3, V E S, (p '), Q(j, C) = 3(Pe, ) - j(Pf, ) 

5.4.2.4 Under synchronisation 

Similarly to the case of composition operations involving place fusion between 

two different cWN, synchronisation between transitions of two cWNs can be seen 

as a parallel composition followed by an internal synchronisation. Therefore, we 

will limit our analysis to the case of internal synchronisation. 

The following proposition states that all P-semiflows of the original cWN 

are also P-semifiows of the resulting cWN, after applying the synchronisation 

operation. 

Proposition 5.10 Suppose S is a cWN with two distinguished transitions tl,t r  E T5  

such that (°t 1  U t) fl ( ° tr U t) = 0. Every P-semiflow of S will be a P-semiflows 

of the cWN Al, resulting from the synchronisation of the transitions t 1  and tr  in 

S. 

Proof.- Consider any P-semifiows v of S. We want to prove that v WAr = 0, 

i.e. that v is also a P-semifiow of Al.  From analysing the incidence matrix of the 

cWNJ'f, we know that: 

Vt E Tjj - {ti r}, Wj..j(,t) = Ws(,t) 

where tlr  is the transition of Al resulting from the synchronisation of the trans-

itions tj and tr  in S. Given that v is a P-semifiow of 5, then: 

VtETAr{tlr}, vWN(•,t)=O 



We are then left with the case of the transition ti,. It must hold that 

V (p) Wj i(p,tir) = 0 
pEP,.r 

From the hypothesis we know that (°t 1  U t) fl ( I t, U t) = 0. Given that there 

is no place fusion involved in the operation, it holds that PV = Ps. It is then 

possible to partition the set of places PAr into three parts, namely P1  = (°t1 U to), 

Pr = (°tr  U t r° ) and Prsj = PAr - P1 - Pr . We then have that: 

V(P) Wr(p,t1 r) = 

PEP",. 

	

v(p). Wj r(p, tir) + 	v(p) WV (P, tir ) + 	v(p) WV (A tir ) 

pEPj 	 PEPr 	 PEPr3 t 

Given that the input and output places of t 1  and ir  are all in P1  U Pr,  then 

V (p) Wg(p, tir) = 0 
P  

leaving: 

V (p) - WM(p, tir) = 	v(p) Wr(p, tir) + 	v(p) - WAr(p, tir) 

PEPM 	 PEP, 	 pEPr 

from the definition of the incidence matrix of .AI we have that: 

VP E Fi , V(i, Cr) c C(tir), Wj...r(p, tir)(, (di, ar)) = WS (A t1)(-, i) 

and 

VP E Pr, V(1, r) c C(t ir ), l'Vf(p, tir)(, (di,  cr)) = WS (P, tr)(, r) 

Therefore, 

V (p) - Wj (p,tir) = 

pEPjj 

® 	
(PEPt

v() 
( 1 ,r)CC(1 1 r ) 

Ws(p,ti)(-,el) + E v(p) 
pEPr 

W5(Ptr)(Yr)) = 0 

This means that v is also a P-semifiow of A(. 

Notice that we have not said that the set of P-semifiows of iV is that of S. 

The most elementary example of how new P-semifiows can arise from a transition 

synchronisation is the case of a c WN S formed from the parallel synchronisation 

of two bWNs: 
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P3 

Pi 

P7 

P6 P2 

P4 

The minimal (symbolic) P-semiflows of S are: 

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 
(1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 	), 
(1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 	), 
(0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 	), 
(0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 	), 
(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1 	), 
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1) 

where the jth  digit corresponds to the count given to place Pi.  When the trans-

itions ti and tr  are synchronised the existing P-semiflows are also P-semiflows of 

the resulting component A1, however there are new minimal P-semiflows created, 

namely: 

Pi P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 
(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 	), 
(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), 
(0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0 	), 
(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0 	), 
(0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0 	), 
(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0) 

We do not present a method to detect when and which new P-semiflows are 

created as a consequence of a transition synchronisation. However, from the ana-

lysis of different examples we are able to present a set of common characteristics 

identifying cases where new P-semiflows are created. Consider t1 and tr  the syn-

chronising transitions and t the transition resulting from their synchronisation. 

If there exists a t E Tj,r - { t 3 } such that 

1. The set of input places of t is a subset or equal to the set of output places 

of the set of output places of t is a subset of set or equal to the set of 

input places of t,yn  and 

VP E PAr, (Wg(p, t) = -WAr(p, t 3 )) V (WAr(p, t) = 0) 	(5.2) 
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it was not the case that in S, i already satisfied condition 5.2 with ii or 

and 

the only transition with which t has common places is with t. 

Figure 5.6 shows two cWNs that satisfy the conditions stated above. The 

synchronisation of the transitions tj and tr  in A will generate the P-semiflows 

Pa Pb P1 P2 
(1, 0, 0, 1) 	and 
(0, I. 1, 0) 

not existent in A. 

Pa Pi Pi 

P2 

P4 

Pb P2 tj P3 

B A 

Figure 5.6: Example of a c WN S from which by applying transition synchronisa-
tion of t 1  and t2, we obtain a cWN with other P-semiflows apart from those of 
S 

In B the synchronisation of the transitions t1 and tr generate de new P-

semiflows: 

Pa Pb Pi P2 
(1, 0, 0, 1) 	and 
(0, 1, 1, 0) 

5.4.3 Example of the compositional construction of sym-
bolic Psemifiows 

Let us obtain the symbolic P-semiflows of the message communication system 

presented in Section 5.2.2.1, based on the generative families of minimal symbolic 

P-semifiows of each of the b WNs that compose it, as presented in Table 5.1. To 

facilitate the reading we will included once again in this section. 

First we will compose the bWNs B and U into a component BD (see Figure 

5.3) by the fusion of their respective places T.Message b'uf. The first symbolic 
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Minimal Symbolic 
P-semiflows of A 

Idle 	T.Message buf 

(1D2,11 S1 , 1 ) 	(S1,1, S1,1 - X' , S2,) 

o 	(S 1 , 1 ,X,S 2 , 1 ) 

o 	(Si,i,Si, I —X,S2,2) 

o 	(S 1 , 1 ,X,S 2 , 2 ) 

Minimal Symbolic 
P-semiflows of D 

T.Message 	buf 	Idle 
(S1 , 1 , S1 , 1 , S2 , 2 ) 	(1D2,1 I 81,1) 
IC' 

	X 1' , 
C' 

\"l,l,  
	

'-'  2,1 

- X, S2,1) 	 0 

Minimal Symbolic 
P-semiflows of 13 

	

R.Message buf 	T.Message buf 

	

(S 1 ,1,X,S2, 1 ) 	 (S 1 , 1 ,X,S 2 , 1 ) 
ic 	e 	vi c' ' 	IC' 	C' 	v-i C' 

'-'1,1 - "1' -'2,1/ 	\'-'l,l, ' '-'1,1 - -" i' 

(S1, S1, 
	vi C '-'' 1 - 1 1, 2,2 

	

(S1 1 1 ) X,S2,2) 	 0 
IC' 	C' 	T 	 C' 
\'-'l,l, '-'1,1 - "i

1 
 -' ' 	2,2 

0 	 (S1 , 1 ,X,S2 , 2 ) 

Minimal Symbolic 
P-semiflows of C 

T.Message buf 	 R.Message buf 

	

(Si,i, X, I D221 82,1) 	 X, 1D2 , 1 1 S2,2) 

	

(Si,i, 51,1 - X, 1D2 , 2 1 S2,i) 	(81,1,81,1 - X, D2 , 1  S2,2) 

	

(81,1,81,1 —X,S2 , 2 ) 	 0 
(S1 , 1 ,X,S2 , 2 ) 	 0 

o 	 (S1,1, S1 ,1 —X,S2 , i ) 

o 	 (S1 , 1 ,X,S2 , 1 ) 

Table 5.2: Symbolic P-semiflows of the bWNs A,B,C and D, modelling the basic 
functions of a message communication system. 

P-semiflow is obtained from linear combination of the extensions of the first sym-

bolic P-semiflow of B with the second symbolic P-semifiow of D, covering the 

objects with colours in the symbolic colour (S 1 , 1 ,X,S2 , 1 ). The second symbolic 

P-semiflow is obtained from linear combination of the extensions of the second 

symbolic P-semifiow of B with the third symbolic P-semifiow of D, covering 

the objects with colours in the symbolic colour (S 1 , 1 , 81,1 - X 11 , 82,1).  The third 

symbolic P-semiflows is obtained from the linear combination of the extension 

of the symbolic P-semiflow resulting from the sum of the third and fourth sym-

bolic P-semiflow of B with the extension of the third symbolic P-semifiow of D. 

Finally, the last two symbolic P-semifiows of BID are obtained from the exten-

sion of the last two symbolic P-semiflows of B, that assign zero to the entries of 

T.Message buf. 

Following the compositional construction, we sequentially compose the place 

R. Message buf of BD with the place with the same name of cWN C, forming a 

new cWN CBD(see Figure 5.4). We will differentiate the places T.Message buf 
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BD 

T.Message buf 	Transmit R.Message buf 

O(X,X?,X2> >(XI,X?,X2) >0 
X2 E D2 , 1  

End-send 	 Idle 
(X 1 , X 2 , 

 

XF>ED 

Minimal Symbolic 
P-semiflows of BD 

T.Message buf 	R.Message Buf 	Idle 
(S1 , 1 ,X,S2, 1 ) 	 ( S1 , 1 ,X,S2, 1 ) 	 0 

(S1,1,S1,1 - X S2,i) 	(S1,1, S1,1 - Xi', S2 , 1 ) 	 0 
(S1,1, S1,1, S2,2) 	 0 	 (1D2,21 

o 	 (S1 , 1 ,X,S2,2) 	 0 
o 	(S1 , 1 ,S1 , 1 —X,S2 , 2 ) 	0 

Table 5.3: Minimal symbolic P-semifiows of the c WN BD. 

using the dot notation introduced in Section 4.4. The first and second symbolic 

P-semiflows of CJBD are obtained by the linear combination of the extensions of 

the first and second symbolic P-semifiows of C with the first and second symbolic 

P-semifiows of 3D, respectively. The other P-semiflows are direct extensions of 

the remaining symbolic P-semiflows of BD and C. 

We then go on to perform a closing operation over the component CBD, 

calling the resulting component CBD'(see Figure 5.5). The closing operation 

is defined over the places C. T.Message buf and BD. T.Message buf. The first 

symbolic P-semiflow is obtained from the linear combination of the first three and 

last two symbolic P-semiflows of component CBD. This was needed to obtain 

a symbolic P-semifiow of CBD that assigned the same value to the entries of 

BD.T.Message buf and C.T.Message buf. 

Now we can sequentially compose component A with component CBD' (see 

Figure 5.6 on page 115), given that T. Message in CBD' is an entry place of the 

component. Again we differentiate the places with the same name by adding as 

a prefix the component they belong to. Notice that the entries of the Idle places 

are the same. 
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CBD 

Transmit 	R.Message buf 	Receive 	 buf 

C.T.Message bu._- 	X2 E D21  

(X?, xi' , S2,2)' 	
End-send 

Minimal Symbolic P-semiflows of CBD -- 
BD.T.Message buf R.Message Buf Idle C.T.Message buf 

(S1,1, X, 1D2 , 2 1S2 , i ) X, I D2,21S2,1) 0 (S1,1, X, 1D21 1S2 , 2 ) 

(S1 , 1 ,S1 , 1  - X, D2 , 2 S2 ,) (S1 , 1 ,S1 , 1  - X, 1D2 , 2 1S2 , i ) 0 (S1,1,81,1 - X' 
(Si , i ,Si , i , S2 , 2 ) 0 (1D2,21S1,1) 0 

o (S 1 , 1 ,X,S2,2) 0 0 

o (S1 , 1 ,S1 , 1 —X,S2,2) 0 0 

o 0 0 (S1,1,X,S2,1) 

o 0 0 (S11,S1,1 - X,S2 , 1 ) 

Table 5.4: Minimal symbolic P-semiflows of the c WN CBD. 

Idle 

X
1 



CBD' 

(x?, X1' , S2,2) 
Transmit 

X2 E D2,1 

(_) T.Message buf 

(x?, x,2) 

 

End-send 

R.Message buf 	Receive 

_Q xw —,Y  1 , S2, I ) 

Idle 

X 1  

Minimal Symbolic P-semiflows of CBD' 
T.Message buf 	 R.Message buf 	 Idle 

	

S1 , 1 ,S1 , 1 , 1D2,21S2,1)+ (S1 , i  , Si , i , ID2 , 1 IS2 , 2 ) 	(Si , 1 , S1 , 1 , 1D2 , 2 1S2 , 1 ) 	( 1 D2,1 11D2,21S1,1, 
o 	 (S 1 , 1 ,X,S 2 , 2 ) 	 0 
o 	 (S1 , 1 ,S1 , 1 —X,S2 , 2 ) 	 0 

Table 5.5: Minimal symbolic P-semiflows of the cWN CBD'. 

	

ACBD 	 Receive 
(X,X,S2,2) 	fi (X,X,S2,1) 

A.Idle 	Start-send T.Message buf 	 Transmit 	

>(IIE) 0 	(X,X,S2, (X,X,X2 ) U(X,X,X2) 
X1 - x2 

X2 e D2,1 	R.Message buf 

J:)IJrIt 
2 X 1

12,2 
 c 

1,  

xii 

End-send 

Minimal Symbolic P-semiflows of ACBD 
A.Idle 	 T.Message buf 	R.Message buf 	CBD'.Idle 

(1D2,111D2,21S1,i 	(S1 , 1 ,S1 , 1 , 1 D2,2152,1) 	(Si,i, Si, i, ID2 21S2,1) 	(1D2,111D2,21 51,i) 
+ (Si,i, Si , i, 1D21 152 , 2 ) 

0 	 0 	 (S1 , 1 ,X,S2 , 2 ) 	 0 

0 	 0 	 (S1 , 1 ,S1, 1 —X,S2,2) 	 0 

Table 5.6: Minimal symbolic P-semiflows of the cWN AC]BD. 
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Finally, we complete the composition of the model, by closing the component 

ACBD, obtained in the previous step. The places closed are the Idle places (see 

Figure 5.7 on page 116). 

We have seen that it is possible to obtain the minimal symbolic P-semiflows 

of a cWN, based on the minimal symbolic P-semifiows of its components. The 

symbolic P-semifiows obtained cover all the places and all symbolic colours within 

the places. Therefore, the net is structurally bounded for all symbolic colours. 

Adding up the last two symbolic P-semiflows, we obtain a static P-semiflow. The 

first symbolic P-semiflow is also a static P-semiflow. 

Final 	 Receive 
(X?,X11, s2,2) 	fl 	S2,1) 

A.IdIe 	Start-send T.Message buf 

	

1 	
:1 

	

1 	U (Xl, X?,S2,1) 
. 

X1 
~ x? 

	

Xi' 	

[px?x11s22) 

End-send 

Transmit 

(X,X?,X2) 	Ii (X,X,X2)  

X2 E D2,1 	R.Message buf 

Minimal Symbolic P-semiflows of Final 
Idle 	 T.Message buf 	 R.Message Buf 

(1D2,1 11D2,21S1,1) 	(S1 , 1 , S1 , 1 , 1D2 , 2 1S2 , 1 )+ (S1 , 1 , S1 , 1 , 1 D2,11S2,2) 	(S1 , 1 , Si ,  1 , 1D2,21S2,1) 
o 	 0 	 (S1 , 1 ,X,S2,2) 
o 	 0 	 (S1 , 1 , S1,1 - X, 82,2) 

Figure 5.7: Minimal symbolic P-semiflows of the cWN Final. 

55 Compositiona' construction of Tsemiflows 
of cWNs 

Unlike P-semiflows, it is not possible to obtain T-semiflows of a b WN. Let us 

remember that in b WNs the sets of entry places and final places cannot intersect; 

thus it is never possible to return to the initial marking after the firing of sequence 

of instances of the b W]V's transition. Therefore, a b WN has as symbolic T-

semiflows the trivial T- semiflow 6 and any T-semifiow that only covers invalid 

instances of the transition. 
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In this section we will study how to combine T-semifiows of two c WNs to 

obtain T-semiflows of the cWN resulting from their composition. As we have 

pointed out in the previous section, it is not the objective of this work to propose 

a new method for the construction of T-semifiows of WNs. We will therefore start 

from the premise that there is a method by which we can find the generative family 

of symbolic T-semiflows of a cWN. 

Following the same pattern as for the compositional construction of the in-

cidence matrix and of the P-semifiows, let us analyse each type of compositional 

operation. 

First, let us consider a cWNJ'/ obtained from the composition of two cWNs L 

and R, and a pair of T-semifiows x of L and y of R. We will define the extension 

of x with respect R—denoted as a vector of dimension ITL U TR, given by: 

VtETLUTR, 	
R(t){ x(t) iftETL 

0 	otherwise 

The dual definition applies for the extension of y with respect L. 

5.5.1 Under independent parallel composition 

As we know, in independent parallel composition there is no place or transition 

fusion. Therefore, by simply extending the T-semifiows to cover the transitions of 

the cWNs being composed, it is possible to obtain the T-semiflows of the higher 

level component. 

Proposition 5.11 Given the generative family of T-semiflows of two cWNs, L 

and R, the generative family of T-semiflows of A/—the c WN resulting from the 

independent parallel composition of L and R—is formed from the extensions of 

the T-serniflows of the generative families of L and R. 

Proof.- By contradiction, let us suppose that there is a minimal T-semifiow z 

of Al such that it is not an extension of a minimal T-semifiow of L or of R, i.e. it 

is not in the generative family of T-semiflows of Al obtained as described in the 

proposition. 

If z only covers the transitions of L, then given that it is minimal, it must 

correspond to the extension of a minimal symbolic T-semiflows of L, i.e. it belongs 

to the generative family of symbolic T-semifiows of Al. The same applies if it 

covers only places of R. 
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If it covers places of both L and R, then it is possible to create two symbolic 

T-semifiows z 1  and z 2  of Al defined as follows: 

Vt E TL U TR, 
I z(t) iftETL 

z i (t) = 	
0 	otherwise 

I z(t) iftETR 
Z2(t) 

= 	0 	otherwise 

such that liz i ll C lizil and  11z211 C jjzjj, which 	means that z is not minimal. 	Ii 

5.5.2 Under choice composition 

As in the case of compositional construction of P-semiflows, it is necessary to 

define another extension for T-semifiows of the components participating in a 

choice composition. A choice composition adds two new transitions to the set of 

transitions, therefore the extension of T-semifiows of the sub-components must 

consider these new transitions in order to cover all transitions of the resulting c WN 

Al. Consider the choice composition of two cWNs, L and R, and the resulting 

c WN Al. Given a T-semiflow x of L we define the choice extension of x—denoted 

x—with respect to the transitions in R as a vector of dimension I TArl, whose 

entries are given by: 

Vt E T, x(t) 
- { 

x(t) if t E TL 

	

0 	otherwise 

The dual applies for the T-semifiows of R. 

Recall the structure of the c WN Al resulting from the choice composition of 

two cWNs L and R. Figure 5.8 shows an example of a choice composition (the 

arc functions have been omitted, since they are not relevant for the study). 

Notice that if either t 1  or t, fire, then it is not possible to return to the initial 

marking of Pc.  Therefore, it is not possible to define T-semifiows of Al that cover 

either of the transitions t 1  or tr. The T-semiflows of Al will be formed by the 

choice extensions of the T-semifiows of L and R, which assign zero to the entries 

corresponding to the transitions ti and tr 

5.5.3 Under place fusion operations 

5.5.3.1 Sequential composition 

Consider the sequential composition of two c WNs L and R to form a c WN Al. 
For this it is necessary to select a subset FS' of the final places of L and a subset 
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Figure 5.8: Structure of a c WN obtained by choice composition. 

ES' of the entry places of R, and define a correspondence function between these 

two sets. 

The T-semiflows of L cannot cover transitions that have output places be-

longing to FSL, since firing these transitions will create a marking from which 

the initial marking is not accessible. However, the T-semiflows of R can contain 

transitions whose input places belong to the entry set (ESR). 

Firing a transition tr E TR can only change the marking of a place pj E PL if 

pj has been fused with a place Pe E PR, and the firing of ir  changes the marking 

of Pe  in R. Similarly, firing a transition ti E TL can only alter the marking of 

a place pe E PR, if Pe  has been fused with a place pj E PL whose marking is 

changed when transition t j  is fired. This means that the only places in PL  whose 

markings could be altered by a transition tr E TR are those in FS' and the only 

places in PR whose markings could be altered by a transition ii E TL are those in 

ES'. 

These observations lead us to conclude that the set of minimal T-semiflows of 

Al is formed by the extension of the minimal T-semiflows of L and R. 

5.5.3.2 Competing parallelism 

An external competing parallelism can always be seen as a independent parallel 

composition followed by an internal competing parallelism. Therefore, we will 

limit our analysis to internal competing parallelism. 

Internal competing parallelism is reflected at the level of the incidence matrix 

as the sum of the corresponding entries of the places being fused. Let us remember 

that it is not possible to fuse places that share input or output transitions. So 
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consider a cWN S and the fusion of two of its places Pi  and P2•  Let us denote 

by T1  the set of input and output transitions of P1,  by T2  the set of input and 

output transitions of P2,  and by Tr3t  the rest of the transitions of the cWN. The 

incidence matrix can then be structured in the following manner: 

T1  T2  Trst  

rst \ P - { pl,p2} (Wr w2  w'" 
P1 	W1 	0 	0 

P2 	0 w 2 	0) 

The incidence matrix of the resulting cWNA( after the fusion of the place Pi  and 

P2 into a place P1,2,  will then have the form: 

T1  T2  T 5  

rstl P—{pi,p2} 

(wilD 

w2  " w1' 

P1,2 	W1 	w2 	0 ) 

By studying the structure of the incidence matrix we can observe that a T-

semiflow of $ will also be a T-semiflow of A 1. Given x, a T-semiflow of 5, we 

know that it holds that: 

Vie T1 , wi (t) x(i) = 0 and Vt CT2 , W2 (t) x(t) = 0 

Therefore, l47 ,r x = 0. However, it is possible that new semiflows are created as 

in the case of P-semiflows under transition synchronisation. Observe that there 

can be a vector that anulls the row of P1,2  and the rows corresponding to the 

places in P - {pi, P2 }, but that does not anull the row corresponding to pi  or to 

P2. The following cWN is an example of such a case, where P1  and P2  are the 

places participating in the competing parallelism. 

Pi 

Figure 5.9: Example of a cWN for which if an internal competing parallelism 
operation is applied, new T-semiflows (different from the existing) are created. 
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The fusion of the places Pi  and P2  generates a new T-semiflow that assigns a 

count of 1 to transitions t2 and t5 and 0 to all other transitions. 

As for the case of P-semiflows under transition synchronisation we have iden-

tified the characteristics of a group of cWNs for which new competing parallelism 

composition results in the generation of new T-semifiows. It must be made clear 

that this is not necessarily the only group that generates this situation. Consider 

the places p1  and P2,  and P1,2  the place resulting from their fusion. If there exists 

a p E PM - {p1,2} such that 

The set of input transitions of p is a subset or equal to the set of output 

transitions of P1,2  and the set of output transitions of t is a subset or equal 

to the set of input transitions of P1,2, 

Vt E TM, (W Jr(p,t) = — Wjr(pi , 2 ,i)) V (Wj.r(p,t) = 0) 	(5.3) 

It was not the case that in S p already satisfied condition 5.3 with p'  or P2, 

and 

the only place with which p has common places is with P1,2. 

The example given in Figure 5.9 satisfies these conditions, where p = p3 . 

5.5.3.3 Closing operation 

The closing operation fuses a final place with an entry place within a c WN. None 

of the other composition operations considers the fusion of pairs of final places, 

therefore a final place can only be an output place of a single transition. Two 

final places of the same transition cannot be fused with a single entry place or 

else we would be creating parallel arcs. 

Consider the places Pe  and pj involved in the closing operation over a cWNS, 

and the incidence matrix Ws, represented in such a way that the last two place 

entries of the matrix correspond to the entries of the places Pe  and pj, respectively, 

and the last transition column corresponds to the transition ij  (the transition for 

which pj  is an output place). 

(W

W ' Wtj(pe)P ws = e  
0

I 

wj1W(pj

1)J\ 

We must remember that pj  cannot be input to any transition. 

At the level of the incidence matrix, the fusion of pj with Pe  is reflected as the 

sum of their corresponding place entries, giving: 

(WPI 	

Wt  
Wg = W

'  Wt 1 (Pe ) + Wt i (Pf)) \ e 
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A T-semiflow x of S satisfies the condition: 

(
F I' 

t€T—{tj} 	

(t)) + Wt j (pe ) x(if) = 0 and wtj (pf) x(t) = 0 Pc \ 

Therefore, it also satisfies the condition: 

, I' 

tETs—{t j } 

( 	 (t)) + (Wt 1 (pe ) + wt j (pf)) s(tj) = 0 
Pc' /  

We can then conclude that x is also a T-semifiow of Al.  Unfortunately, under 

the closing operation it is not possible to conclude, as for the other operations 

involving place fusion, that the set of minimal T-semifiows of the resulting cWN 

is formed directly from the T-semifiows of the original cWN S. The fusion of an 

entry place with a final place, may imply the existence of new T-semifiows in the 

resulting net. A necessary condition for the existence of a T-semiflow, different 

from the trivial solution, is that there exists a set Tsem  of transitions such that 

T:em = °Tsem . Only if this condition holds, is it possible to return the initial 

marking of a place to its original state after the firing of the transition sequence 

defined for Tsem . This means that only when performing a closing operation over 

a c WN can we obtain T-semiflows of the resulting Al  that were not derived from 

the existing ones in the sub-components. 

5.5.4 Under synchronisation 

So far, the analysis of compositional construction of T-semiflows has not required 

us to consider the colours of the c WNs. However, for synchronisation operations 

this is not the case. The transitions that are synchronised can have different colour 

domains, each defined by the set of variables or parameters of the transitions. The 

transition resulting from the synchronisation of two transitions, will "inherit" the 

variables of those transitions. Therefore, its colour domain will be formed by the 

Cartesian product of the colour domains of the transitions that compose it. 

As for the analysis of P-semifiows for composition operations involving place 

fusion, the synchronisation of two c WNs can be seen as the parallel composition of 

the cWNs followed by an internal synchronisation of a pair of transitions. In this 

way we can concentrate on studying what happens in the case of synchronisation 

of transitions within a cWN. 

Given the generative family of symbolic T-semifiows of the cWN 5, let us 

consider how to obtain T-semifiows of the c WN H resulting from the fusion of 
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the transitions t j  and tr  in T8. From Section 5.3.4 we know that the incidence 

matrix of Al can be obtained in the following way. 

VP E Pr,Vt E TAr,Vc E C(p),Vc' E 

( Ws(p, ti)  (c,c:) 

Wg(p,t)(c,c ') = 	
WS(p,tr)(C,Cr) 

II 	0 
' Ws (p,t)(c,c') 

jft=ti, A 
jfttir  A 
if t = t17. A 
otherwise 

p e 	u t,°  where c' = (ce, Cr ) 

P E ° tr  U t where c' = (c1 , Cr) 
p(°tiUtU °tr Ut) 

The trivial case would be those minimal symbolic T-semifiows of S that do 

not cover either of the transitions being fused. These T-semifiows will constitute 

minimal symbolic T-semiflows of the resulting cWN AI. 

A much more difficult case is that of minimal symbolic T-semiflows that cover 

both of the transitions being fused. 

Consider a minimal symbolic T-semiflow x of S that satisfies that x(ti) > 0 

and X(t r ) > 0, and 

x(t,,) = E X(t r ,C) 
	

(5.4) 
ecC(t) 	 'cC(tr) 

From the entries of x for the symbolic colours of t r  and ii we can define the 

following multisets on C(t i ) and C(tr), respectively: 

cov(t j ) = {x(ti, 	. 	I ë1 C C(t 1 )} 

and 

cov(t r) = {X(ir, 	I er C C(tr)} 

Given the condition 5.4 we know that these multisets will have the same cardin-

ality. From these multisets we can obtain a set of multisets COV defined as the 

set of all possible multisets formed by combinations of elements in cov(t i ) with 

elements in cov(t r ). To clarify the concept, let us view the sets cov(t i ) and COV(t r ) 

as bags with coloured balls. The balls in the bags can have different colours, and 

there can be more than one ball per colour. A multiset of COV will correspond 

to the result of an experiment that takes Icov(tj)I pairs of balls—formed by one 

of cov(t i ) and one of COV(t r ). 

Consider COV(tir) a multiset in COV, where it holds that 

WIC C(ii), 	COV(tir)((Ci, dr)) = COV(ti)(Ci) 

E CC(tr) 

and 

Vr C C(tr ), 	COV(ijr)((Ci, dr)) = COV(t r)(Cr ) 

z CC(t) 
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and let us denote by comb() E N the multiplicity of the symbolic colour C C(t 1 .) 

in the multiset ccw(ti r ). We can apply the following proposition to obtain a 

symbolic T-semiflows z of A. 

Proposition 5.12 Given a minimal symbolic T-semiflow x of S, such that 

x(ti) > 0 and X(tr) > 0, and 

x(ti,) = 	X(t r ,C' ) 

CC(t) 	 E'CC(tr) 

we can then define a minimal symbolic T-semiflow z of JV in the following way: 

Vt E T, W c C(t), 

comb(ë) if t = ti, and c E COV(ti r ) 

	

z(t,) = 	0 	if t = t, and 	cov(ti r) 
x(t,) 	otherwise 

Proof.- For a vector z—as defined above—to be a T-semiflow of jV it must 

hold that: 

W1 z =  

( tE T-jtj,) 

Wj(,t) z(i) + Wj (,tjr) z(ti r)=0 

 / 

By definition of z and from the definition of WAr  we know that: 

WA( -z= 

(tET-ItIr)  
W(.,t).x(t) +( 	

Wg(.,t ir )comb() 

 I 	\cEcov(tir) 

Given the definition of the incidence matrix of iV, with respect to the incidence 

matrix of S, we then have that for p E ° t1 U t: 

Wjtj(p,ti r )(,) Z(ti r ,C) = 	Ws (p, t i ) (, i ) comb((j,)) 
ãECOV(tfr) 	 (i ,Er)ECOV((,) 

Recall that a symbolic colour E C(tir) can be represented as a pair formed by 

a symbolic colour in C(t1) and a symbolic colour in C(tr). Now, for all multisets 

in COV it must hold that for every El C C(t 1 ) such that x(t i , > 0 7  

	

i 	comb((ëi,r)) 
r CC(tr) 
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Therefore, 

Ws (p, t i ) ( i ). comb(( i , r)) 

(j,r)Ecov(tj r ) 

	

= 	 Ws(p,i,)(.,ëj).comb((i,)) 
1Ecov(i) ErECOV(tr) 

	

E= 	Ws (p,t i )(.,i). 	comb(( i , r ) 

ë,Ecov(t) 	 rEcov(tr) 

	

= 	l47s(p,ti)(,i) • 

Ecov(t z ) 

The same holds for every symbolic colour of tr. Given that t1 and tr  have no 

input or output places in common and since x is a minimal symbolic T-semifiow 

of S, then; 

Wz=O 

This proposition applies in the case when the transitions that are to be syn-

chronised are covered by the same minimal symbolic T-semifiow. This implies 

that the firing of one of them affects the enabling condition of the other in an 

indirect manner. It cannot be direct, since the transitions are not allowed to have 

common input or output places. 

As we have mentioned, a T-semiflow will identify a set of transitions Tsem such 

that °Tsem  = T em . If this condition did not hold, then the firing of a transition 

in the sequence could alter the marking of a place that is not input or output 

of any other transition in the sequence. In consequence its marking could not 

be returned to its original value. Thus, in the case that one of the transitions 

being synchronised is covered by a minimal symbolic T-semifiow but the other 

transition is not, the transition resulting from the synchronisation is not covered 

by a minimal symbolic T-semiflow. 

Let us now analyse the case when the transitions being fused are covered by 

different minimal symbolic T-semifiows. Similarly to the case of both transitions 

being covered by the same T-semifiow, we need to obtain symbolic T-semiflows 

where the sum of the weights assigned to the symbolic colours of a transition 

being synchronised equals the equivalent sum for the transition with which it 

synchronises. 

Consider a pair of transitions t j  and t, of a cWN S, and two minimal sym-

bolic T-semiflows of S, namely x and y, such that x(ti) > 0, y(t r) > 0 and 

Vt E Ts ,x(t) . y(t) = 0, i.e. the sets of transitions covered by x and y are dis- 
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joint. Let us obtain the following values: 

cntx  = E x(t i ,) 	cnt = E y(t r,') 

	

ECC(t1) 	 C'CC(tr) 

div = 1cm(cnt, crit) 

where 1cm is the least common multiple function. Let us create two symbolic 

T-semifiows x' and y' of S, defined as follows: 

div 

	

Vt E T8, Vi'-; C C(t), x'(t,) = 	. x(t,) 
cntx  

	

Vt E T, V 	
div 

C C(t), y'(t,) = 	. y(t,) 
cnty  

In this way we have created a pair of symbolic T-semifiows such that 

::ii: x'(t i , j ) = E y ' (tr,r) 

	

CC(t1) 	 CrCC(tr) 

i.e. the sum of the weights assigned to the symbolic colours of the transition ti 

by x' equals the sum of the weights assigned to the symbolic colours of tr by y'. 

Similarly to the case of a fusion of transitions covered by the same T-semifiow, 

let us consider the multisets 

cov(t i ) = {x'(ti, i) 	I et C C(tj)} 

and 

cov(t r) = {y'(t r , r) 	r C C(tr)} 

It is then possible to obtain T-semifiows of .A1  applying the following proposition. 

Proposition 5.13 For every multiset 

cov(t ir) = {comb( jr ) 	I Eir = (Cl, r) C C(tir )} 

in COV (the set of multisets obtained from all possible combinations of elements 

of cov(t j ) and cov(t r)), where comb(ci r) E N is the cardirzality of the symbolic 

colour EIr C C(t1 .) it is possible to define a symbolic T-semiflow z of IV by: 

Vt E T, W C C(t), 

comb() 	if t = tlr and ë E cov(t ir ) 
z(t, ) = 	0 	 if t = tlr and 	cov(ti r ) 

y'(t, ) + x'(t, ) otherwise 

where x' and y' are the T-semiflows, obtained from the T-semiflows x and y, that 

satisfy the condition that the sum of the weights that they assign to the symbolic 

colours of t 1  and tr , respectively, are equal. 
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Proof.- For the vector z to be a T-semifiow of iV it must hold that: 

WA( . z = ( 	
Wj(,t) . z(t) +Wji(,iir) . Z(tir) = 0 

 / 
According to the definition of z and of WM we then have that: 

= 
(tET-jtj,j 

Ws(, t) ((x'(t)+ 	+ 	WN(, tir)(, ) comb() 

 / 	EEcov(t1,.) 

Given the definition of the incidence matrix of iV with respect to the incidence 

matrix of S, we then have that for p E 	U t: 

> 	Wjj(p,ti r)(,) comb() = 	E 	Ws (p, t i ) (., i ) 

EECOV(tjr) 	 (Ei,Er)ECOV(tjr) 

Now, for all multisets in COV it must hold that for every e C(t 1 ) such that 

x' (ii, i) > 0, 

COTflb((Cl,C r)) = x'(t i , i ) 

Er CC(tr) 

Therefore, 

l'Vs (p, t1)(., ') . comb((i, er)) = 	147s(p, i1)(., ) . x'(ti, i) 

(Ei,Er)Ecov(tir) 	 EiEcov(ti) 

The same analysis can be applied for tr  with y'. Given that t 1  and tr  have no 

input or output places in common and that x is a minimal symbolic T-semiflow 

of S, then: 

WH•z=0 

Let us remember that x and y cover different transitions, therefore so will x' and 

Y'. 	 EI 

Furthermore, we can prove any minimal symbolic T-semiflow of iV can be 

obtained from the symbolic T-semifiows of S, using Propositions 5.12 and 5.13. 

By contradiction, let us suppose that there is a minimal symbolic T-semifiow 

z of .Af that cannot be obtained from the symbolic P-semiflows of S with the 

propositions presented. For all symbolic colours E l  of t 1  let us obtain the following 

value: 

cnt(i,, i) = E Z(tir,(Ci,Cr)) 

Er CC(tr) 

and similarly for all symbolic colours r C tr, 

Cflt(t r ,Cr ) = 	 Z(tir,(Ci,Cr)) 

E1 cC(t1) 
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Consider a vector v of dimension ITs I such that Vt E T8 , 

I z(t) 	iftET{t i ,tr } 
v(t) 	crit(ti, j) 	if t = tj 

Cflt(tr,Cr) if t = tr 

Then v is a symbolic T-semiflow of S that either satisfies Proposition 5.12 or it 

can be obtained by applying Proposition 5.13. 

56 Coirdusions 

In this chapter we have studied the compositional construction of semifiows of 

c WNs. New types of semiflows for WNs have been defined, namely symbolic and 

static P-semiflows and symbolic T-semiflows, in order to exploit the characterist-

ics of WNs. Symbolic semiflows are defined over symbolic colours of the colour 

domains of places and transitions. The definition of symbolic P-semiflows presen-

ted here differs from the existing definition of symbolic P-semifiows, mainly in 

that they assign equal value to all colours within a symbolic colour, not distin-

guishing between individual colours within a symbolic colour. For each compos-

itional operation we have analysed and proposed a method to obtain the set of 

minimal symbolic and static P-semiflows and symbolic T-semiflows of the result-

ing c WN, based on the minimal P- and T- semiflows (of the same types) of its 

sub-components. These analyses are based on the relationship of the incidence 

matrix of the resulting component to the incidence matrix(ces) of the cWN(s) 

being composed. 

The number of symbolic P-semiflows that have to be handled is, in principle, 

considerably less than if we calculated P-semifiows based on individual colours. 

The methods proposed allow the use of general arc functions. However, it is not 

the aim of this work to offer an alternative method to obtain P-semifiows of a 

CP-net or WNs in general. The propositions made are tightly coupled with the 

composition operations defined for c WN. 

The compositional construction of symbolic (static) P-semiflows does not re-

quire us to start from b WNs. The methods proposed can be applied over higher 

level (non-b WN) components for which the set of minimal symbolic P-semifiows 

are known. However, to complement the method proposed we present an al-

gorithm to obtain the symbolic P-semiflows of a b WN. This algorithm can be 

adapted to obtain the static P-semiflows instead. 

A bWN has only one symbolic T-semifiow, namely the trivial symbolic T-

semiflow 0. The methods proposed for the compositional construction of symbolic 
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T-semiflows require the set of minimal symbolic T-semiflows of the c WNs being 

composed. It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to offer a method to calculate 

such T-semiflows. Since for a T-semiflow to exist there must exist a set Ts em of 

transitions such that T °em  = °Tsem , we can limit the search for new minimal 

T-semiflows to cases when a closing operation is performed. 

To our knowledge there is no existing work that considers the compositional 

construction of F- and T-semiflows in PNs. The work that is most closely related 

is that of Christensen et al. on compositional construction of P- and T-invariants 

for coloured Petri nets under the framework of Modular CF-nets [CP92]. Our work 

differs substantially, not only because it works at the level of semiflows, which does 

not require the definition of an initial marking, but because the semiflows defined, 

and in consequence the invariants defined, reflect and exploit the symmetries in 

the behaviour of coloured objects in the system. 

There is still much work that can be done in this area. We have limited our 

work to positive integer P- and T-semiflows. A natural extension of the work 

will be to study the compositional construction of other types of P- and T-flows 

(integer, rational, etc.). To improve the current work we could study ways of 

detecting sets of type Tsem , in order to be able to calculate the symbolic T-

semiflows of the lower level c WNs. More work is also needed in the process of 

identifying the cases where new P- or T-semiflows are created and in determining 

which are the new or T-semiflows created. 

We have not included the algorithms for the compositional construction of 

symbolic and static P-semiflows or for symbolic T-semiflows under each of the 

compositional operations. These can be obtained by applying the propositions 

given for each case. As an example in Appendix A we present an algorithm for the 

compositional construction of symbolic P-semiflows under the choice composition. 
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61 Introduction 

State Space Analysis techniques allow the proof of many interesting properties 

of a system, such as, presence of deadlock, reachability and liveness, amongst 

others. They are based on the study of the graph that contains all possible 

evolutions of the PN system, known as the Reachability Graph (RC). In general, 

state space analysis techniques are very expensive due to the large space and time 

requirements of storing and constructing the RG. 

Well-formed nets (WNs) provide a modelling framework in which intrinsic 

symmetries of the model are naturally detected. These symmetries can then be 

used to reduce the size of the underlying state space. Instead of constructing a 

RG based on ordinary markings, in [CDFH90], Chiola et al. propose the creation 

of the Symbolic Reachability Graph (SRG) of a WN. The algorithm for the gen-

eration of the SRG has the same structure as the one for generating the RG of 

GSPNs[AMBC95], but it uses the concepts of symbolic marking representations 

and symbolic firing rule. The equivalence between the SRC and the RG from the 

point of view of the reachability of the markings is proven in [CDFH91]. This 

equivalence ensures that no information is lost by analysing the SRG instead of 

the RC. 

Within the framework of compositional construction of cWNsystems, it would 

be desirable to build the SRG of a cWN using the information about the SRGs of 

its sub-components. The objective would be to reduce the number of operations 

required to determine the evolution of the c WN by using, whenever possible, 

information already computed for the sub-components. In this chapter we study 

the difficulties encountered in trying to use the information of the SRGs of the 
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sub-components to create the SRG of a c WN. Consequently, another type of 

reachability graph is introduced. This graph is the Composed Reachability Graph 

(CRG), based on the concept of a composed marking. A composed marking will 

represent the set of symbolic markings of the c WN formed by the combination of 

symbolic markings of its sub-components. We prove that it is possible to obtain 

all the information of the SRC of a cWN from the CRG, from the point of view 

of reachability. This ensures that no information is lost by analysing the CRG 

instead of the SRG. 

Section 6.2 will introduce the concepts related to the SRC. Following this, 

in Section 6.3 we present the difficulties encountered while trying to propose a 

method for the compositional construction of the SRG. In Section 6.4 the CRC is 

introduced. We define a composed marking and define the concepts related to the 

construction of the CRG. We study how the set of enabled (composed) transition 

instances of a composed marking of a c WN can be determined according to the 

compositional operation employed to build the component. Following this, in 

Section 6.5 we study the properties of the CRC and its relation with the SRG 

of the cWN. To conclude, in Section 6.6, we summarise the work presented 

throughout the chapter. 

62 Background 

In this section we will review the concepts related to the SRG. 

6.2.1 The Reachability Graph of a PN System 

As presented in Chapter 2, the reachability graph (RG) of a PN system describes 

the evolution of the system from an initial marking M0 . The Reachability Set 

(RS) of the system is defined as the smallest set of markings such that: 

o M0  E RS and 

o (M1 eRS A 3tET: M 1 [t)M2 )=M2 ERS 

The RG is the labelled directed multi-graph, whose set of nodes is RS and whose 

set of arcs A is defined as follows: 

o AcRSxRSxT 

o (M,M3 ,t) E A M 1 [t)M 

Properties such as absence of deadlock and liveness can be checked on the RG 

using classical graph analysis algorithms. 
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6.2.2 The Symbolic Reachability Graph (SRG) of a WN 
system 

Well-formed nets (WNs) provide a modelling framework in which intrinsic sym-

metries are naturally detected. It is possible to identify two kinds of symmetries 

inside subsets of colour classes: rotation and general permutation [CDFH91]. 

These symmetries can then be used to reduce the size of the underlying state 

space. In order to exploit the idea of symmetry amongst the objects of the basic 

colour classes, instead of constructing a RG based on ordinary markings, it is pos-

sible to construct a symbolic reachability graph (SRC) [CDFH90]. The algorithm 

for the generation of the SRG has the same structure as the one for generat-

ing the RG of GSPNs[AMBC95], but it uses the concepts of symbolic marking 

representations and symbolic firing rule. 

A symbolic marking represents an equivalence class on the state space of the 

WN model. This equivalence is given in terms of the possible basic colour per-

mutations that produce the same behaviour. The objects of a static sub-class are 

said to behave homogeneously in the net if they have the same distribution over 

the places of the net. 

Using the same notation as for the definition of symbolic P-semiflows and 

T-semiflows, let us consider a group e of permutations on 0 1 CZ  defined as in 

Chapter 5. 

Definition 6.1 (Permutation of an ordinary marking, from [CDFH91]) 

Let M be an ordinary marking of a WNJ%./, and s E e a permutation. Then .s 

the permutation of M by s, is a marking defined by: 

VP E P, Vc E C(p), . . M(p, c) = M(p, s(c)) 

Definition 6.2 (Symbolic Marking, from [CDFH91]) A symbolic marking 

M is an equivalence class of the relation Eq defined by: 

MEqM's, M'=s•M 

To clarify the concept of symbolic marking, in Figure 6.1 we present an ex-

ample of a message communication system taken from [CDFH91]. Notice that 

Vi E {2. .. k}, M(Idle, s) = 1 and M(Idle, s) = 0. This reflects at least two 

distributions of objects of C1  in the places of the net. One corresponds to object 

i, that has no instances in Idle and the other corresponds to all other objects of 

C1  which each have one instance in Idle. In place T.Message buf it holds that 

Vm2  E D2 , 1  M(T.Message buf,(s 1 ,s2 ,m)) = I- 
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lule 	S2+...+Sn 

Cl ={sl ,..., sk} 

C2 = D2 , 1  U D2 , 2  
X1

C%nd-send Start-send 	 = {m i ,m 2 ,m 3 } 

x' x?

Ybu i,

D2,2 = lack} 
(X 11 , X?, 82,1) 

(X 1', X?, S 2 , 1 Receive 

T. 	S2 ,2) 	(x?, X, S2,2) 	R.Message buf 

(s 1 , 

(s i , 2, 

(Si, s2 , in3) 
"X 1  X 2  X 2 ) 	(x,x?,X2) \ 	i' 	i' 

Transmit 

Figure 6.1: Example of a WN with an ordinary marking. 

This means that S2  behaves differently from the rest of the objects of its colour 

class, since it has an instance in Idle and it is present in T.Message buf as second 

member of all tuples. The third member of the tuples in T. Message buf correspond 

to the objects of the static subclass D2 , 1 . Each object appears in just one tuple. 

So omitting the name of the objects, we could say that the objects of class 

Ci  are distributed in three different manners throughout the places of the net: 

the first describes an object that has no instance in Idle and is the first member 

of all tuples in T.Message buf; the second corresponds to an object that has 

one instance in Idle and appears as the second member in all colour tuples in 

T.Message buf; and the third corresponds to all other objects of the colour class 

Ci. Notice that which ever objects had been used to instantiate X and X, for 

the firing of start .send, the distribution of the coloured objects over the places of 

the WN would have been the same for all resulting markings. All permutations 

of the marking M have the same distribution of coloured objects over the places 

of the WN. 

In a symbolic marking the permutations s 	are defined within static sub- 

classes. Objects that can be permuted with each other in any firing instance, to 

produce markings that belong to the same equivalence class, form a dynamic sub-

class. A dynamic sub-class is denoted by Z?,  where C2  is the basic colour class to 

which the colours represented by the dynamic subclass belong; and j is the index 

that identifies the dynamic subclass, within the set of dynamic subclasses defined 

over the basic colour class C, for a given symbolic marking. Two different basic 
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colours can be represented by the same dynamic subclass only if they have the 

same coloured objects distribution in all places, and if they belong to the same 

static subclass. In the case of ordered basic colour classes, only coloured objects 

with contiguous colours can be represented by the same dynamic subclass, and 

the ordering relation amongst basic objects is reflected by the ordering of indexes 

of the dynamic subclasses. A dynamic subclass is characterised by its cardinality 

(card; number of different objects represented by the dynamic subclass) and the 

static subclasses to which the objects belong (d). Figure 6.2 shows the symbolic 

marking to which the marking presented in Figure 6.1 belongs. 

Idle 	 card(Zfl_— IC, I-2 
card 1 ) = 1 
card(Z) = 1 

X 	 X 	card(Z21 ) = 3 

	

Start-send 	 End-send 

XI X12 	 (X12,XI,S2,2) 

	

(XI, X?, S2 , 1 ) 	 Receive 

11 
T.Message bu' (X?, X, S2 , 2 ) 	(XI, Xj, S271 ) 	R.Message buf 

(z3, z?, Z) 

(XI, Xj, X) 	(XI, X?, x2) 

Transmit 

Figure 6.2: Example of a symbolic marking. 

A representation 7?. of a symbolic marking M is a compact description of M. 

Formally, it is defined as a four-tuple 7?. = (m, card, d, mark), where 

• m : I -+ N+, such that m(i) is the number of dynamic subclasses of C2  in 

M. 

• Given C2  = { Z1 10 <j < m(i)} the set of dynamic subclasses of C2  in M, 

card : u1C2  -4 N, such that card(Z') > 0 is the number of basic colours 

represented by the dynamic subclass and Vi, card(Zfl = IC2  I. 

o d : U 2 1C2  -+ N, is such that for Zij E Oi, d(Z) = q, with 

q E {1,... , n 2 }, where n 2  is the number of static subclasses of C, and 

Vi E {1,... , n},Vj, k E 10,... , m(i)}, with j < k, d(Z1) d(Zfl. 
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o Vp E P, mark(p) : (p) -+ N, such that mark(p) is the multiplicity of 

the valid tuples of dynamic subclasses in place p, given C(p) the set of all 

possible tuples of dynamic subclasses according to the colour domain of 

place p. 

In the following M will denote both a symbolic marking and its representation, 

unless otherwise stated. 

As we have seen, a dynamic subclass can represent various colours belonging 

to a static subclass, but a colour can only be represented by one dynamic subclass. 

We will denote by Dj , q  the set of dynamic subclasses of C (the set of dynamic 

classes of colour class C) that represent the colours of the static subclass D,q  of 

C2 , i.e. 

uii , q {Zf E C i  Jd(Zf)=:q} 

All symbolic markings must satisfy the following condition: 

VC i , VD i , q , T, card(Zfl = IDi,q l 	 (6.1) 

z (=-Di,, 

i.e. the sum of the cardinalities of the dynamic subclasses related to a static 

subclass, must equal the cardinality of that static subclass. 

Given the definition of a symbolic marking representation we observe that a 

symbolic marking can have many representations (see [CDFS93, CDFH91]). For 

example in the WN presented in Figure 6.2 it is possible to change the indexes 

of the dynamic subclasses, or define new dynamic subclasses (subclasses of the 

existing ones), to create alternative representations of the same symbolic marking. 

A first step towards an efficient algorithm for the enumeration of the SRG of 

a WN is the definition of a unique representation for each symbolic marking. 

To obtain a canonical form two properties are defined, namely rninimality and 

ordering [CDFH90]. The idea behind a minimal symbolic marking is to have the 

smallest possible number of dynamic subclasses for each basic colour class. The 

minimal representation of a symbolic marking is unique within a permutation of 

indexes of dynamic subclasses. By properly ordering a minimal representation 

we can obtain a canonical representation. This ordering implies the adjustment 

of the indexes of the dynamic subclasses according to some unequivocal criterion. 

In [CDFH90, CDFH91] an algorithm is proposed for the computation of the 

canonical representation, based on the lexicographic ordering of the indexes and 

markings of the dynamic subclasses. 

The minimality and ordering definitions require the introduction of the mark-

ing projection function marIc3 . This function is defined over the set of all pos-

sible tuples of dynamic subclasses from the Cartesian product of any subset of 
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C (without repetitions of the same basic colour class) [CDFS93]. For comput-

ing minimality the function is applied over tuples of arity one. Intuitively, the 

function works as follows. Given a symbolic marking M and a tuple of dynamic 

subclasses, it returns a vector of JPJ natural numbers, encoding the distribution 

of the tuple in the marking. The formal definition of mark5  can be found in 

[CDFH91]. 

To exploit the advantages of the symbolic marking representations it is neces-

sary to construct the SRG starting from a symbolic initial marking representation 

and by generating reachable symbolic marking representations, without building 

the RG of ordinary markings and then grouping markings into equivalence classes. 

In order to accomplish this, a symbolic firing rule on the symbolic firing repres-

entations is defined [CDFH91]. 

In a symbolic firing instance, instead of coloured objects, dynamic subclasses 

are assigned to the transition parameters. This means that any object in the dy-

namic subclass can he assigned to the parameter. When several parameters of a 

transition i, defined over the same basic colour class C, are assigned to the same 

dynamic subclass Zf, it is necessary to specify whether the parameters are in-

stantiated to the same or different coloured objects within the dynamic subclass. 

Given the xth  parameter of type C, E C(t) of a transition t, denoted by param, 

the parameter instance can be specified by the pair (\(x),Lt(x)) = (J, k), mean-

ing that the parameter represents the kthl  (arbitrarily chosen) element of Zf. 

Notice that k must be less than or equal to the maximum of the number of 

parameters instantiated within Z ij  and the cardinality of Z. A symbolic firing 

instance will then be represented by a tuple [t, \, yJ where: t is the transition 

fired, ). = {A, : {1,.-. , e2 } -+ N} is the set of functions that assign a dynamic 

subclass to each of the parameters of t, and t = {ji : {1,... , e} -+ N+} is 

the set of functions that assign an object of a dynamic subclass to a parameter 

(e, is the number of occurrences of the colour class C2  in the colour domain of t). 

A formal definition of a symbolic firing can be found in [CDFH90, CDFH91] or 

[CDFS93]. 

In order to define the symbolic enabling and firing rules, the dynamic sub-

classes are split into subclasses, one for each of the (arbitrarily) selected objects 

for the firing, and a dynamic subclass that represents all other (non-selected) 

objects of the original dynamic subclass. For ordered classes the instantiated 

dynamic subclasses are always split into dynamic subclasses of cardinality one. 

With such a definition of split marking, dynamic subclasses can be substituted 

for coloured objects in the transition firing. An extensive and formal description 
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of the splitting process can be found in [CDFS93]. This description differs slightly 

from the one given in [CDFH90], where the dynamic subclasses are split into two 

dynamic subclasses. 

The canonical representation of the symbolic marking M' obtained by firing 

the symbolic instance [t,\,i] enabled in M (M' = M[t,Ajt)) is computed in 

four steps which use intermediate, not necessarily canonical, representations: 

Splitting of M with respect to [t,A,ji], given [t,A,jt] enabled in M. 

Actual firing of [t, .\j] obtaining the symbolic marking M' = M[t, 

not necessarily minimal. 

Grouping of dynamic subclasses of M' to obtain a minimal marking rep-

resentation M". 

Ordering of the minimal representation of M" to obtain a canonical repres-

entation 1t4" 

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 illustrate these steps for the symbolic firing of the transition 

instance [starLsend, {) = Z11 , )2 = Z 1'}, {t1 = 1,112 = 1}]. 

The algorithm for the construction of the RG of a PN system (coloured or 

uncoloured) is an iterative process, that takes an unvisited marking of RS, visits 

it to obtain its set of directly reachable markings and incorporates the elements 

of this set into the RS provided they are not already members. This process is 

the same for the construction of the SRG, but it is done over canonical sym-

bolic markings. The symbolic reachability set (SRS) contains canonical symbolic 

markings reachable from the initial symbolic marking M 0 . 

In order to ensure that no information about reachability is lost by analysing 

the SRG instead of the RG, the following properties relating the SRG with its 

corresponding RG are proven in [CDFH91]. 

Property 6.1 (Equivalence between symbolic and ordinary reachability) 

Let M be a symbolic marking, and [M) be the set of symbolic markings reachable 

from M. Then 

U IM) =IM) 
MEM 

Property 6.2 Strong connectivity of RG = strong connectivity of SRG, but not 

vice versa. 
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Figure 6.3: Example of the symbolic firing process (PART A). 
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Figure 6.4: Example of the symbolic firing process (PART B). 
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Property 6.3 

Strong connectivity of the SRG 

A Vi E (0, h], M' E SRG such that (M'.m(i) = n 1 ) 

A i e (h, n], ((ni  > 1) V (EM' E SRG such that (M'.m(i) = 1)) 

= Strong connectivity of RG 

In the following section we will study how the SRG of a cWNcan be construc-

ted using as a starting point the SRCs of its sub-components. 

63 CompositionaR construction of the SRG 

As mentioned when introducing the symbolic firing process, the idea behind the 

construction of a SRG is to be able to use symbolic markings at all times, without 

having to return to the ordinary markings that they represent. It is necessary to 

identify enabled symbolic firing instances and minimise symbolic markings based 

on the distribution of their dynamic subclasses and not on the distribution of 

specific coloured objects. 

The objective of the compositional construction of the SRG of a cWNA( is to 

be able to re-use the information of the SRG(s) of the cWN(s) which composed 

form A1. In this way, we aim to reduce the number of operations required to 

determine the evolution of the c WN system. 

6.3.1 Composition of symbolic markings 

Let us denote by L and R the two c WNs to be composed to form a c WN Al. The 

distribution of coloured objects over the places defined by symbolic markings of 

L and R, are completely independent. We know that the symbolic markings 

of each component must satisfy the condition 6.1 (on page 135), i.e. the sum 

of the cardinalities of the dynamic subclasses associated with a static subclass, 

must equal the cardinality of the static subclass. When composing two symbolic 

markings ML E SRGL and MR E SRGR we must ensure that the resulting 

symbolic marking of Al also satisfies condition 6.1. Therefore, the composition 

cannot consist of simply including all dynamic subclasses of ML and of MR as 

dynamic subclasses of a symbolic marking of Al. Otherwise, each colour of a 

static subclass will be represented by two dynamic subclasses (by one from ML 

and by one from MR). 
Let us study how to construct a symbolic marking of Al, given a symbolic 

marking of L and one of R. We will start by analysing the simplest case of 
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composition, where the operation involves no place or transition fusion, i.e. inde-

pendent parallel composition. 

6.3.1.1 Obtaining a symbolic marking of a cWN 

In Figure 6.5 we present a small example to illustrate the problem of obtaining 

a symbolic marking MAr of A1  from the composition of the symbolic markings 

ML of L and MR of R, when the operation is an independent parallel compos-

ition. To keep the example simple we will only consider one basic colour class 

(non-ordered) with no static subclasses. The symbolic marking ML has three dy-

namic subclasses, namely: RL.Z11 , RL.Z and  RL.Z;  and MR has two dynamic 

subclasses, namely: RR.Z and RR.Z. The symbolic marking representations of 

ML and MR satisfy condition 6.1; thus in both it holds that 

M(i) 

Zj=ICiI 

where m(1) will be the number of dynamic subclasses of colour C1 . This condition 

will mean that the three dynamic subclasses of ML represent all the colours of 

C1 , and so will the two dynamic subclasses of MR. 

ML 	
L 

x  11 
d(RL.Zfl = C 1  
d(RL.Z) = C 1  

R 	 d(RL.Z)=C1 

MR 

d(RR.Z) = C 1  
d(RR.Z) = C 1  

Figure 6.5: Example to illustrate composition of symbolic markings. 

As mentioned before, if we were to simply combine the existing dynamic sub-

classes, we will end up with colours of C1  being represented by more than one 

dynamic subclass in the combined symbolic marking MAr. 

The set of basic colours represented by RL.Z1'  in ML might be just a part of 

the basic colours represented by RR- 12 in MR,  which will mean that the other 

colours represented by RR- Z ?  are represented by other dynamic subclasses of ML. 
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With this example we can see that in order to obtain the set of all possible 

symbolic markings of Al given ML and MR,  it is necessary to consider all the 

possible intersections between the sets of basic colours represented by the dynamic 

subclasses of ML and those represented by the dynamic subclasses of MR.  This 

must be done in such a way that the dynamic subclasses of the resulting symbolic 

marking satisfy condition 6.1 and that their markings in the places of Al  represent 

the distribution of coloured objects in both ML and MR. 

Table 6.1 represents the problem that we must solve in order to find all the 

possible intersections between the set of basic colours represented by the dynamic 

subclasses of ML and MR for the example in Figure 6.5. The set of dynamic 

subclasses—of a certain static subclass—determined by a symbolic marking, is a 

partition of the static subclass (or of the basic colour class in the case of no static 

subclasses). Thus, the problem we have is to find all possible intersections between 

two partitions of a static subclass or, in this case, of a basic colour class. The 

elements of a row must add up to the cardinality of the corresponding dynamic 

subclass of ML,  and the elements of a column must add up to the cardinality of 

the corresponding dynamic subclass of MR. 

ICi 	RR.Z il l I RR-Z1] 

RL.IZfl ? ? 

RL.IZfl ? ? 

RL.IZfl ? 

Table 6.1: Intersection between dynamic subclass of ML and MR. 

This problem has one or multiple solutions, which means that the composition 

of two symbolic markings, one of L and one of R, can generate multiple symbolic 

markings of Al. The resulting symbolic markings of Al will have at least as many 

dynamic subclasses per static subclass as the maximum of the number of dynamic 

subclasses, for the static subclass, in ML and the number of dynamic subclasses, 

for the static subclass, in MR.  This is given by the fact that object with colours 

belonging to the static subclass already have different distributions over the places 

of L and R. 

Let us denote by COMB a matrix solution to the problem described. An 

element COMB (i,j) will indicate the number of colours common to the dynamic 

subclasses RL.Z and RR-Z.  From each solution of this problem we can obtain 

a symbolic marking which will have as many dynamic subclasses as non-zero ele-

ments in the solution matrix. The non-zero elements will represent the cardinality 

of the dynamic subclass. Given a non-zero element COMB(i, j) the distribution 
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of the corresponding dynamic subclass is given by the distribution of the dy-

namic subclasses RL.Z and RR.Z, in the places of L and R, respectively. From 

now on we will denote by MAr the set of symbolic markings obtained from the 

composition of symbolic markings ML and MR. 

In the example above there was only one basic colour class, with no static 

subclass for simplicity. In a more general scenario the problem of finding all the 

possible intersections must be done for each static subclass of each basic colour 

class. 

In the case of ordered colour classes the are as many solutions as the number 

of rotations of the colour class. This is given by the fact that for ordered basic 

colour classes only contiguous objects can be represented by the same dynamic 

subclass, and the ordering relation among basic objects is reflected by the ordering 

of indexes of the dynamic subclasses. However, the any colour of the class can be 

considered as the first. 

A 	 B 
tl 	 t2 

 P1 	X 
zi 	 (D— 	U  

	

CzDl' --
fl 2P2 	 R) 

card(MA.ZI)=2 	 card(M8.Z)=1 

card (MA.Z?)=1 	 card(MB.Z?)=2 

AB 	 AB' tj
X V 	 X @Z3 

z <z2X  

2Z I I 
t2 	

1 	

t2 
Pi 	 Pi 

<Z2 

 

P3 	 P3 

card(MAB.Zf)=2 	A 	 card(MAB'.Zfl=l 	Al z1 z2 z 1  z2  
card (MAB.Z)=1 	B 	1 	1 	card(MAB'.Z?)=l 	

B 	1 	1 

	

 card(MAB'.Z)=1 	L1  1 	0 

	

ii o 2 	1 
z2 1 	1 '721 1 	0 	 1 L1 

Figure 6.6: Example of a cWN system with several SRGs. 

From the analysis above we can observe that the composition of two cWNs, 

namely L and R, with initial markings Mo,L and MO,R,  respectively can generate 

a cWN, jV, with one or several SRGs. 
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2' \ x 
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Zi±2Z? 
	

Z' +2Zj + z + Zt 

J X J 	P2 
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Ix tP2 P
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tl 	 t5

x 	I 	P4 

X1 z±zx 

t2 	 X 

card(Z) - 1 
	

Vi E {1 ... , 5}, card(Z) = 1 

card(Z1) = card(Z) = 2 

Figure 6.7: Example of a cWN system with one SRG. 

In Figure 6.6 we present an example where the composition of the components 

generates more than one (two in this case) SRCs of J/. We will assume that all 

symbolic markings are defined over the same basic colour class, with no static 

subclasses. For reasons of simplicity the cardinality of the basic colour class, C1, 

will be defined as being 3. Notice that although from both MO,AB  and MO,AB' it 

is possible to arrive at common markings, for example [0, Z, Zfl (where the first 

element corresponds to the place p, the second to P2  and the third to p3) with 

card(Z11 ) = 3, we cannot arrive from one of them to the other. Therefore, MO,AB 
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is not in the SRG with initial marking MO,AB',  and vice versa, meaning that we 

have two SRGs of Al'. In Figure 6.7 we present an example where, although the 

composition of the initial symbolic markings of L and R can generate several 

symbolic markings of A", all these markings belong to the same SRC of Al. In 

this example the cardinality of the basic colour class C1  is considered to be 5. The 

markings MO,AB  and MO,AB',  here presented, are two of the possible symbolic 

markings of A/' that can be generated from the composition of the initial symbolic 

markings of L and R. From both symbolic markings we can reach a symbolic 

marking [Z, 0, 0, 0] with the cardinality of Z' corresponding to the cardinality 

of C1 . From this marking we can reach both MO,AB  and MO,AB'.  Therefore, 

they would be both in the same SRC. This happens with all symbolic markings 

generated from the combination of MO,L  and MO,R,  therefore there is only one 

SRG of Al. 

6.3.2 Reachable symbolic markings from the symbolic mark-
ings of a composed marking 

The set of directly reachable symbolic markings (DRS) from ML and the DRS 

from MR are obtained by the symbolic firing of enabled symbolic instances in 

ML and MR,  respectively. 

MR tr 

d(RR.Zfl = C 1  
d(RR.Z) = C 1  

Symbolic Firing  

- Z 
card(Zfl = I C1  - Ic 

card( Zfl = k 

tr  

z9)_ X_

= Cii - Ic - 1 

).___> 2  I}___EEI) 	
card( Z2) = Ic + 1 

Figure 6.8: Example of symbolic firing. 

Let us go back to the example of the independent parallel composition of two 
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cWiVs, presented in Figure 6.5. 	Consider a symbolic firing instance 

[t r ,)ti = 	1] enabled in MR, such that upon firing it generates the 

symbolic marking M'R  (as shown in Figure 6.8). From the point of view of a 

symbolic marking M E MM, the colour of the object selected by the instanti-

ation (.)q (X),/L i (X)) = (Z,1) can be represented by any of the dynamic sub-

classes in M .C 1  that represent colours originally represented by MR-Z11-  Colours 

Of MR-Z 11  can be represented by, at most, 3 dynamic subclasses in any symbolic 

marking of MM (this is because ML has 3 dynamic subclasses). Let us take 

a symbolic marking MM E MV such that there are three dynamic subclasses 

MM-Z, MM.Zj 1  and  MM.Z  that contain colours that were originally represen-

ted by MR.Z.  The symbolic instance (.A 1 ,1 1 ) will then be transformed into the 

symbolic instances: ILAr,1), (A I-, y' ) and L ) where: 

)M,l(X) = RM.Z A  iM,l(X) = 1 
F 	 I 

AAI,l(X) = Rg.Z
j  A p' , 1 (X) = 1 and 

= RM.Z A 	1 (X) = 1 

The case that we have shown is very simple, because the transition has only 

one parameter, but what happens when the transition has more than one para-

meter? In this case, it is necessary to consider the cardinality of the dynamic sub-

classes of the symbolic marking MM of MM.  It must hold that VC i  E C(tr), VX 

parameter of tr, /tM,(X) )r,1(X)I. Given that for [t r ,Ajt] in MR it holds 

that p(X) < I2(X)I, then we must consider all possible assignments of/1M,(X), 

such that for X, Y, parameters of tr  of type C, the following conditions hold: 

If both parameters were instantiated to the same dynamic subclass in ML, 

but not to the same colour in the dynamic subclass and if they are both 

assigned to the same dynamic subclass in MM,  then they must be assigned 

to different colours within the dynamic subclass of MM. 

= .A 2 (Y) and (X) 54 ,u(Y) and )tAr,1(X) = AM,(Y) == 

,LLM, 2 (Y) 

If both parameters were instantiated to the same dynamic subclass in ML 

and to the same colour within dynamic subclass, then they must both be 

assigned to the same dynamic subclass in MM and to the same colour within 

the dynamic subclass. 

= A 2 (Y) and p i (X) = p(Y) = 

= .\M,(Y) and 1LM,(X) = 
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Consider an enabled symbolic transition instance [tr , A, ] of a transition tr  E TR 

enabled in MR,  such that MR[tr,  A, p)M'j . We can prove that the set of symbolic 

markings, M'M  of Al— generated by the composition of ML and M' —contains 

the set of symbolic markings obtained from firing each of the possible interpret-

ations of the symbolic instance [tr , A, it],  in each of the corresponding symbolic 

markings in MAi  (the set of markings resulting from the composition of ML and 

MR). However, we would still need to be able to associate a symbolic marking 

of MAr E MAr with the symbolic marking M E M' resulting from firing the 

interpretation of the symbolic transition [tr,  A, p]  enabled in MN.  Unfortunately, 

this is not as straightforward as obtaining the set of symbolic markings. The only 

way of determining the symbolic marking generated by the firing of a symbolic 

transition instance is to actually perform the symbolic firing. Nevertheless, know-

ing that M R [t,, A, P) MR and that ML combined with M'R  forms M' , allows Ar 
us to determine the set of enabled symbolic transition instances in each symbolic 

marking of M, based on the symbolic transition instances enabled in M'R  and 

ML. 

64 The Composed Reachability Graph (CRG) 

In the previous section we showed the difficulties of constructing the SRG of a 

c WN using the information of the SRCs of its sub-components. We saw that we 

can obtain a group of symbolic markings of the SRG(s) of Al by the composition 

of symbolic markings in SRGL with symbolic markings in SRGR. However, 

there is no way of deducing, from the arcs of SRGL and SRGR, which symbolic 

transition instance must be fired in order to go from one symbolic marking in a 

SRG of .A( to another. The only way of knowing this is by actually performing 

the symbolic firing of each enabled symbolic transition instance. 

An alternative solution would be to leave the group of symbolic markings ex-

pressed in terms of the symbolic markings of the sub-components. The evolution 

of the system can then be obtained and expressed in terms of the evolution of 

the symbolic markings of its sub-components. A sub-component may itself be 

a composition of two c WNs; therefore the symbolic markings of the higher level 

component will be expressed in terms of composition of compositions of symbolic 

markings. This introduces the concept of composed markings. 

6.4.1 Composed markings 

Definition 6.3 (Composed Marking) Consider a cWNJ'/, obtained from the 
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composition of two c WNs L and R, by applying a composition operation *. A 

composed marking Mg of ItT is recursively defined by: 

o a composition of two symbolic markings (ML *MR), where ML is a sym-

bolic marking of L and MR is a symbolic marking of R; or 

o a composition of a symbolic marking with a composed marking (ML*MR or 

ML*MR), where ML is a composed marking of L and MR is a composed 

marking of R; or 

o a composition of two composed markings (ML 

Formally: 

Mg ML * MR I ML * MR I ML * MR I ML * MR 

Notice that we are using the same notation M to refer to a composed marking, 

as we did for the set of markings representing a composition of two symbolic 

markings. This has been done because they represent the same set of symbolic 

markings of Al. 

We want to be able to refer to the components of a composed marking, without 

having to specify each time if it is a symbolic marking or a composed marking 

itself. For this reason we introduce the concept of a marking component of a 

composed marking. 

Definition 6.4 (Marking Component) A marking component (E) of a com-

posed marking ()Z)  is either a symbolic marking or a composed marking (as 

stated in Definition 6.3). The composed marking component corresponding to the 

L component will be denoted by EL;  similarly, the R marking component will be 

denoted ER.  A composed marking is formed by the composition of two marking 

components. 

A composed marking can be seen as a tree where the leaves are symbolic 

markings—what we will call lowest level marking components. These non-divisible 

marking components, correspond to symbolic markings of non-divisible cWNs. 

These c WNs are not necessarily b WNs, but components for which we have already 

calculated the SRCs. From now on we will talk of composed markings when re-

ferring also to symbolic markings of the lowest level components, unless otherwise 

specified. 

In the same manner as the transition from the RG to the SRG, our goal is to 

build and express the CR0 in terms of composed markings, without having to 
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Figure 6.9: Study of the competing parallelism composition. 

generate all the symbolic markings represented by a composed marking and apply 

the symbolic firing rules over each symbolic marking. It is therefore necessary to 

determine how a composed marking can evolve into another composed marking. 

This requires the definition of a composed transition instance and a composed 

firing rule. Apart from this we also need to be able to determine the set of 

composed transition instances enabled in a composed marking. The idea is to 

deduce the evolution of one composed marking into the another by analysing the 

evolution of its sub-components. 

For this we must consider that the marking of a sub-component may be altered 

when it is composed with another sub-component. Let us consider a composition 

of two cWNs, namely L and R, by a binary composition operation that involves 

the fusion of places to form a c I4N 	The initial composed marking 

obtained from the composition of the initial composed markings M0 of L and 

of R. MAr, o  can evolve into another composed marking if there is an enabled 

composed transition instance in Mv,0.  Intuitively a composed transition instance 

is similar to a symbolic transition instance but the parameters of the transition can 

be instantiated to dynamic subclasses originally belonging to composed markings 

of different sub-components of A. Under place fusion it is possible that in a place 

of A there are dynamic subclasses belonging to different marking components. 

Recall that the marking of the place resulting from the fusion of places is the sum 

of the markings of the places being fused. 

Let us take the example of Figure 6.9 and suppose the composition of L and 
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R by a competing parallelism operation where A(L.p i ) = R.pi . The transition 

R.t 2  was not enabled in MO,R.  However, if we consider that the dynamic subclass 

ML,O.Z has at least one colour in common with the dynamic subclass MO,R.Z' 

then the instances where the parameter X of t 2  is assigned to the common element 

will be enabled in Mow. 

Dynamic subclasses of a composed marking.- Dynamic subclasses are 

defined at the level of symbolic markings. As we have seen in the example presen-

ted in Figure 6.9, at the level of composed markings we must be able to refer to 

dynamic subclasses defined at the level of symbolic markings and to dynamic 

subclasses of the composed markings, defined as a consequence of the intersec-

tion of dynamic subclasses of symbolic markings. To identify to which marking 

component a dynamic subclass belongs, we augment the definition of dynamic 

subclasses with this information. In the case of a dynamic subclass defined as 

the intersection of two others, we keep track of the dynamic subclasses that form 

it. The distribution of the dynamic subclasses is defined as the sum of the dis-

tributions of the original dynamic subclasses that form it. Formally a dynamic 

subclass of a composed marking, termed a composed dynamic subclass is defined 

as follows: 

Definition 6.5 (Composed dynamic subclass) A composed dynamic subclass 

Of a composed marking, denoted Z2k,  is a 4  tuple: 

(dyn..ss, card, q, y) 

where, 

o dynss = {(comk,i,j)} is the ordered set of dynamic subclasses of lowest 

level components that are intersected to form the composed dynamic sub-

class. In the triple (com k , i,j), j represents the index of the dynamic sub-

class within the set C, of dynamic subclasses of colour C 2 , in the lowest 

level marking component cornk in which the dynamic subclass was origin-

ally formed. It must hold that V(comk, i,j), (corn, i, h) E dyn_ss, k g, 

i.e. dynamic subclasses of the same symbolic marking cannot intersect. The 

order of tuples within the set is defined as follows: 

V(corn,i,j),(comn 9 ,i,h) E dyn_ss, 

if k <g then (cornk ,i,j) < (com9 ,i,h) 

i.e. (comk,i,j) has a lower position than (com 9 ,i,h). 
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o card is the number of basic colours represented by the dynamic subclass. 

o q is the static subclass of Ci  in which the dynamic subclass is defined. 

o y is the index of the dynamic subclass in the current composed marking. 

The intersection of dynamic subclasses occurs as a consequence of the process 

of searching for possible enabled transitions instances in the marking components 

of a composed marking. An intersection of dynamic subclasses defines a subset 

of all possible intersections. In the example presented in Figure 6.9 the composed 

dynamic subclass of cardinality one obtained from the intersection of the dynamic 

subclasses LA and R.Z 11 , refers to all possible solutions where these two dynamic 

subclasses have at least one basic colour in common. In the same way it leads to 

the definition of the complementary set, the set where L.Z' and R.Z' have no 

colours in common. So when applying the search process a composed marking 

may be transformed into several composed markings. In general, from a com-

posed marking with an intersection condition between the dynamic subclasses, 

for example L.Z' and R.Z1 must intersect in at least one colour, we can only go 

to composed markings with the same condition or with a tighter condition. From 

having one element in common, we could go to having 2; however, we cannot 

go to having no elements in common. A composed marking where the dynamic 

sub-classes L.Z 11  and R.Z have no 2 elements in common will be a restriction of 

the composed marking where they have only one element in common. 

Definition 6.6 (Restriction of a composed marking) 

A composed marking M is said to be a restriction of another M' if they are 

formed by the same marking components and the intersection defined over the 

dynamic subclasses of the lowest level marking components by M are tighter than 

those defined by M'. 

As for a symbolic marking, a composed marking can also be identified by its 

representation. 

Definition 6.7 (Representation of a Composed Marking) A representation 

R1 of a composed marking MN is an 8-tuple, 

= (EL,eR,FPL,FPR,FTL,FTR ) V,) 

where: 

o EL and ER  are the marking components which, composed, form Mg. 
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RP2 	 start.proc2 	in_proc2 	in_proc2 	end 

(X)X)

X 11  

O(X11,  X21 ) 

MC D2 2 
X 1  e D1,2 
	 Mc 

B A 

A.RP 	 start_proc2 	in_proc2 	end_proc 2  
X2 	 FP2 

G~ 	 1~ - 

2 	 11 2 	 X2 

0~ 

AB 

Figure 6.10: Processing of rough parts of type 2. 

o FPL and FPR are the subsets of places, of L and R respectively, which 

are the domain and image of the place fusion function 1 applied in the 

composition operation; 

o FTL and FTR are the subset of transitions, of L and R respectively, which 

are the domain and image of the transition fusion function p applied in the 

composition operation. 

o ii is the function that relates the elements of FPL to elements of FPR, i.e. 

defines the fusion of places of L and R. 

o p is the function that relates the elements of FTL to elements of FTR, i.e. 

defines the fusion of transitions of L and R. 

To illustrate the representation of a composed marking, let us introduce the 

following example, which is part of the FMS model presented in Chapter 7. 

However, the subsystems considered here do not correspond directly to the sub-

systems defined in Chapter 7. For this example it is only necessary to know 

that there are three types of rough parts and three types of machines. The colour 

classes of the model will correspond to machines (colour class C1 ) and rough parts 

(colour class C2). The types of rough parts and of machines will be represented 

by static subclasses. Rough parts of types 2 and 3 are processed by machines 

of type 2. The component A, in Figure 6.10, represents the first stage of the 
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C 

Figure 6.11: Processing of rough parts of type 3. 

processing of a part of type 2. Component B, in the same figure, represents the 

final stage of the processing of a part of type 2. These components are composed 

(sequentially followed by a closing operation) to form component AB (see Fig-

ure 6.10). Component AB will represent the processing of rough parts of type 

2, to obtain finished parts of the same type. Component C (see Figure 6.11) 

represents the processing of rough parts of type 3 to produce finished parts of 

the same type. These two processes share the machines of type 2. Consider the 

c WN .A/ formed by the competing parallelism composition of AB with C over the 

place MC, representing the free machines, as shown on Figure 6.12. Given MAB 

and Mc the representations of composed markings of components AB and C, 

respectively, the representation R1 of a composed marking MN obtained from 

the composition of M4.j and Mc is given by': 

(, ) , 
JAB-MC}, {C.MC}, 0, 0, {(AB.MC, C.MC)}, 0) 

(6.2) 

Representation of the initial composed marking.- To obtain the initial 

composed marking of the CRG of a c WN system we use the initial symbolic 

markings of the components participating in the composition operation. This 

makes the initial composed marking a special case, since it can be determined 

from symbolic markings and not as a consequence of a composed firing. We will 

denote by ZI  both dynamic subclasses and composed dynamic subclasses. Their 

meaning will depend on the type of the marking components (symbolic markings 

or composed markings) that they belong to. 

The representation R.N of the initial composed symbolic marking MN will 

have the following characteristics: 

'The place fusion function is represented as a set of ordered pairs. 
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Figure 6.12: cWN modelling the processing of rough parts of type 2 and 3. 

o 7r.m = EL.m + SR-m; 
The set of dynamic subclasses of MAr for a basic colour class C, is given by 

the union of the sets of dynamic subclasses of C, defined in each marking 

component. The dynamic subclasses are numbered in such a way that the 

first EL .m i  dynamic subclasses correspond to the dynamic subclasses of the 

left marking component, and the rest to the right marking component. The 

order of the dynamic subclasses within a marking component is preserved 

in the composed marking. 

Ci = SL-C U  ER-C; 

VC, j E 11,... ,EL.m}, 

VC2 , j E {1,... ,ER.m}, 

= ER.Z; (with k = j + EL.m) 

0 VZERr.C1, 

d(R..,.Z 3 ) = 	
d(E,.Zf) if .j < EL.Tfli 

2 	
d(ER.Z) otherwise ( where g = j - 

where the function d is defined in the same way as for dynamic subclasses. 

o VZe7.C, 

card(Ar.Z
2

) 	card(EL.Zfl if j ~ EL.rn 
card(ER.Z) otherwise ( where g = j - 
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o Vp E Pjr, W E 

mark(p)(.ê) = { 

mark(p)(EL.ê ') 

i: 	mark(p')(EL..') 
{p ' : ii(p ' )p 

mark(p)(eR.') 

if p E PL - FPL  A 

W E EL.C(P), ê' = dec(i) 
if p E FPR A 

W E EL.C(p '), ê' = dec(i) 
if p e PR A 

E SR-O(P), ê'= dcc(t) 

where ê represents a tuple of composed dynamic subclasses in the colour domain 

of p and dec is a function that translates the tuple ê E R.w.C(p), expressed in 

terms of the indexes of the composed dynamic subclasses of R.Ar, into a tuple 

expressed in terms of the indexes of the (composed) dynamic subclasses of the 

the sub-components. 

6.4.2 Evolving from the initial composed marking 

We have seen that the composed marking of one sub-component may be influ-

enced by the composed marking of the other sub-component. This situation is 

formalised by the introduction of the concept of composed sub-marking. Intuit-

ively, a composed sub-marking M is a composed marking of a sub-component L 

of Al, such that its set of composed dynamic subclasses corresponds to the set of 

composed dynamic subclasses of MAr,  and the distribution of the dynamic sub-

classes in the places of L is the same as for the corresponding places in Al. The 

objective behind this definition is to be able to obtain the set of enabled trans-

ition instances of the composed marking, from the set of transition instances of 

its marking components, reflecting the influence of one marking component on 

the marking of the other. Formally, a composed sub-marking is defined as: 

Definition 6.8 (Composed sub-marking) Consider a cWNA/ obtained from 

the composition of two c WNs L and R. The composed sub-marking of a composed 

marking MAr  of Al with respect to the places of the sub-component L—denoted 

by ML — is the composed marking of L defined by: 
JV 

VC 2 , M'.Ci = M)%r.C, and 

ML VP E FL, W e 

mark(p)(M.ê) = { 
mark (p)()CN.ê) 	p E PL - FPL 

mark (v(p))(Mj(.ê) otherwise 

For R the definition is the dual, i.e the composed marking of R defined by: 

V C, '  MC =MAr.Ci, and 

VP e PR, Vê E M.a(), rnark(p)(M r.ê) = mark(p)i)cjr.e) 
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Recall that all places of R are places of M. 

Notice that the definition of a composed sub-marking may imply that within 

a lowest level marking component there are two or more dynamic subclasses of 

the composed marking representing the objects of the same colour. 

A composed sub-marking will represent the marking of the fusion places. If 

we were to represent a composed marking in terms of its composed sub-markings 

the marking of the common places would be repeated in the sub-marking, thus 

they would be "counted" twice. For this reason we introduce the concept of 

complement of a composed sub-marking. 

Definition 6.9 (Complement of a composed sub-marking) 

Consider a composed marking Mjj- of A 1  and its composed sub-marking (let us 

take the left one) M. The complement of the composed sub-marking M, 

denoted M, is defined as the composed marking of R given by: Ar 

VC1, Mr.Cj = M.Af.C 2 , and 

VPEPR, VêEM-.C(p), 

mark(p)(Mc.ê) = { mark(p)(ER.l) p E PR - FPR 
0 	 otherwise 

The dual applies for the complement of the composed sub-marking A4-. 

In general, a composed marking can then be represented as a composition 

of a composed sub-marking and its complement. In the case of the sequential 

composition the fusion function is not one-to-one. Therefore, if we represented 

the composed marking in this way, the marking of a fusion place is reproduced as 

many times as the number of output places fused to that particular fusion place. 

However, this will not constitute a problem, since for the sequential composition it 

is possible to always represent a composed marking in terms of its right hand-side 

sub-marking and its left hand-side complement. This is due to the fact that the 

final places cannot be input places to any transition in L, therefore their marking 

can only affect the enabled condition of transitions of R. This will be discussed 

with further detail in section 6.4.4.1. 

6.4.2.1 Composition over a single component 

Until now we have analysed the construction of the CRC when the operation 

involved is a binary composition operation, but what happens when the compos-

ition is done over a single component? For this case we introduce the concept of 

a collapsed marking. 
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P1 	 P2 	 P3 

0)__ 
card(Zfl = 1 

card(Z) = 1 II' Closing Operation  

P1 ' 	 P2 	 card(Zfl = 1 

card(Zfl=1 

Figure 6.13: Example of a collapsed marking. 

Recall that all composition operations involving place fusion within the same 

component define one-to-one functions from Pd,,,,, to Pm9 , for which it holds either 

that Pd,,,, c ES or that Pd,, c FS; and Pm9 C ES, i.e. image places can only 

be entry places. The set of places resulting from the fusion of places in Pd,"'  with 

places in Pm9  will be denoted by Pfuse.  We will denote by Pe  a place in Pd,,,,, by 

pj a place in Prflg  and by Pef  the place in Pfuse  resulting from the fusion of Pe 

with pj. 

Definition 6.10 (Collapsed marking) Consider a composed marking M5 of 

a cWN S. The collapsed marking of Ms is the composed marking M5 of S', 

obtained from Ms as follows: 

Vp E Ps', W e 

mark(p)(A7Ii.ê) = { mark(p
j )(iT.â) + rnark(pe )(M s .ê) if p = pef E 1 f use 

mark(p)(Ms.ê) 	 otherwise 

The representation of a collapsed marking will be similar to that for the com-

posed marking, except that the left component is considered to be empty. The 

set of places FPL  and FPR will, respectively correspond to the sets Pd,"'  and Pmng  

of Ps . 

Notice that the fact that M5 is minimal will not imply that M5 is also 

minimal. It may be necessary to re-group the composed dynamic subclasses of 

Ms and to order the new composed dynamic subclasses to 'obtain a canonical 

representation. Figure 6.13 shows an example of how, when applying a closing 

operation over a c WN, it is possible to obtain a non-minimal composed marking 

although the original composed marking was minimal. Let us suppose that Z 1' 
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and Z are defined over the same lowest level component and over the same static 

subclass. Then they can be grouped into a single composed dynamic subclass 

since they are defined over the same static subclass and have the same marking 

distribution. 

The concept of composed sub-marking is also not applicable in the context of 

unary composition operations. Nevertheless, we still want to be able to obtain 

the marking component that generates a marking Ms'  of S'. The marking of 

a place peJ  resulting from a fusion, could be assigned to either the place pe  in 

the domain of the fusion function or to pj in the range. Following this idea we 

introduce the concept of extended marking. 

Definition 6.11 (Extended composed marking) Consider a cWNS' obtained 

by an unary composition operation over a cWN S. Given a composed marking 

M8 of S' the extended composed marking of M8 with respect to the places in 

its domain, is the composed marking MO  of S, defined as: 

VP E Ps, Vê 

{ mark(v(p))(MTi.ê) if p E 
inark(p)(M0m.c) = 	mark(p)(M si.ê) 	if p Pm9  U Pdom 

0 	 otherwise 

Recall that in composition operations that involve place fusion over single com-

ponents the fusion function is one-to-one. A place resulting from a fusion is iden-

tified by the name of the corresponding place in the range. The extended composed 

marking of marking Ms, with respect to the places in the range, denoted 

will be given by: 

Vp E Ps, w E 

mark (p) 	fP1dom mark(p)(M9.ê) = { 0 
	 otherwise 

6.4.3 Canonical Composed marking 

In order to be able to build an effective algorithm for the construction of the 

CRG we need to be able to uniquely identify each composed marking. In the 

way that it has been defined, the representation of a composed marking may not 

be unique. We can obtain the same set of symbolic markings of the resulting 

cWN A by composing different pairs of symbolic markings of the components. 

This could lead to false information about the system evolution, for example not 

detecting that we can return to a composed marking, because of its different 
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representations. The definition of a unequivocal criterion for the representation 

of a composed marking requires the concepts of a minimal composed marking 

and an ordered composed marking. These two conditions will define a canonical 

composed marking. 

Minimality As for symbolic markings, the minimality requirement refers to the 

number of dynamic subclasses for each basic class [CDFS93]. We want to have the 

smallest possible number of composed dynamic subclasses since this allows us to 

economise on both the marking representation and the number of possible firing 

instances. In the case of composed markings, a marking component may have 

composed dynamic subclasses that do not belong to it. For example, this would 

happen in the case of a composed sub-marking when the composition operation 

involves place fusion and there exist places that are being fused that have non-

zero markings. At the level of composed marking we have not determined all 

the possible intersections between the sets of coloured objects represented by 

the dynamic subclasses of the marking components. Therefore, the minimality 

criterion for symbolic markings is only applicable over dynamic subclasses that 

originally belong to the same symbolic marking, i.e. to the same lowest level 

component of the composed marking. At the level of composed markings, two 

composed dynamic subclasses can he grouped if they intersect the same set of 

dynamic subclasses of the lowest level components. 

Definition 6.12 (Minimal composed marking) A composed marking repres-

entation Rj is minimal if and only if for all lowest level marking components its 

set of dynamic subclasses is minimal according to the minimality criterion of 

SRGs, and 

Vi < h, Vi, k, j k (dynssk dynss) V (mark(Zfl =A mark3 (Zfl) 

V (d(Zf) d(Zfl) 

Vi> h, Vj, k, k = ej (dynss k  dynss) V (markp(Z1) mark(Z)) 

V (d(Zfld(Zfl) 

where dynssk and dyn-ss j  are the sets of dynamic subclasses of the lowest level 

marking components that are intersected by the composed dynamic subclasses Zik  

and 4,  respectively, is the successor function over dynamic subclasses of an 

ordered class, h is the number of non-ordered basic colour classes and the function 

rnark3  is the marking projection function defined in Section 6.2.2. 
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Ordering The ordering criterion that is defined works on three levels. The 

first one refers to the indexing of dynamic subclasses at the level of lowest level 

components. Within a lowest level component the ordering process of the SRC al-

gorithm is applied. The indexes of the dynamic subclasses are updated within the 

intersection sets. The second one works on the indexing of dynamic subclasses 

at the level of composed markings. This refers to ordering of the triples rep-

resenting the dynamic subclasses intersected in a composed dynamic subclasses 

and to the ordering of the indexes of the composed dynamic subclasses within 

the composed marking. The set of dynamic subclasses participating in an in-

tersection is ordered according to the lowest level component they belong to, as 

described in the definition of composed dynamic subclasses (see Definition 6.5). 

The composed markings are then indexed according to their intersection sets 

(dyn_ss). Given two composed dynamic subclasses Z,' = (dyri_ssa , carda , q, a) 

and Z (dyn_ss 6 , card& , q,  b) of a composed marking, it holds that a <b if and 

only if qa  < q; or qa  = qb  and for their first elements in dyfl_SS a  and dyn_ssb, 

respectively (comk,i,j) and (com 9 ,i,h), it holds that k < g or (g = k A j < h). 

For example given the following composed dynamic subclasses: 

Za= ({( 1,1,3),(2,1,2)},1,2,a) 

and 

Zb= ({(1,1,2)},2,2,b) 

it must hold that b < a. Finally the third ordering level refers to the marking 

components of a composed marking. A composed marking can be represented in 

at least two ways: given a composed marking Mg it can be represented as the 

composition of the composed markings M and M or as the composition of 
MR 

Ar and Mr. The third ordering criterion enforces that a composed marking 

must always be represented as a composition of a right hand side composed sub-

marking M with its corresponding left hand side M complement. It has 

been decided this way because, in the presence of place fusion, the places of the 

right-hand side components are the ones that represent the fused places. 

Definition 6.13 (Ordered composed marking) 

A composed marking representation is ordered if and only if 

o it is represented as the composition of a right hand side composed sub-

marking with its corresponding left hand side complement; 

o for all composed dynamic subclasses in the composed marking the set of dy-

namic subclasses intersected in the composed dynamic subclass is ordered ac- 
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cording to the criterion presented in Definition 6.5; and given two composed 

dynamic subclasses Z ia = (dyn_ss a , carda , q, a) and Z' = (dyn_ssb , cardb, q,  b) 

Of a composed marking, it holds that a < b if and only if q,. <qb; or q = q 

and for their first elements in dyfl_SS a  and dyn_ssb, respectively (com k ,i ) j) 

and (corn9 , i, h), it holds that k <g or (g = k A h <i); and 

o for all its lowest level components it holds that the indexes of its dynamic 

subclasses are ordered according to the ordering criterion for symbolic mark-

ings. 

We want dynamic subclasses of a sub-component to be continuously numbered, 

therefore the readjustment of dynamic subclasses at the level of symbolic markings 

will generate the readjustment of dynamic subclasses at the level of the composed 

marking. 

6.44 Composed Firing 

The idea of a composed firing is to obtain the set of reachable composed markings 

from a composed marking without having to generate the symbolic markings it 

represents. Additionally, we want to use the information given by the CRGs 

and/or SRGs of the sub-components of the cWN. 

Symbolic transition instances are defined at the level of symbolic markings. 

At this level parameters of a transition are associated with dynamic subclasses 

of the symbolic marking. We have already introduced dynamic subclasses of 

composed markings. In the same way we need to refer to transition instances of 

a composed marking. In principle, we could consider that transition instances of 

symbolic markings are the same as transition instances of a composed marking. 

The difference would be that the function ) does not return dynamic subclasses 

of a symbolic marking but composed dynamic subclasses of a composed marking. 

However, the problem is not this straightforward, since we must consider that a 

transition of a higher level component might be the result of the synchronisation 

of two transitions of lower level components. In the construction of the SRC 

of a WN we had that a symbolic transition instance represented a set of basic 

colour transition instances. In a similar manner a composed transition instance 

will represent a set of symbolic transition instances. 

Definition 6.14 (Composed transition instance) 

A composed transition instance is either 
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o a symbolic transition instance of a component of the composed marking, 

with the function A defined over composed dynamic subclasses, rather than 

dynamic subclasses of symbolic markings; or 

o the synchronisation of two composed transition instances (one from each 

component); 

Formally, it is represented by a triple 

(tv, Ag, [LAI) 

where 

o tAr  is either a transition of L, a transition of R, or a transition resulting 

from a synchronisation of a transition of L with a transition of R; 

o Ag is defined over the set of parameters of tg; for each parameter it de-

termines the composed dynamic subclass from which the parameter will be 

instantiated; and 

o ig depends on the cardinalities of the composed dynamic subclasses of Mg 

selected for the parameter of tg; for each variable Xf of tg it instantiates 

it with a member of the corresponding composed dynamic subclass selected 

by AAT. 

6.4.4.1 Enabled composed transition instances 

To determine which is the set of enabled composed transition instances of a 

composed marking we examine the set of enabled composed transition instances of 

its sub-markings. The decomposition of the composed marking into sub-markings 

is determined by the composition operation used to create the component with 

which the composed marking is associated. 

A composed sub-marking, say the left one (Mi), of a composed marking Mg 

may not be included in the CRC of the corresponding sub-component. In this 

case, it is necessary to obtain the set of enabled composed transition instances 

of the composed sub-marking. One way to do this would be to obtain all the 

possible symbolic markings of the composed sub-marking and for each one, obtain 

the set of enabled symbolic transition instances. However, this contradicts our 

goal of building the CRC working at the level of composed markings. The chosen 

alternative is to apply a top down approach and consider the sub-marking as a 

composed marking, and continue until we reach the lowest level components or a 
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sub-marking which is in the CRG of its corresponding sub-component. Composed 

markings that do not belong to the CRC of its corresponding component are 

incorporated to it. 

Under sequential composition Consider the composed marking MAr of a 

cWN Al resulting from a sequential composition of a cWN L with another R 

(L; R). We know that no places in FS can be input to any transition in L. 

This means that the marking of the places in FS can only affect the enabled 

condition of transitions in R. Therefore, the set of enabled composed transition 

instances of the composed marking M Ar will be given by the union of the set of 

enabled transition instances in 

M and M 

Under independent parallel composition Under independent parallel com-

position there is no place fusion involved, therefore the marking of one of the com-

ponents will not affect the marking of the other when composed. This means that 

the set of enabled composed instances of a composed marking will be formed by 

the union of the sets of enabled composed instances of its composed sub-markings. 

The composed marking will be decomposed into: 

M and M5 

It is decomposed into its sub-markings and not marking components because we 

want to work at the level of composed dynamic sub-classes. 

Under choice composition If the choice place has marking zero, then the de-

composition is equal to that under independent parallel composition. In the case 

where the choice place is different than zero there will be composed transitions 

instances of the output transitions of the choice place that will be enabled. All 

enabled transition instances of the sub-components will remain enabled. The pro-

cess of determining the enabled composed transitions instances will then consist 

on decomposing the composed marking into its respective sub-markings and veri-

fying the enabled condition of the transitions output to the choice composition. 

Under competing parallelism composition between two components 

Competing parallelism composes two cWNs, L and R, by fusing places that belong 

to the entry sets (ES) of the components. A one-to-one function A: ES -* ESR, 

where ES c ESL, defines the ordered pairs of places to be fused. This means 
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that the marking of a sub-component can affect the marking of the other. The 

composed marking has then to be decomposed into its sub-markings: 

M and M 

The set of enabled composed transition instances will be formed by the set of 

composed transitions instances in each of the sub-markings. The marking of the 

places participating in the operation is represented in each of the sub-markings. 

Under competing parallelism composition over a single component 

The competing parallelism operation over a cWN S, fuses pairs of places of the 

entry set of S (ES5) to produce a cWN S. The following property simplifies 

the process of determining the set of enabled composed transitions instances in a 

composed marking of S'. 

Proposition 6.1 The symbolic transition instances enabled in a composed mark-

ing M5 of S, will also be enabled in its collapsed composed marking M5 of 8'. 

Proof.- Let us call Rs the representation of the composed marking Ms. For a 

composed transition instance [t, A, y] to be enabled in M5, it must hold that: 

VP E P5, W(p,t)(A,1i) < R s .mark(p)and(t)(Ajz) 

This last condition refers to the fact that the standard predicate associated with 

the transition must evaluate to TRUE. 

The marking of a fusion place is obtained by the sum of the markings of the 

places that are fused. Therefore, the marking of a dynamic subclass in a place 

cannot decrease, maintaining in this way the enabled state. Places not involved 

in the fusion operation maintain the marking of the original composed marking 

Ms. We can then conclude that enabled composed transition instances in M5 

will also be enabled composed instances in Ivisi. 

However, this does not mean that there cannot be new composed transition 

instances enabled in M5 that were not enabled in M5. Only if it holds that the 

marking of all places participating in the fusion is zero, can we guarantee that 

the set of enabled composed transition instances of M5 be that of M5. If this 

is not the case, then the set of enabled symbolic transition instances of M5 may 

only be part of the set of enabled symbolic transition instances of M5. It is then 

necessary to check if any other composed transition instance, apart from those 

already enabled in Ms,  is enabled in M5. 
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Under closing composition The closing operation is defined over a single 

cl'VN S. It fuses a final place of 5, denoted pj, with an entry place of 5, denoted 

Pe, producing a place Pef.  The resulting cWN will be denoted 8'. The place Pef 

will be an entry place of ES5, i.e. ESs' = ES5 - {pe} U {Pef}. 

In a composed marking Ms where the place pj has a non-zero marking it is 

possible that, when fusing pj with  Pc,  composed transition instances that were not 

enabled in Ms become enabled in Ms'. Here we can apply the same approach as 

for the competing parallelism over a single component, and use the information 

of E(M5) (all composed transition instances enabled in Ms will be enabled in 

MS/)_ 

Under synchronisation Consider a composed marking Mg of Al and its 

marking components EL and ER.  As for the case of independent parallel compos-

ition there is no place fusion involved. Therefore, in general, the set of enabled 

composed transition instances of Mg will be obtained from the union of the sets 

of enabled transition instances of its marking components. The enabled condi-

tion of the transition ti,, resulting from the fusion of t1 E TL and tr  E TR,  will be 

determined by the enabled condition of composed instances of tj and t r  in EL and 

ER, respectively, and by the predicates defined over the fused transition tlr, that 

can relate variables of tj with variables of tr . 

Given the marking components EL and ER such that tj E E(EL) and 

E(ER), we need to obtain the combinations of transition instances of t1 

and tr  enabled in EL and ER, respectively, that satisfy the predicates of ti,. An 

expensive solution would be to consider all possible combinations and verify if 

they satisfy the predicates. The alternative, more efficient, solution is to form 

the pairs of enabled transition instances of tlr  according to the transition's pre-

dicates, similarly to the process of searching for the enabled transition instances 

in the SRG algorithm. 

Given the restriction that transitions with common input or output places 

cannot be synchronised, the analysis for the synchronisation of transitions within 

the same component does not differ from the case of synchronisation between 

different components. The set of places of a cWNS and of the cWNS', obtained 

after the synchronisation of two transitions in S, is the same. Therefore, in 

principle a composed marking of M5 of S, could be a composed marking of S. 

As for the case of two components, we must consider that the synchronisation of 

the transitions and the predicates of the synchronised transition ti,. 
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6.4.4.2 Firing of an enabled composed transition instance 

The set of Directly Reachable Markings (DRS) from a composed marking M is 

formed by the set of composed markings generated by the firing of the enabled 

composed transition instances in M. In the construction of the SRG the DRS of 

a symbolic marking is obtained by firing its enabled symbolic transition instances. 

In composed markings this process is slightly more complicated. 

As we have studied in the previous section, the set of enabled composed trans-

ition instances of a composed marking can be obtained by recursively analysing 

the sub-markings of the composed marking and using the information about the 

set of enabled composed transition instances in the sub-markings. In the case 

where—at a certain level of decomposition—the composed sub-marking belongs 

to the CRC of its respective sub-component, the composed sub-marking obtained 

from firing an enabled composed transition instance can be obtained from the 

CRC without the need to perform the firing of the composed transition instance. 

This step can be done for all composed transition instances enabled in the original 

composed marking. If we arrive at the lowest level and the composed sub-marking 

does not belong to the CRG of the sub-component, then it is necessary to perform 

the composed firing of the enabled composed transition instances. 

Based on the definition of a symbolic firing, a composed firing consists of the 

following four steps: 

Splitting : The process of splitting composed dynamic subclasses is a general-

isation of the splitting process of dynamic subclasses of symbolic markings. 

The splitting of a composed dynamic subclass will imply the splitting of 

the dynamic subclasses that it intersects (the set of dynamic subclass in 

dyn.ss). The splitting of a composed dynamic subclass in a sub-marking 

must be reflected in the composed marking it originated from. This means 

that it is reflected in all the complementing sub-markings of the sub-marking 

being analysed. 

Firing : The firing step basically corresponds to the firing step from a symbolic 

marking, the difference being that here it is done on split composed dynamic 

subclasses. 

Minimisation : The minimality criterion is applied to eliminated redundant 

(composed) dynamic subclasses. it is first applied over the sets of dynamic 

subclasses of the lowest level components. This is reflected at the level of dy-

namic subclasses formed by intersection, and then we apply the minimality 

over composed dynamic subclasses. 
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Ordering : This step consists of the renaming of the dynamic subclasses of 

the composed markings obtained, following the definition of an ordered 

composed marking. The ordering of the composed dynamic subclasses is 

only performed at the level of the composed sub-marking. 

6.4.5 Obtaining the set of directly reachable composed 
markings from a composed marking 

In general, the composed sub-marking obtained from the firing of composed trans-

ition instance [t, A, j] in a composed sub-marking of the original composed mark-

ing M, must be composed with its complement to obtain the composed marking 

M' reachable from M by the firing of [t, A, i]  (assuming that t is not formed 

by the synchronisation of transitions). This will be termed the reconstruction 

process. The marking formed by the composition of the two sub-markings must 

then be reordered applying the reordering steps of higher level components as 

explained in Section 6.4.3. 

The process of obtaining the DRS of a composed marking will then be formed 

by the following steps: 

Decompose: using knowledge about the composition operation applied to 

construct the component, this step decomposes the composed marking MAr 

into sub-markings; 

Search: For each composed sub-marking find the set of enabled transition 

instances. These first two steps are recursive. 

Build E(M-): obtain the set of enabled composed transition instances of 

the composed marking. 

Fire: For each sub-marking with enabled composed transition instances 

obtain its DRS. 

Reconstruct: Re-group the sub-markings in the DRSs with their respective 

complements to create a composed marking of higher levels of composition. 

Order Apply ordering criterion to the composed markings obtained in the 

previous step. These last two stages use the inverse recursion of the first 

two. 
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Figure 6.14: Markings components of  MAr 

Example of the construction of the DRS of a composed marking To aid 

the understanding of the concepts related to composed markings, we introduce 

the following condensed notation. A composed marking will be formed by a group 

of tuples, each one corresponding to a lowest level component of the marking. The 

number of elements in each tuple will be given by the number of places in the 

lowest level component. Each element of a tuple represents the marking of the 

place in terms of the dynamic subclasses of the composed markings of the lowest 

level component. 

Given the composed markings of AB and C, as shown in Figure 6.14, in 

Figure 6.15 we present the steps required to obtain the set of directly reachable 

composed markings from the composed marking MAr  of the cWN Al,  generated 

by applying the competing parallelism composition over the components AB and 

C, with A(AB.MC ) = C.MC. The composed marking MAr is represented as: 2  

MAI= ([O,Z?, 

OC 	

Cj 
 

oc 

0,0)] 1  1,Z2  Z3 ' 0,0]) I  1z3  Z,(0, 0 ), 0]  1' 	2/' 	II 	1, 

B 	 C 

Underlined tuples correspond to the component being analysed and the leaves of 

the trees are directly reachable composed markings. 

2The indexes of the dynamic subclasses have been changed when representing the composed 
marking. 
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C1 = 	, D 1 2,D1,3} ID 12 1 = 1 

C2 = {D2 , D22, D2,3} ID2,2 = 2; ID2,31 = 2 

composed marking representation 
of the root marking 

= ((A,2,2),1,2,2) 	Z = ((C,2,3),2,3,4) 

= ((A,2,3),1,2,3) 	Z = ((C,1,2),1,2,3) 

= ((A,1,2),1,2,2)  

([o,Z,o]j[(Z?, Z),o,o])I[Z, Z,o,o] 

Z? and Z are fused into one dynamic sub-class 

= ({(A,1,2),(C,1,2)},2,2,2) 

([o,Z,ofl[(Z?, Z),o,o)I[Z?, Z,o,o] 
Decomposition under competing parallelism 

Search Result: Non-existent 

( [Z? , Z', 01 	, 	0, 	Z', 0, 01 

Search Result: Non-existent 
Decompose under sequential composition 

([Z,Z, 0)I[(Z?,Z> ,0,0})I[0, Z , O , O] 	([Z? , z ,0]I[(Z , Zi) ,0,0])I[o , z' ,0,0] 
Search Result: Non-existent 	Search Result: Existing Composed Marking 

New marking apply symbolic firing 	Firing using information of the CRG of B 

** 

([0, 0, (Z? ,  4)]IE(Z2, Z), 0, 0])I[0, 	0, 0] 

Reconstruct 	 ([Z?, Z, 01I[(0,0), 
Z2 ,
, 

 Z21 [0,  Z24 ,  0,  0] 

([0,O,o]I[,),O,O])I[0,,O,O] 	
Reconstruct 

([2Z, 	, 0]I[(0 , 0),0, Z])i[0,  Z,0,0] 
Reconstruct  

([0, Z,o]I[(Z?, Z),o, 0])I[Z?, Z,o,o] 
Search Result: Existing Composed Marking 

Firing using information of the SRG of C 

V 

([0, Z2 , 01I[(Z, Z), 0, 0]) I[0,Z21 , ( Z 2 , Z), 0] 

Reconstruct 

([0, Z, 0]I[(Z?,  Z), 0, 0]) [0, 	(Zl, Z), 0] 

Ordering 

([0, Z22, 0]I[(Z?, Z), 0, 0]) I[0 , 	(Z? , Z), 	0] 

([0 , 0 , 0]I[(Z?, Z), 0 , 0])I[0 ,Z, 0 , 0] 	
([0, Z,0]I[(0,0),0,Z1)1[2Z2,  Z,0,0] 

Ordering 	
Ordering 

([0 , 0 , 0]I[(Z?, Z), 0 , 0])I[0,Z, 0 , 0] 

([0,Z22,0]I[(0,0),0,Z])I[2Z?, Z,0,0] 

* 	[start.proc2,{Xi(Xfl =Z?,.\2(X) = 	 = 1jL2(X) = 1 11 
** [end_proc2,{A 1 (Xfl = Z.X2(X) = 	 = 1,p2(X) = 1)] 

[start_proc3,{Xi(X) = Z)2 (X) = Z},{ii(X) = 1, A2 	= 1)] 

Figure 6.15: Example showing the construction of the CRC of Al. 



Notice that the composed dynamic subclasses Z and Z exist although they 

are not present in the condensed notation. They represent the coloured objects 

with colours in the static subclasses D1 , 1  and D 1 , 3  (machines of types 1 and 3), 

respectively. In the same manner the composed dynamic subclass Z, representing 

parts of type 1, exists but is not present in the condensed notation, since its 

marking is zero for all places of M. The composed dynamic sub-classes Z2  and 

Z can be fused into one given that they both represent all the elements in 

the static sub-class D 1 , 2 . In this example the composed marking MN is also 

a symbolic marking, since there is only one possible intersection between the 

composed dynamic subclasses of each of the components. 

6.4.6 Description of algorithm for the generation of the 
CRG 

Having analysed the process of building the DRS from a composed marking we 

now present an extended description of the algorithm to construct the CRC of a 

CWNM. 

Algorithm 6.3.- (Algorithm for the generation of the CJR.G of a cW]V) 

Initialisation Generate the initial composed marking, including it in the set of unvisited 
composed markings. 

Main iteration For each unvisited marking do 

Decomposition and Search.- 
Recursively decompose the composed marking and search for enabled com-
posed transition instances. In the case of reaching a lowest level marking 
component, compute the set of enabled composed transition instances of the 
lowest level component using the SRG algorithm. In the search for com-
posed transition instances we also consider the possibility of intersection of 
dynamic subclasses. If the composed sub-marking belongs to the CRG of the 
corresponding sub-component, obtain the information of the set of enabled 
composed transition instances from the CRG of the sub-component. 

Building the set of enabled composed transition instances.- 
In this stage, we obtain the set of enabled composed transition instances by 
considering the marking components at each level of decomposition until the 
top level is reached. 
In the case of synchronisation composition, it is necessary to verify if the 
transitions being synchronised are both enabled and that the predicates of 
the resulting transition are satisfied in the composed transition instance. 
Notice that if there is a composed marking where for all its lowest level mark-
ing components there is only one dynamic subclass per static subclass, then 
there is only one possible combination. Therefore, there is only one SRG. In 
order to avoid unnecessary redundant combinations in such composed mark-
ings the algorithm intersects, for each static subclass, all the lowest level 
dynamic subclasses of that class. 

Obtaining the DIEtS.- 
Having the set of enabled composed transition instances and the information 
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about the marking component where each one is enabled, obtain the DRS 
of composed markings from the composed marking being visited. The mm-
imality and ordering processes must be applied to each composed marking 
obtained. 

Including composed markings of the DRS in the CRG.- 
For each element in the DRS check if it is already in the CRG. If it is not, in-
clude it and add the corresponding arc, labelled with the composed transition 
instance. A composed marking is considered to be included in the CRG if it 
has the same representation as a composed marking in the CRG, or if its rep-
resentation is 
a restriction of the representation of a composed marking in the CRG (see 
Definition 6.6). 

65 The re'ation between the ORG and the SRG 

In principle, the CRG of a cWN system represents the set of SRGs of the cWN 

systems associated with all the valid combinations of the initial symbolic mark-

ings of the lowest level components. What we want to know is if, by constructing 

the CRC of a cWN instead of all its possible SRGs according to the initial sym-

bolic markings of its lowest level components, we can obtain the same qualitative 

behaviour information about the c WN systems. 

The first property that we propose establishes the relation between the CRC 

and the symbolic markings of its SRGs from the point of view of reachability of 

markings. 

Proposition 6.2 (Relation between composed and symbolic reachability) 

Let M be a composed marking, M a symbolic marking in M, and [M) be the set 

Of composed markings reachable from M. Then 

U [M)c[) 
M EM 

Proof.- The proposition suggests that all symbolic markings reachable from 

the symbolic markings represented by the composed marking M, are symbolic 

markings represented by the composed markings reachable from M, i.e. 

VM E M, VM' [M), M' such that M E 

We will prove this by contradiction. Let us suppose that there is a symbolic 

marking M' reachable from M E M such that VM E [M), M M. 

If M' E [M) then there is an enabled symbolic transition instance [t)j] 

which when fired produces the symbolic marking M'. The symbolic marking M 

defines an intersection between the dynamic sub-classes of the lowest level mark-

ing components of M. This means that from the symbolic transition instance 
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[t, \, p] we can obtain a composed transition instance [t, \', '] generalising the 

intersection of dynamic sub-classes defined by M. The composed firing process 

preserves the dynamic sub-class intersections defined and reflects the splitting of 

composed dynamic sub-classes at the level of the lowest level marking compon-

ents. By applying the intersections defined at the level of the composed marking 

M' (obtained by M[t, )', u')), we obtain a symbolic marking M" that is reach-

able from M by the firing of the symbolic transition instance [t, \, ]. Since M' 

does not belong to any M' E [M), then M' M". This would mean that there 

are two symbolic markings reachable from the symbolic marking M by the firing 

of the symbolic transition instance [t, Aji]. This is not possible, therefore, we 

arrive at a contradiction. 99 

The opposite, Uçj[M) D [M), is not true. This can be seen in the counter-

example presented in Figure 6.16, where the components A and B are composed 

by competing parallelism over their places pi. 

MB  

MA  

	

TX 	PI 

2X 	2X 

Z2 	 X 

P2 

P2 

ID i , q I = 5 

d(MA.Zfl d(MA.Z?) = d(MB.Zfl = d(MB.Z?) 
card(MA.Zfl = 2 	card(MB.Zfl = 2 
card(MA.Z?) = 3 	card(MB.Z?) = 3 

Figure 6.16: Counter-example to prove that UME,ci[M)  D [)i) is not true. 

Notice that the composed marking 

= [0, ZflI[Z? + Z3 Z4, 01 1'1 	J 

with 

= MA.Z, Z2  MA.Z, Z = MB.Z and Z' = MB.Z 
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is reachable from the composed marking 

[0, 	[2i,2 , 	 2Zj3 ] [2 Z 1 '  

originating from considering MA-Z1' = MB.Z and MA.Z 	MB.Z. This is 

because a marking reachable from M 2  is a restriction of M 1 . 
However, the symbolic marking 

[0, Z + Zfl I [Z1' + z3 , z 2  + z 

in A with card(Z') = card(Z) = 2 and card(Zfl = 1, is not reachable from 

any symbolic marking in M2. 

The cardinality of a composed marking depends on the number of dynamic 

sub-classes of its lowest level marking components and on the restrictions imposed 

by the composed dynamic sub-classes of the composed marking. These restric-

tions are determined by the intersection of dynamic sub-classes of the lowest level 

marking components. 

Property 6.4 (Cardinality of a composed marking) 

Let us denote by Gj, q  the number of valid intersections between dynamic sub-

classes of the lowest level marking components for a basic colour class C, and its 

static sub-class Dj , q . Then the number of symbolic markings represented by M, 

denoted I M 1 , is given by: 

II= 

 (

UflCi) 
1=1 q=1 

For ordered classes there are as many possible valid intersection as rotations 

of the ordered class. In the case of a static sub-class whose dynamic sub-classes 

of the lower level components all have cardinality equal to the cardinality of the 

static sub-class there is only one possible intersection. 

These properties ensure that no information about the SRCs of the cWN is 

lost by analysing the CRC instead of each of its possible SRGs. The following 

propositions relate properties of the SRG with those of the CRG. 

Proposition 6.3 Strong connectivity of a SRG of Al = Strong connectivity of 

the CRC, but not vice versa. 

Proof.- From Proposition 6.2 we know that given a symbolic marking M in 

a composed marking M, and a symbolic marking M' E M', such that M' is 

reachable from M, then M' is reachable from M. 	 i1 
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Proposition 6.4 Strong connectivity of the CRG A IM E CRC such that all its 

lowest level dynamic sub-classes correspond to static sub-classes = there is only 

one SRC in the CRC and it is strongly connected. 

Proof.- If there is a composed marking for which all the dynamic sub-classes of 

the lowest level markings correspond to static sub-classes then, there is only one 

possible intersection between the dynamic sub-classes of the lowest level marking 

components. This intersection corresponds to the one in which the resulting 

dynamic sub-classes also correspond to static sub-classes. Given that the CRG 

is strongly connected, then from all other composed markings we can arrive at 

this distinguished composed marking. The firing of enabled symbolic transition 

instances in a symbolic marking produces a symbolic marking of the same SRG. 

Therefore, there is only one SRC in the CRG. Furthermore this SRG in strongly 

connected. 

In the same manner that a composed marking can represents several symbolic 

markings, a composed transition instance, and in consequence a composed firing 

may represent several symbolic instances. Using a similar notation to the one em-

ployed in [CDFS93] for the relation between the symbolic firing and the ordinary 

firing, we conjecture the following property. 

Property 6.5 (Relation between symbolic and composed firing) Let M 

and M' be two composed markings of the CRC, and let M E M be a symbolic 

marking in a SRC of the CRC. Let be a set of arcs connecting M to 

any symbolic marking of a subset of symbolic markings of M' and Abe the 

composed arc of the CRC connecting M to M'. 

Then there exists a mapping w from AM 	to Açj 	such that: 

o if the label of an arc a E Aç is [t, A, j] then the label of w(a) is [t, A', [L ' ] 

with VC 2 , VX E parami  oft, A(X) D A(X) and ji(X) = 

o if the label of a composed arc a E 	is [t, A', '] then the cardinality of 

the reciprocal image of a mapping denoted I w(a) I is: 

fi Ci,q/Ai 
i=1 q=1 

the product of the number of all possible intersection of the lowest level 

dynamic sub-classes for each dynamic sub-class of each basic colour, re-

stricted by the intersections defined by the function A for the parameters of 

the transition. 
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It is also possible to deduce more specific behavioural properties of the system 

using its CRG instead of the SRG, such as: 

Proposition 6.5 (Deadlock) 

Deadlock in a CRC implies deadlock in all SRCs of the CRC. 

Proof.- A cWN system contains a deadlock if it can arrive at a state where 

no composed transition instances can be fired. If a composed marking arrives 

at a absorbing state it is because there is no possible intersection of lowest level 

dynamic sub-classes which enables a composed transition instance. This means 

that for all symbolic markings of the composed marking there are no enabled 

symbolic transition instance. 

Property 6.6 (Deadlock free) 

A deadlock free CRC implies that there is at least one deadlock free SRC in the 

SRGs of the CRC. 

Proof.- This comes as a direct consequence from the previous property. 	ll 

Definition 6.15 (Live transition in a CRG) A transition t is said to be live 

in a CRC if and only if for every composed marking M reachable from the initial 

composed marking there exists a composed marking M' reachable from M such 

that there is a composed instance oft enabled in M'. 

Proposition 6.6 (Liveness) A live transition t in a CRC implies that t is live 

in at least one SRC of the CRC. 

Proof.- A composed marking M' is reachable from another M if and only if 

there exists a sequence of composed transition firings a enabled in M such that 

M [cr)M'. A sequence of composed firings can contain several (parallel) symbolic 

firing sequences, from different SRCs. All of these symbolic firing sequences start 

from symbolic markings in M but some of them can end in symbolic markings of 

intermediate composed markings produced in the sequence, but there must be at 

least one symbolic firing sequence from a symbolic marking in M to a symbolic 

marking in 

Consider a composed marking M reachable from the initial composed mark-

ing, such that t is enabled in M. For this condition to hold there must exist at 

least one symbolic marking M E M where t is enabled. From the discussion 

above, we know that there must be a symbolic firing sequence from the initial 
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marking, of the SRG that contains M, to M. Consider the composed firing of a 

enabled composed transition instance of t in M to produce a composed marking 

M', such that the composed instance of t contains a symbolic instance of t en-

abled in M. Given that t is live in the CRC there must exist a composed marking 

reachable from M' where t is enabled. The generalisation of this reasoning allows 

us to conclude that there is at least one SRC where t is live. 

El 

66 CoHchiisons 

In this chapter a method has been proposed to generate the state space of a c WN 

by using, whenever possible, state space information of its sub-components. We 

have introduced the concept of a Composed Reachability Graph (CRG), based on 

the definition of composed markings, composed dynamic sub-classes and composed 

firing. 

We have presented the description of the algorithm for the construction of 

the CRG. To search for the set of the enabled composed transition instances in a 

composed marking the method proposed performs a recursive search over the sub-

components of the c WN. Once the set of enabled transition instance is known, the 

composed markings resulting from the firing of the composed transition instances 

are obtained using, whenever possible, the information about CRGs and/or SRCs 

of the sub-components; otherwise a composed firing is performed. 

Given the definition of the CRG and the steps for its construction, several 

properties relating the CRC to the SRG of a cWN have been proposed and 

proved. These properties allow us to use the analysis of the CRC, instead of 

the SRG, to obtain behavioural information about the cWN. A cWN can have 

several SRGs, depending on the sets of dynamic sub-classes of the markings of its 

sub-components. When a CRG represents a single SRG, a composed marking can 

represent a single symbolic marking or a group of symbolic markings belonging to 

the SRG, i.e. the composed marking can be seen as the grouping of different states 

of the system. By using the CRC algorithm, we avoid having to compute each 

SRG of the cWN (if it is the case), but are still able to deduce their behaviour. 

As written by Valmari in [Va194], a key question posed to every new effort-

saving method is: how much saving does it yield in practice? The answer to this 

question depends very much on the nature of the relation between the compon-

ents (loosely or tightly coupled) and on the composition operation applied. The 

ideal case is when applying the CRC algorithm to the independent parallel com- 
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position of two c WNs. On the contrary, when composing using the competing 

parallel composition to form a tightly coupled system, the need to apply the SRG 

algorithm at the level of the sub-components increases, considerably decreasing 

the improvements made by generating the CRC instead of the SRG. This is 

especially true if there is only one SRG in the CRC. However, in general, the 

composed marking will always correspond to a group of symbolic markings. The 

exception is the case of all dynamic sub-classes being static sub-classes. 

The difficulties of this method are mainly related to the definition of WNs. 

However, if generalised, the compositional approach proposed here could be ad-

apted for use with less complicated PN formalisms. In these cases, composed 

markings will correspond to ordinary markings, since there will only be one pos-

sible intersection. 

Some of the related work in the area of compositional construction of the state 

space of a PN system, such as that reported in [Va190, NM94], concentrate on the 

construction of the state space by viewing the system in a modular way (a system 

consisting of a set of modules or components), computing the state space for each 

module and then appropriately combining these spaces to obtain the final state 

space of the system. Christensen and Petrucci [CP95] take a different approach. 

By obtaining what is termed a modular state space, they preserve all information 

about the original state space, but do not generate the full reachability graph and 

show how properties of the overall system can be checked directly on the modular 

state space. Christensen and Petrucci point out that one of the disadvantages 

of the method proposed by [NM94], where the state space of the modules is 

generated first, is that it is possible to have modules with infinite state space 

while the overall system has a finite state space. 

The approach we propose can be seen as a combination of the previous ones. 

The PN system (in this case a cWN system) is viewed as composed of other sub-

systems (sub-components) for which we may already have information about the 

state space. However, the state space of the subsystems or modules are not dir-

ectly combined to build the state space of the overall system, but to construct the 

cWN's state space using, whenever possible, the information of the sub-systems' 

state spaces. It does this regardless of the type of composition between the com-

ponents. The method proposed here, coincides with the method proposed in 

[CP95], in that it preserves all information about the system, without generating 

a full reachability graph and checks the properties of the system at a composed or 

modular level. The use of WN as the basis of our compositional method, allows 

us to continue to use the symmetries of the PN system in order to reduce the size 
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of the state space, but still to be able to deduce the same qualitative properties 

of the underlying Petri net system. 

The structure of the decomposition process suggests that the implementa-

tion of this process can be done applying parallel programming techniques. The 

search for enabled composed transition instances in the sub-markings of a com-

posed marking can be done independently. Communication between the processes 

is necessary to construct the set of enabled composed transition instances of the 

composed marking or to verify that the set of composed transition instances of 

a composed sub-marking is still enabled in the composed marking. The con-

struction of a modular state space in [CP95] can be performed in parallel using 

only transitions local to modules. Nevertheless, it is necessary to keep track of 

the firing of synchronising transitions to synchronise the modules. In the case of 

c WN this problem of synchronisation is more difficult because it is also neces-

sary to take into account any new predicates defined over the transition resulting 

from the synchronisation. Caselli et al. [CCM95] study different methods for the 

state space exploration for GSPN model. An interesting work would be to study 

how these methods can be used for the construction of the CRC, exploiting the 

compositional structure of the system. 
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71 Introduction 

The objective of this chapter is to consolidate the methods proposed in this disser-

tation. We will combine the compositional methods proposed for the construction 

of cWN systems, for the construction of P- and T- semiflows of a cWN model 

and for the compositional construction of the state space of cWN systems, over 

a common example. 

Section 7.2 describes the system to be modelled. Starting with the modelling 

process, in Section 7.3 we identify the basic colours classes of the cWN model. 

From the systems description, in Section 7.4, the system is divided into subsys-

tems. For each these subsystems we deduce its set of basic functions which will 

be associated with the b WNs of the c WN system modelling the subsystem. In 

Section 7.5 we obtain the symbolic P-semiflows of the b WN of each subsystem 

and in Section 7.6 we obtain the SRG of the b WNs. The SRG presented are only 

those that have at least one reachable symbolic marking different than the initial 

one. From the b WN of each subsystem in Section 7.7 it is shown how the b WNs 

are composed to obtain the cWN systems modelling each subsystem. Only the 

construction process of one of these subsystems is given in detail. This section 

also covers the construction of the generative family of symbolic P-semiflows of 

each of the subsystems. The symbolic T-semiflows of the subsystems are also 

presented. However, in must be noted that these have not been obtained in a 

compositional manner. The construction of the CR0 is shown only for one of the 

subsystems of the system. Given the cWNs modelling the subsystems and their 

structural and state space information, in Section 7.8, these cWNs are composed 

to form the cWN system modelling the overall system. The symbolic P- and T-

semiflows are presented, however, for space and tractability reasons the CRG of 

the overall system is not. Nevertheless, we discuss how the characteristics of the 
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CRGs of the c WNs modelling the subsystems can he re-used for the construc-

tion of the state space of the cWN modelling the FMS system. In Section 7.9 

we present an alternative cWN system to model the FMS system, considering a 

different set of basic colour classes. 

72 Description of the system: A Fexibe Man-
ufacturing System (FMS) 

The model that we will study is a modification of the Flexible Manufacturing Sys-

tem (FMS) proposed in [CT91]. The FMS has three types of machine, namely, 

MCI, Me2  and Mc3 . Machines of type MC I  process rough parts of type Part 1 , 

while machines of type Mc2  process rough parts of type Part 2  and Part3 . Fin-

ished parts of the different types can be shipped. Finished parts of type Part 1  

and Part 2  can also be assembled together (one part of each type), to form a new 

part of type Part 12  by using machines of type Mc3 . The probability for a part 

of type Part 1  or Part2  to be shipped is the same as the probability for it to 

be assembled. Finished parts of type Part 12  are then shipped. To maintain a 

constant inventory when parts are shipped the same number of rough parts used 

to form the finished part re-enter the system. 

73 Determining the basic co'our dasses 

From the system's description it is possible to identify two basic types of objects, 

namely, machines and parts. Parts can be rough or finished. Finished parts can 

be identified by the rough parts used to build them. Our basic colour classes 

will then be machines and (rough) parts. Each of these basic colour classes can 

be divided into three static sub-classes corresponding to the different types of 

machines and rough parts, respectively: 

Machines ={Mei , Me2 , Mc3 } 

Parts ={Part i , Part 2 , Part3 } 

In the e WN models the colour classes will be identified by C1  for Machines and 

C2  for Parts; and the static sub-classes as D 1 , 1 , D 1 , 2  and D 1 ,3  for the sub-classes 

MCI, Me2  and Me3 , and D2 , 1 , D2 , 2  and D2 ,3  for the sub-classes Part 1 , Part 2  and 

Part3 . 
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74 Basic functions of the FMS 

The FMS described can produce four types of final products: finished parts of 

types Part 1 , Part 2  or Part3 , or parts of type Part 12  (by combining finished parts 

of types Part 1  and Part 2 ). We will consider the production process for each type 

of finished part as a subsystem of the system. For each subsystem we identify its 

basic functions. These basic functions will be modelled by bWNs. 

74.1 Production of finished parts of type Part1  
(subsystem 1) 

To produce a finished part of type Part 1  we need a rough part of the same type 

and a machine of type Mc 1 . When produced, the finished part can be, with 

equal probability, either shipped or used to form a part of type Part 12 . A similar 

process is applied over parts of type Part 2 , using machines of type Me2 . To model 

both subsystems with the same cWN it would be necessary to be able to select 

the type of machine to be used according to the part to be produced. This can 

be done by the use of predicates over the corresponding transitions, such as: the 

part selected is of type 1 and the machine is of type 1, or the part is of type 2 or 

3 and the machine is of type 2. However, in order to maintain the model simple 

and understandable we have opted for representing them as different subsystems. 

The predicates that can be defined over transitions do not include a conditional 

case. Therefore, we will represent these two subsystems by different c WN models. 

Basic Functions 

Start processing: This function corresponds to the first stage of processing a 

part. It takes a part of type Part 1  and a machine of type Mel , to process 

the rough part. Its output consists of partially processed parts of type 

Part 1  and for each one the identification of the machine processing it. The 

bWN model of this function is presented in Figure 7.1.(A 1 ). The transition 

representing this function is termed .start_proc 1 . 

Input: rough parts of type Part 1  and machines of type Me1  

Output: partially processed parts of type Part 1 , with the identification of 

the machine (of type Mci ) processing them (one machine per part). 

End processing: This function finalises the processing of a part of type Part 1 . 

After obtaining a finished part the corresponding machine is freed and re-

turned to the pool of free machines. The finished part is ready to be either 
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shipped or used to form a part of type Part 12 . The b WN model of this 

function is presented in Figure 7.1.(B 1 ). The transition representing this 

function is termed end_proc1 . 

Input: partially processed parts of type Part 1 , with the identification of 

the machine (of type Mci ) processing them. 

Output: free machines of type Mc 1  and finished parts of type Part 1  

Ship finished part: This function ships parts of type Part 1 . As said in the 

system description, to maintain a constant inventory, it is assumed that 

when a part is shipped the same number of rough parts used to produce it 

re-enter the system. The b WN model of this function is presented in Figure 

7.1.(C1 ). The transition representing this function is termed shipi . 

Input: finished parts of type Part 1  to ship 

Output: rough parts of type Part 1  

Send part for further processing: When a finished part of type Part 1  is Se-

lected to be used to produce a part of type Part 12 , this function takes a 

finished part of type Part 1  and prepares it to hand it over to the subsystem 

that produces parts of type Part 12 . The bWN model of this function is 

presented in Figure 7.1.(D 1 ). The transition representing this function is 

termed to_combine1 . 

Input: finished parts of type Part 1  to send for further processing 

Output: parts of type Part 1  ready for further processing 

Information Place 
Rough Parts RP 
Machines MC 
Parts of type Part 1  being processed by machines in-prod 
of type Mc 1  
Finished parts type Part 1  FP1 
Parts of type Part 1  to ship SP1 
Parts of type Part 1  for further processing PFP1 
Parts of type Part 1  to combine CP1 

Table 7.1: Correspondence between the names given to places in the bWNs of 
subsystem 1 and the inputs and outputs of the basic functions. 

Table 7.1 summarises the correspondence between place and transition names 

and what they represent. 
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si, start_proc1 	in-prod 
i 	xi  

RP 	 (X1,X2) 	
C1xC2 xi 	1

X e 
X 1  

2 E D2 , 1  
(A 1 ) 

MC 
in-prod 	endproc1 

 _--OC1 

C1 xC2  

ship 1  

SPb > QRP  

C2 	2 	 C2 

(C1 ) 

PFPI 	
tocombine1 

C2  0  ----0)  X21  PX21 
C2 

(B 1 ) 
	

(D 1 ) 

Figure 7.1: bWNs of the subsystem 1. 

( 	 start_proc2 	in-prod 

RP 	
xi 

	

(x i 	

C2 X 'q e D 1 , 1  
X 1  

2  e 
(A 2 ) 

MC 
in_proc2 	end_proc2 

 _---OC1 

QX11, X 1 	 FP2 
C1xC2 	~X2 	

C2 
 

(B 2 ) 

ship2  
SP ,RP 

C2 	2 	2 	
C2 

(C2 ) 

to_combine2  
PFP5 jP2 

C2 	
2 FX21  

(D2 ) 

Figure 7.2: bWNof subsystem 2. 

7 . 4 .2 Production of finished parts of type Part2  
(subsystem 2) 

The basic functions of the subsystem that process parts of type Part2  (subsystem 

2) are similar to those of subsystem 1, differing only in the fact that the type of 

machine used to process parts of type Part2  is Mc2 . Figure 7.2 shows the bWNs 

corresponding to the basic functions of subsystem 2. 
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7.4,3 Production of finished parts of type Part3  
(subsystem 3) 

Subsystem 3 differs from the first two in that the finished parts (of type Part3 ) 

produced by the subsystem can only be shipped. Therefore, its set of basic 

functions will be similar to the functions: Start processing, End processing and 

Ship finished part, of the previous two subsystems. Finished parts of type Part3  

are produced by machines of type Mc 2 . Figure 7.3 shows the bWNs corresponding 

to the basic functions of the subsystem 3. 

MC 

	

start_proc_3 	in_proc3 	SF3 	
ship3 

C1 	xi  
X~_'ORP 

	

2, X xi <X2> C1xC2 	C2 	
2 	 C2  

E D1 , 2  

	

X' E D2,3 	 (C3) 
(A 3 ) 

MC 
in_proc3 	end_proc3 

 _--0Cj 

QX11 , X> FP3 
Cl x C2  

	

x2 	C2 
 

(B3 ) 

Figure 7.3: b WNs of subsystem 3. 

7,4.4 Production of parts of type Part12  (subsystem 4) 

Although the basic functions of this subsystem are similar to the basic functions 

of the other three subsystems, this subsystem operates over finished parts and not 

over rough parts like the other subsystems. Parts of type Parts12  are produced 

from finished parts of type Part1  and Part2  using machines of type Mc3 . Once 

the Parts12  parts are ready they can be shipped. 

Basic Functions 

Start processing: This function takes a finished part of type Part1 , a finished 

part of type Part2  and, using a machine of type Me3 , begin the process 

of producing a part of type Part12 . The bWN model of this function is 

presented in Figure 7.4.(A 4 ). The transition representing this function is 

termed start_proc12 . 
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Information Place 
Rough Parts RP 
Machines MC 
Parts to combine Pcom 
Parts of type Part12  being processed by machines in_proc12 
of type Mc3  
Finished parts type Part12  FP12 
Parts of type Part12  to ship SP12 

Table 7.2: Correspondence between names given to places in the b WNs of sub-
system 4 and the inputs and outputs of the basic functions. 

Input: finished parts of type Part1 , finished parts of type Part2  and ma-

chines of type Mc3 . 

Output: partially processed parts of type Part12  and the identification of 

the machines processing them (one machine for each part). 

End processing: This function finalises the processing of a part of type Part12 . 

After obtaining a finished part the machine used is freed and returned to 

the pool of free machines. The finished part is then ready for shipping. The 

bWN model of this function is presented in Figure 7.4.(B4 ). The transition 

representing this function is termed end_proc12 . 

Input: partially processed parts of type Part12  and the identification of 

the machine processing them. 

Output: free machines of type Me3  and a part of type Part12  ready for 

shipping. 

Ship finished part: This function ships finished parts of type Part12 . To main-

tain a constant inventory of rough parts, after the part of type Part12  is 

shipped, a rough part of type Part1  and another of type Part2  re-enter the 

system. The bWN model of this function is presented in Figure 7.4.(C4 ). 

The transition representing this function is termed ship12 . 

Input: parts of type Part12  ready for shipping. 

Output: rough parts of type Part1  and Part2  (replacing the parts used in 

the production of parts of type Part12 ). 

Table 7.2 summarises the correspondence between place and transition names 

and what they represent. 
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Figure 7.4: b WNs of subsystem 4. 

75 Symbolic Psemiflows of the bWNs 

Using the Algorithm 1 (presented on page 98), we calculate the minimal symbolic 

P-semiflows of the basic components. We will only present the minimal symbolic 

P-semiflows of the b WN of the subsystems 1 and 4, considering them to be a 

good representation of the rest of the subsystems of the model. The minimal 

P-semiflows shown are those covering more than one place in the b WN. Symbolic 

P-semiflows that cover only one place, assigning non-zero values to the colours of 

the static sub-classes that are not considered by the arc functions, are not shown. 

However, they are assumed to form part of the generative family of symbolic 

P-semiflows of the b WNs. 

Subsystem 1 
Minimal Symbolic 
P-semiflows of Al 

	

RP 	MC inprocl 
(S2 , 1 ) 	0 	82,1) 

	

0 	(S) 	(S 1 , 1 , S2 , 1 ) 

Minimal Symbolic 
P-semiflows of Cl 
SP1 RP 

(52,1) 	(82 , 1 ) 

Minimal Symbolic 
P-semiflows of Bi 

inprocl 	MC FP1 

	

82,1) 	0 	(82,1) 

	

82,1) 	(S,) 	0 - 

Minimal Symbolic 
P-semifiows of Dl 
Pcoml CP1 

	

(82,1) 	(82,1) 
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Subsystem 4 
Minimal Symbolic 
P-semiflows of A4 

Pcom MC 	in.proc12 
(S2 , 1 ) 	0 	S2 , 1 , S2 , 2 ) 

(S2 , 2 ) 	0 	(S1,3, S2,1, S2,2) 

0 	(S,3 ) 	(S1,3, S2,1, S2,2) 

Minimal Symbolic 
P-semifiows of C4 

5P12 	RP 

(S2,17 S2,2) 	S2 , 1  

(S2 , 1 ,S2 , 2 ) 	52,2 

Minimal Symbolic 
P-semiflows of 134 

in_proc12 	MC 	FP12 
(S 1 ,3, 52,1,  S2 , 2 ) 	( S 1 ,3) 	0 

(51,3, 52,1, 82,2) 	0 	(S2 , 1 , 82,2) 

Recall that bWNs only have the trivial T-semifiow (ö. 

76 SRGs of the bWNs 

The symbolic reachability graph (SRG) with more than one symbolic marking 

can only be obtained for the A bWNs of the of the subsystems 1, 2 and 3. The 

symbolic markings are represented as triples, where the first element corresponds 

to the place MC, the second to the place RP and the third to the in_proc place. 

We will assume that the FMS system modelled has 1 machine of type Mel , 2 

machines of type Me2 , 2 machines of type Me3 , 3 rough parts of type Part2  and 

2 of each other type of rough part. 

SRGA 1  
card(Zj1) = 1 

[Z,Z,(O,0)] 	card(Z) =2 

card(Zfl = 1 
10, z '1', Z] 	card(Z) = 1 

card(Z) = 1 
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SRUA 2  
card( Zfl = 2 

1 Z 2 '  Z,(0,0)] I 	1 card(Z) = 3 

card(Zfl 1 

2 	2 	,3 

 

1' 	2'\ 	1' 	2/ 

card( Z3) = 1 

card( Zfl=2 

card(Z) = 1 

[0, Z, (Z, Z) + (Z, Z)] 

card( 	1) = 1 

card(Z) = 1 card(Z) = 1 

card(Z) = 1 card(Z) = 1 

SRGA3  

card(Z3) = 2 
Z 3  z3 '0 	

1 

1 1' 2'\ ,'1i 	card(Z) = 2 

card(Z) = 1 

[Z, Z, (Z, Z)] 	card(Z) = 2 

card(Z) = 1 

card(Z) = 1 

[0,  0, (Zr, Z) + (Z, Z)] 	card(Z) = 1 

card(Zfl = 1 

card(Z) = 1 

card(Z24 ) = 1 

Notice that in the SRG of component A 2 , although not present in the sym-

bolic markings, the dynamic sub-classes Z with d(Zfl = D 1 , 1  and 212'  with 

d(Z) = D2 , 1  are considered to exist with cardinality 0; and similarly for Z 11 , 

Z, 212'  and Z in SRCA3 . The labels of the symbolic transition firings have been 

omitted, since for every symbolic marking there is only one enabled symbolic 

instance of the transition of the corresponding b WN. 
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77 Compositiona' construction of the subsys-
tems 

All of the subsystems described are more or less built in the same manner, mainly 

as sequential composition of its functions. Therefore, we will only give detailed 

information about the construction of one of the subsystems. We have chosen sub-

system 1 because it is one of the two subsystems (the other one being subsystem 

2) that uses more composition operations. 

Construction steps 

Apply the choice operation over the bWNs C1 and D 1 , with 

Choice(Ci) = SP1 and Choice(D i ) = PFP1. The resulting component 

will be termed choi_Part1  (see Figure 7.5), and will have interface: 

• ES = { pc } 

• FS={CP1,RP} 

• ST = { ship 1 , tocombine 1  } 

ship 1  
RP 

X1 	 :)_ =X1 	X1 0 
PC 

x spi 

PFP1 	
tocombin;1 

C2  

choi_Part1  

Figure 7.5: Component choLPart 1 , obtained from a choice composition of the 
b WNs C 1  and D1  of subsystem 1. 

Sequentially compose the & WNs A 1  and B 1  to form the c WN Produce_Part 1  
(see Figure 7.6) with FS 1  = { A i . in_proc 1 }, ES', = {B i . in_proc 1 } and 

F(Ai .in_proc 1 ) = B 1 .in_proc 1 . The interface of Produce_Part 1  will be: 

o ES={  RP, A 1 .MC} 

o FS={FP1,B1 .MC} 
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o ST = { start_proc i , end_proc i  } 

B1.MC 

	

(X,X) 	(X, X) 	 FPI 

1 	X x e 	C1 X C2 xi 

X E D2 , 1  

Produce.Part 1  

Figure 7.6: Component Produce_Part 1 ; obtained from the sequential composition 
of the components A 1  and B 1  of subsystem 1. 

Apply the closing operation over component ProducePart 1 , with 

®(Bl.MC) = A1.MC. 	The resulting component will be termed 

Produce. b_Part i (see Figure 7.7), and will have the following interface: 

• ES={  RP, MC} 

oFS={FP1} 

• ST = { start_proc i , end_proci } 

MC 

RP 	 cTr-O 	FP1 

	

U -2 
	 1 2 	

_U  r  

xi 	 CI X C 2  X 
X 1 	 C2 

1 	
2 E D2 , 

Produce.b_Part 1  

Figure 7.7: Component Produce.bPart i ; obtained by closing the component 
ProducePart 1 . 

Sequentially compose the cWNs Produce.b_Part 1  and choi_Part 1 , with 

F(FP1) = pc. The cWN resulting from the operation will be termed 

process _Part i (see Figure 7.8(a)), and will have interface: 

o ES = { Produce. bPart 1 .RP, MC } 

o FS = { CPI, choiPart1.RP } 

o ST = { start_proc 1 , end_proc i , ship i , to_combine1 } 
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5. Finally we reflect the re-entering of rough parts when finished parts are 

shipped. By closing subsystemi with 

e(Produce.bPart 1 .RP) = choLPart 1 .RP 

we obtain the cWN subsystemi (see Figure 7.8(b)) which models the sub-

system that produces finished places of type Part1 . The interface of sub-

system 1 will then be: 

o ES={ RP, MC} 

oFS={CP1} 

o ST = { startproc i , end_proc i , ship i , tocombine1 } 

The interfaces of the subsystems 2, 3 and 4 are defined as follows: 

o Interface subsystem 2: 

—ES={ RP, MC} 

—FS={CP2} 

- ST = { starLproc 2 , endproc2 , ship2 , tocombine2 } 

o Interface subsystem 3: 

—ES={ RP, MC} 

 —FS=O 

- ST = { starLproc 3 , endproc3 , ship3 } 

o Interface subsystem 4: 

- ES = { Pcoml, Pcom2} 

—FS={RP} 

- ST = { startproc 12 , endproc 12 , ship12 } 

77.1 Minimal symbolic Psemfflows of the subsystems 

The symbolic P-semifiows of the subsystems can be obtained from the symbolic 

P-semiflows of the b WNs using the methods defined in Chapter 5. Let us show 

how we obtain the symbolic P-semiflows of subsystem 1. Notice that the symbolic 

P-semiflows obtained are also static P-semiflows. This occurs because there is at 

most one occurrence of each basic colour class in the colour domains of the places. 
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Figure 7.8: Component process_Part1  (a) and cWN representing the subsystem 1 (b). The latter is produced by closing the cWN 

process_Parti. 



The same occurs for the colour domains of the transitions. As for the minimal 

P-semifiows of the b WNs we will omit the symbolic P-semiflows that cover only 

one place. 

For the c WN choi_Part 1  (obtained from the choice composition of the b WNs 

C1  and D1 ) we obtain the following minimal symbolic P-semiflow: 

pc SF1 RP Pcoml CP1 

	

S2 , 1 	S2 , 1 	82,1 	82,1 	S2 , 1  

The minimal symbolic P-semiflows of the c WN Produce_Part 1  (obtained from 

the sequential composition of the bWNs A 1  and B 1 ) will be: 

RP A1 .MC inproc1 B 1 .MC FF1 

52,1 	0 	S2 , 1 ) 	0 	S2 , 1  

S2 , 1 	0 	(S1 , 1 , S2 , 1 ) 	S,i 	0 
o 	(81,1,82,1) 	81,1 	0 
o 	81,1 	 S2 , 1 ) 	0 	52,1 

The first two are obtained by combining the first symbolic P-semifiow of A 1  

with the minimal P-semifiows of B 1 . The second two are obtained from the 

combination of the second symbolic P-semifiow of A 1  with the minimal symbolic 

P-semifiows of B 1 . Notice that only the first and third (symbolic) P-semiflows 

assign the same value to A 1 .MC and B 1 .MC. If we add the second and fourth 

P-semiflows we obtain a P-semiflow that assigns the same values to A 1 .MC and 

B 1 .MC. However, when fusing these two places the resulting P-semifiow will 

contain the support of the collapsed P-semiflows of the other two. Therefore, the 

minimal symbolic P-semiflows of the cWN Produce.b_Part 1  (obtained from the 

closing of Produce_Part i ) will be: 

RP MC inproc1 FF1 

	

82,1 	0 	(81 , 1 , 82,1) 	82,1 

0 	81,1 	(S1,1, S2,1) 	0 

The eWN processPart i  obtained from the sequential composition of the 

cWNs Produce.bPart 1  and choiPart 1  will have the following minimal symbolic 

P-semifiows: 

82,1 	0 	(S1,2, S2,1) 	82,1 82,1 	82,1 	82,1 82,1 

0 	S1 , 1 (S1,2, S2,1) 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
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The first symbolic P-semiflow is obtained from the combination of the first sym-

bolic P-semifiows of Produce.bPart 1  and choLPari1 , and the second from the 

extension of the second symbolic P-semifiow of Produce. bPart1 . 

Finally the minimal symbolic P-semifiows of the subsystem 1, obtained by 

applying the closing operation over the RP places of process_Part 1  are given by: 

RP MC inprocl pc SP1 Pcoml CP1 

S'2,1 	0 	(S1,2, S2,1) 	82,1 	S2 , 1 	S2 , 1 	S2 , 1  

0 	S 1 , 1  (S 1 , 2 ,82 , 1 ) 	0 	0 	0 	0 

The set of minimal symbolic P-semifiows, excluding those that assign non-zero 

values to only one place, of the other subsystems of the FMS are given by: 

Minimal Symbolic 
P-semifiows of subsystem 2 

RP MC in.proc2 pc SP2 Pcom2 CP2 
S2,2 	0 	(81,2, 82,2) 82,2 82,2 	52,2 	82,2 

0 	S1 , 2 (S1,2, S2,2) 	0 	0 	0 	0 

Minimal Symbolic 
P-semiflows of subsystem 3 
RP MC in.proc3 SP3 

	

82,3 	0 	(S1,2, S2,3) 	82,3 

0 	S1 , 2 	(S1,2, S2,3) 	0 

Minimal Symbolic 
P-semifiows of subsystem 4 

Pcom MC 	in_proc12 	SP12 

82,1 	0 	(81 ,3 , 82,1,  S2 , 2 ) 	(82 , 1 , 82,2) 

0 	S1 ,3 	(51 ,31 S2 , 17 S2 , 2 ) 	0 

7.7.2 Minima symbolic Tsemfflows of the subsystems 

Recall that non-trivial T-semifiows are non-existent in b WN. In the FMS pro-

posed the T-semifiows only appear at the level of subsystems. The following 

are the minimal symbolic T-semifiows (excluding the trivial) of the subsystems 

described. These T-semifiows are not calculated by the compositional methods 

proposed in this dissertation. However, from them it is possible to obtain the set 

of minimal symbolic T-semifiows of the FMS system applying the compositional 

methods described in Chapter 5. Subsystem 4 has only the trivial () symbolic 

T-semifiow. 

Minimal Symbolic T-semifiows of subsystem 1 
start_proc 1  end_proc i  shipi  to_combine 1  t 1  tD1  
(S1,1, S2,1) 	52,1) 	82,1 	 0 	52,1 	0 
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Minimal Symbolic T-semifiows of subsystem 2 
start_proc 2  end_proc2  ship2  to_combine2  t 2  tD2  
(81 , 2 , S2 , 2 ) 	 ( S 1 ,2 , S2 , 2 ) 	 S2 , 2 	0 	S2 , 2 	0 

Minimal Symbolic 
T-semifiows of subsystem 3 

start_proc3  end_proc3  ship3  
(S1 , 2 , S2 , 3 ) 	 ( S1 , 2 , S2 , 3 ) 	 82,3 

7.7.3 CRGs of the subsystems 

The composed reachability graph (CRC) of the subsystems will each have one 

SRG. This is because in the initial marking all dynamic sub-classes correspond 

to static sub-classes. Nevertheless, by applying the CRG algorithm the number of 

transitions whose enabling condition does not need to be checked in a composed 

marking can be considerably reduced. For example, consider the SRG of the b WN 

A 1 . When this component is sequentially composed with the b WN B 1  (to form 

component Produce. h_Partj ), we can limit the search for new enabled composed 

transition instances to the transitions in B 1 . This can be done since we know 

that the final places of A 1  cannot be input to any transition in A 1 , and that 

all complements of the sub-marking of the Produce.b_Part 1  with respect to the 

component B 1  will be sub-markings of the symbolic markings in the SRG of A 1 . 

Therefore information about the enabled condition of start_proci  (the transition 

of A 1 ) and possible the marking of A 1  after the firing of start_proc 1  (if start_proc1  

is enabled), can be obtained using information about the SRG of A 1 . For space 

reasons and to maintain the tractability of the example presented we only present 

the CRG (SRG) of subsystem 1 (see Figure 7.9). The states are represented as 

7-tuples with the first element representing the marking of the place MC, the 

second RP, the third inprocl, the fourth Pc,  the fifth PFP1, the sixth SP 1  and 

the seventh CP 1 . 

78 Compositional construction of the c WN mod 
effing the FMS system 

To build the final system from the c WNs representing each of the subsystems we 

need to apply the following composition operations: 

1. Competing parallelism of the subsystem 1 and 2, to build subsystem_A with 

A(subsystem 1.RP) =subsystem 2.RP and 

A(subsystem 1. MC) =subsystem 2.MC 
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(0,0,(Z,Z),Z,0,0,0) 	(Z,Z,(0,0),0,Z,0,0) (Z,Z,(0,0),0,0,Z,0) 

(Z,0,(0, 0), Z, 0,0,0) 	(0,0,(Z, Z 21 ), 0 	Z 	0 0) 	 (0,0,(Z 0 

I s 	
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/ (Z,0,(0,0),0,Z,0,0) 	(Z,0,(0,0),Z,0,0,Z) 	 (Z 11 ,O,(0,0),0 	Z,0) 
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7 

1 [start...proc i ,{X i  = 	= Z},{pi = 1,142 = 1}] 

2 [end_proc i ,{Ai = Z,A2 = Z},{i j  = 1,p7 = 1)] 

3[end_proc j ,{A i  = 	= Z}, {p i  = 1,p2 = 1}] 

4 [tc 1 ,{A1 = Z),{t j  = 1}] 

5 [Etc 1  ,{A1 = Z), {ii = 1)] 

6 [ltD1  ,{A 1  = Z2'}, 1111 = 1)] 

7[[t0 1 ,{A 1  = Z),{pj = 1)) 

8 [shipj,{)i = Z), {pi = 1)] 

(Z, Z', (0, 0), 0, 0, 0, 0) 

(0, Z, (Z, Z), 0,0,0, 0) -

3 

(Z, Z, (0, 0), Z,0,0, 0) - 

\5 

IDI = 1 

9 [shipi ,{Ai = Z),{jA i  = 1}] 

10 [to.combine i  ,{A j  = Z}, {p = 1)] 

11 [to.combine 1 ,{A j  = 	= 1}] 

Figure 7.9: CRG (SRG) of subsystem I. 



Competing parallelism of the c WN subsystem_A with the c WN representing 

subsystem 3, to build subsystem-B. Here 

A (subsystem -A. RP) =subsystem 3.RP and 

A(subsystemA .MC) =subsystem 3 .MC 

Sequential composition subsystem-3 with subsystem 4, to build subsys-

tem-C, with 

F(subsystem.B.PFP 1 ) =subsystem 4.CP 1  and 

F (subsystem B . PFP 2 ) = subsystem 4. CP 2  

Internal competing parallelism in subsystem-C, creating subsystem-D, with 

A(subsystemi3.MC) = subsystem 4.MC 

Closing of subsystem_D with 

e (subsystem ]3.RP) = subsystem 4.RP 

The resulting c WN system corresponds to the model of the FMS system is presen-

ted in Figure 7.10. 

7.8.1 Symbolic semiflows of the cWN 

The minimal symbolic P- and T- semifiows of the c WN model of the FMS system 

can be obtained from the set of P- and T- semifiows, respectively, of the cWN 

models of the subsystems (see Figure 7.3). The symbolic semiflows that cover 

only one place or one transition, depending on the case, have been omitted from 

the set of minimal semiflows presented. 

The first three symbolic T-semiflows correspond to the extensions of the sym-

bolic T-semiflows of the subsystems 1, 2 and 3. The last symbolic T-semifiow is 

formed when closing the subsystem-C. 

78.2 CRG of the cWN 

Given the information about the SRGs of the subsystems let us analyse how 

this information can be used to construct the CRC of the overall system. There 

will only be one SRC since the dynamic sub-classes of the initial marking of 

the subsystems all correspond to static sub-classes. Given the dimensions of the 
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Minimal Symbolic P-semiflows 

. $ , 

81,10 (S 1 , 1 , S2 , 1 ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S 1 , 2  0 0 (S1,2, S2,2) (S1,2, S2,3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S 1 ,3  0 0 0 0 (81 , 3 ,82 , 1 ,82 , 2 ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 52,1  (81,1, 82,1) 0 0 (81 , 3 , 52,1) 82,2) 52,1 0 0 S2, 1  52,1 0 S2, 1  52,1 0 
0 S2 , 2  0 (S1 , 2 ,52 , 2 ) 0 (S1,3, S2,1 , S2,2)  0 S2 , 2  0 S2 , 2  0 82,2 S2 , 2  0 S2 , 2  

0 82,3 0 0 (S1 , 2 , 82,3) 0 0 0 S2 , 3  0 0 0 0 0 0 

Minimal Symbolic T-semiflows 

- C.  
- 

o 
- C) 

0 
Cq

C) 
C) 
0 1) 

C) 
0 C) 

1.. 

I 
C) 

I  
0 

I 

- I - 
- 

N N 

0 
- - 

Cl) ) Cl) Cl) ) Cl) •' i (I) ) Cl) U) U) 

(S1,1, S2 , 1) (S1 , 1, S21) S2,1 S2,1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

o o 0 0 0 0 (S1,2, 52,2) (S1,3, S2,2) S2,2 S2,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (S1,2, S2,3) (S1,2, S2,3) S2 , 3 0 0 0 

(S1,1, S2,1) (S,1, S2,1) 0 S2 , 1 0 S2,1 (S1,2 	S2,2) (S1,2. S2,2) 0 52,2 0 S2,2 0 0 0 (S1,3, S2 ,  1, S22) ( 513, S2,1, S2,2) (S2,1, S2,2) 

Table 7.3: P- and T- semiflows of the cWN model of the FMS system. 
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CRG we will not present it, however, we will discuss under which conditions it is 

possible to re-use the information about the SRGs of the subsystems. 

From the view point of the subsystems, the fusion of the RP places and the 

MC places is reflected as a change of the initial symbolic marking. To be able to 

re-use the information about the SRG of a particular subsystem it is necessary 

that the symbolic marking restricted to the places of the subsystem corresponds to 

a symbolic marking in the SRC of the subsystem. In this sense, the information 

about SRG of the subsystem 1 can only be used in those markings where the 

places RP and MC have only elements of Part1  and Mc 1 , respectively, or have 

no coloured objects. Since the transition starLproc 1  takes as input rough parts 

of type Part1  and machines of type Me 1 , we know that there will be no other 

types of parts or machines in the other places of the subsystem. For all symbolic 

markings of the c WN of the FMS system that do not satisfy this condition it is 

necessary to search for the enabled transition in the subsystem 1. 

The subsystems 2 and 3 share the machines of type Mc 2  in the place MC. 

This means that in order to re-use the information about subsystem 2 (or 3) 

not only is it necessary that there are no rough parts of type Part1  or Part3  

(or Part1  or Part2  for subsystem 3) in RP and no machines of types Me 1  and 

Me3  in place MC, but it also must hold that the total number of machines of type 

Me 2  in the places of the subsystem is 2 (the number of machines of this type in 

the cWNof subsystems 2 and 3). 

79 An aternatve cWN system 

As discussed in the previous section, the construction of the CRG of the cWN 

system modelling the FMS system cannot use much of the information about the 

CRC of the subsystems. Let us analyse the cause of this and see how the situation 

can be improved. 

The system description refers to three types of machines and three types 

of rough parts. When modelling systems with WNs the tendency is to group 

colours identifying the same type of objects, in this case machines and rough 

parts, and refinements of this basic colour classes are defined as static sub-classes. 

Colour domains are defined at the level of basic colour classes. Applying this 

approach to the modelling of the FMS presented leads to the definition of a 

unique place representing machines (MC) and of another representing rough parts 

(RP). However, the behaviour of the different types of machines are completely 

independent and different, similarly the behaviours of the rough parts. 
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Figure 7.11: An alternative cWN system to model the FMS system. 



with colour domains corresponding to types of machines or (rough) parts. For the 

compositional construction of the c WN system presented here this has noticeable 

advantages. If the input places of the different types of machines and rough parts 

are separated, then the CRGs of the c WN representing the subsystem 1 can be 

completely reused in the CRG of the FMS. If we used a single place to represent 

free machines of the different types, the fusion of the place MC in subsystem 1 

with the place MC in subsystem 2 would imply that, although the presence of 

machines of type Mc2  does not affect the enabled condition of start_proc 1 , from 

the point of view of subsystem 1 the marking of the place MC is different, which 

makes it necessary to check whether star_proc i  is enabled or not. The same ap-

plies for the rough parts of type Part1 , only processed by machines of type Mc 1 . 

In a similar manner the information about the subsystems 2 and 3 could be used 

in those cases where the number of machines of type Me2  in the places of the 

subsystem correspond to the number of machines of the same type in the symbolic 

markings of the subsystem. 

With the first cWN system, where rough parts where all represented in one 

place and machines in another, the structure of the model would suggest that the 

transitions start_proc 1 , Start_proc 2  and starLproc3 , could, in principle, process 

any type of machine or rough part. This is restricted by the incorporation of 

predicates on these transitions. In a cWN system where the types of rough 

parts and machines are separated, the structure of the cWN system reflects the 

behaviour of the FMS system. 

Figure 7.11 presents an alternative cWN system to model the FMS system. In 

this case, we will not go through the compositional construction process, confident 

that the reader is at this stage familiar with the process. The main difference is 

the separation of the places representing the different types of rough parts and 

machines. Although the net is larger, the CRG (SRC) has the same dimension as 

the first system and the symbolic P- and T- semiflows are equivalent to those of 

the first model, separating the places MC and RP for the P-semiflows. However, 

as discussed above it is possible to re-use much more information about the SRG of 

the subsystems and unnecessary verifications of the enabled condition of transition 

can be avoided. 

In both of the c WN systems presented (the original and the alternative model 

of the FMS system) the CRC of the cWN system is also a SRG. This is because in 

the initial marking of the sub-components the composed dynamic sub-classes rep-

resent complete static sub-classes. This means that there is only one intersection 

possible amongst the dynamic sub-classes of the sub-components. 
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Let us consider the case where the subsystem 2 has as initial marking the 

following: 
jç'2 Z2  0 0 0 0 \LJ1, 2 	 ,0) 

such that d( Z2) 	(machines of type 2), d(Z)=D2 , 2  (parts of type 2) and 

card( Z2 <ID1,21); and subsystem 3 has initial marking: 

C) 

(z2, z:, 0,0) 

such that d( Z2) 	(machines of type 2), d( Z 3 ) 	(parts of type 3) and 

card( Z2 < D 1 , 2 J). 
When composing the initial symbolic markings of the subsystems to obtain 

the initial composed marking of the FMS system we have the case where there 

is more than one possible intersection between the dynamic sub-classes Z2  of the 

subsystems 2 and 3. The initial composed marking will then represent several 

symbolic markings and the CRC will contain several SRGs. 
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Extending the methodoRogy to 

Stochastic WeR14ormed nets 

Sd Introduction 

So far we have studied the compositional construction and analysis of WN sys-

tems with no notion of time. Without such notion it is only possible to analyse 

qualitative properties of the system modelled. In this chapter we incorporate the 

notion of time into c WNs and study its effect on the proposed methods for the 

construction and analysis of cWN systems. This can be seen as a step towards 

the definition of a methodology for the performance oriented compositional con-

struction and analysis of Stochastic Well-formed net systems modelling parallel 

and distributed systems. 

To begin the chapter, in Section 8.2 we offer the necessary background on 

Petri net formalisms with the notion of time. Starting from the basic defini-

tion of Transition Timed Petri nets we build up to the definition of Stochastic 

Well-formed nets [CDFH91, CDFS931, which will be the formalism used when 

incorporating the notion of time into c WA's. In Section 8.3 we review some of the 

existing work in the area of compositionality in SPN. Many of the works reviewed 

introduce compositionality mainly to facilitate the procedures for quantitative 

analysis of SPN models. Others, more related to our approach, introduce corn-

positionality for the construction of SPN models using the characteristics of SPNs 

to represent different behaviours of the models. We then go on, in Section 8.4, 

to define a basic SWN (bSWIV) and a compositional SWN (cSWN), based on the 

concepts of a b WN and of a c WN, respectively. We study how the composition 

operations can be redefined based on the definition of cSWNs. 

Structural analysis is not influenced by the incorporation of time or priorities, 

therefore the methods proposed for compositional structural analysis of c WNs are 
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applicable to cSWNs. This is not the case with the construction of the Composed 

Reachability Graph (CRG). In Section 8.5 we study the necessary changes in the 

compositional methods for the construction of the CRG to appropriately support 

the notions of time and priority. We conclude this chapter by highlighting the 

main modifications which have been necessary and by presenting the direction of 

future work in this area. 

8.2 Time n Petri net formalisms 

The objective of this section is to offer a general overview of the characteristics 

of (stochastic) timed Petri nets, as background material to the contents of this 

chapter. 

8.2.1 Stochastic Petri nets 

Transition Timed Petri Nets (TTPN) are an extension of Petri nets (PN). With 

this modification quantitative analysis of the system is also possible. In TTPN 

a firing delay is associated with each transition. Formally, a TTPN system is 

defined as: 

TTPN = (P, T, In, 0, M01  z) 

where (P, T, In, 0, M0 ) defines a PN system and L = {d 1 ,... ,dIT1} is a set of 

delays associated with each of the transitions of the PN system. 

The interpretation of the delay is given according to the firing rule selected. 

Two different firing rules have being proposed for TTPNs. Under the first rule a 

transition completes the firing operation in three phases: 

starting phase consumes no time; tokens are removed from the input places; 

firing-in-progress phase with which the delay is associated; and 

ending phase consumes no time; tokens are added to the output places. 

The second firing rule assumes that a transition firing operation is atomic, i.e. 

the removal of tokens from input places and the placement of tokens in output 

places is a single indivisible operation. Here the delay associated with the trans-

ition represents the time interval for which the transition must remain enabled 

before it can fire. Transitions are said to be conflicting if they are simultaneously 

enabled. Under this second proposal, conflicts are resolved using a race model 

to determine which of the enabled transitions will fire. When a marking enables 

several transitions all activities associated with the transitions are assumed to 
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execute in parallel, so that the next marking change is due to the transition that 

wins the race (finishes first). The implementation of the race policy has three 

possibilities. It can be considered that once a race has been won all other trans-

itions remember the amount of time for which they have already been enabled, 

that they remember the amount of time since last enabled if still enabled after 

the marking change produced by the firing of the winning transition, or that they 

forget it and start all over again, when next enabled. 

A Stochastic Petri Net (SPN) system is obtained from the TTPN system by 

associating an exponentially distributed random firing delay with each transition. 

Formally a SPN system is defined as: 

SPN = (P,T, In, O,Mo ,.F) 

where (P, T, In, 0, M0 ) defines a PN system and F = {fri ,... ,frm}  is a set 

of exponentially distributed firing rates associated with each of the transitions 

of the PN system. Conflicts in SPNs are resolved using a race policy where 

the participating transitions forget the amount of time for which they have been 

enabled, once the race has been won. 

In [Mo182] it is shown that due to the memoryless property of the exponential 

distribution of the firing delays, the RG of a SPN system is isomorphic to a 

continuous time Markov Chain (CTMC), where the transition rate from a state 

i (corresponding to a marking M2  of the SPN) to a state j (corresponding to a 

marking M) is equal to the sum of the rates of the transitions that connect the 

markings M, and NI3  in the RG. If the CTMC is ergodic', its solution provides 

the steady state distribution on the markings of the SPN system. From this 

distribution it is possible to obtain quantitative estimates of the behaviour of the 

SPN system [AMBC84}. One of the main limitations of SPNs is that the number 

of states in the associated CTMC grows very quickly with the dimensions of the 

net. 

8.22 Generalised stochastic Petri nets 

Generalised SPNs (GSPNs) [AMBC84] try to mitigate the problem of state space 

explosion of the CTMC by defining two types of transitions: timed transitions 

(with exponentially distributed firing rates) and immediate transitions (with firing 

time 0). Immediate transitions have firing priority over timed transitions, and 

different priority levels can be defined over immediate transitions. Formally a 

'A finite CTMC is said to be ergodic if and only if its graph representation is strongly 
connected. For further details and a more formal definition the reader is referred to [AMBC+951. 
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GSPN is a defined as: 

GSPiV = (P,T, In, O,Mo ,O,ir) 

where 0 assigns firing rates to timed transitions and weights to immediate trans-

itions. The function ir assigns priorities to the transitions. Figure 8.1 shows 

an example of a GSPN. Timed transitions are represented by empty boxes and 

immediate transitions by non-arrowed lines. 

Figure 8.1: Example of a GSPN. 

Conflicts amongst timed transitions are resolved as in SPNs. In the case of 

simultaneously enabled immediate transitions with equal priorities the weights 

associated with each of the enabled transitions are employed to calculate the 

firing probability of each of them. The probability that an immediate transition 

t, enabled in a marking M, is selected to fire will be given by: 

0(t) 

i 	0(t) 
tEEjm  (M) 

where Eim (M) is the set of immediate transitions enabled in marking M and 0(t 2 ) 

is the weight associated with the immediate transition t 2 . 

A marking is said to be tangible if it enables no immediate transition, otherwise 

it is called vanishing. A marking which does not enable any transition is absorbing; 

hence it is tangible by definition. 

8.2.3 Stochastic Wellformed nets (SWNs) 

The step from WNs to Stochastic Well-Formed nets (SWNs) [CDFH91, CDFS93] 

is similar to that from untimed PNs with priorities to GSPNs (see [AMBC95] 

for going from an untimed PN to a GSPN). Transitions can be timed (with an 
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exponentially distributed delay function) or immediate (with firing time zero). 

In order to exploit the presence of symmetry, not only from a logical, but also 

from a stochastic point of view, mean values of transition firing delays can be 

dependent only on static subclasses; they cannot be a function of the individual 

objects in the class. In this way all objects of a given static subclass give rise to 

the same transition firing delay. This can be formalised by the introduction of 

the following notation [CDFS93]; let 

Ci = { D2 , 1 ,... , Dz,q } 

be the set of static subclasses of a basic colour class C2 . Given a transition t 

with colour domain C(t), the colour domain of t defined in terms of the static 

subclasses of the basic colour classes in C(t), is given by 

1 0 <u(i,j) 
i=1 j=1 

where e2  denotes the number of occurrences of C, in C(t) and u(i, j) determines 

which of the static subclasses of C2  is represented in the it/i  occurrence of Ci  in 

the colour domain of t. 

In the same manner for all colour tuples c E C(t), c = ® ® 	c it is 

possible to represent c in terms of the static subclasses: 

i=1 j=1 

such that 	E Dj , q  if and only if c 	Dj . q . A static partition of a marking M 

denoted k(p) E Bag(C(p)) is defined as: 

= 	M(p)(c') 

This marking partition represents, for the place p and for each Cartesian product 

of static subclasses, the set of tuples in the place that belong to the same Cartesian 

product of static subclasses. The markings within a symbolic marking M will 

satisfy the following property: 

VM, M' E M, Vp e F, l[(p) = 1W(p) 

Definition 8.1 (Stochastic Well-Formed net (from [CDFS931) 

A Stochastic Well-Formed coloured net is a triple SWN= (WN, iv, 0) such that 

o WN is a well-formed Petri net; we distinguish two types of transitions, 

namely timed and immediate; 



o 7r : T -+ N is the priority function. Timed transitions will have priority 

zero, while immediate transitions will have priorities greater than zero; 

o 0 is a function defined on the set of transitions T such that 

0(t) : O(t) x ® Bag(C(p)) 
PEP 

For any timed transition t, the function 0(t)(, 1%1) represents the average 

firing rate for any instance [t, c] of transition t enabled in marking M. If t is 

an immediate transition, the same function is interpreted as the weight to be 

normalised within a conflict set in order to obtain the following probability that 

the transition instance [t, c] will fire in M: 

0(t)(, I/I) 

M[t',c') 0(t')(', Iii) 

As for CSPNs, immediate transitions have firing priority when conflicting with 

timed transitions. 

803 Campos itionality in Stochastic Petri nets 

The methods studied in Chapter 3 concentrated on the the composition of PN 

components for the analysis and deduction of structural or state space related 

properties of the system modelled. As previously stated, the incorporation of 

the notion of time permits the analysis of quantitative or performance properties 

of the system modelled. The use of SPNs in the study of the performance of 

concurrent systems is a well established field. In this section we review some 

of the existing work in the area of compositionality in SPN systems. As in the 

case of the compositional methods working on untimed PNs these methods are 

motivated by different objectives. 

Quantitative analysis 

There have been many studies devoted to the definition of compositional meth-

ods that facilitate and improve the procedures for quantitative analysis of SPN 

models. Donatelli's work on Superposed Stochastic Automata (SSA) [Don93] and 

Superposed GSPN (SCSPN) [Don94] emphasises composition from the point of 

view of the solution of the associated Markov process. SSA is a subclass of SPN, 

that can be considered as a set of stochastic state machines (SSMs). The SSMs of 

a SSA are considered to be joined by synchronising transitions, where transitions 
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that synchronise are assumed to have the same rate. Donatelli shows how the 

solution of the Markov chain associated with a SSA (SGSPN) can be obtained 

without having to generate or store its complete infinitesimal generator matrix. 

Buchholz papers [Buc92, Buc93, Buc94a] on Hierarchical High Level Petri nets 

emphasise hierarchical decomposition methods, based on asynchronous compos-

ition of coloured GSPNs and SWNs. Analysis is based on a divide and conquer 

approach combined with behaviour preserving reduction techniques on subsets 

of the reachability set. Subnets are formed by a detailed view of the local parts 

and an aggregate view of the rest of the net, corresponding to the environment of 

the subnet. Subnets communicate with their environments by exchanging tokens. 

Aggregation groups states of the associated Markov Chain, which is solved using 

sets of state classes. 

The works by Haddad and Moreaux [HM95, HM96] combine the results of 

Donatelli and Buchholz to study efficient methods for the analysis of quantitative 

properties of a GSPN systems without having to build the whole Markov chain 

associated with it. These works combine aggregation and decomposition meth-

ods. In [HM95] they emphasise synchronisation of subnets and in [HM96] they 

study the asynchronous composition of high level Petri nets. Their objective is 

to develop an aggregation method based on the SWN formalism while keeping 

the advantage of the decomposition methods for asynchronous composition of 

systems. 

In [Buc95] Buchholz combines equivalence and composition notions to propose 

a method for the qualitative and quantitative analysis of SPN systems. This 

approach also allows the compositional construction of the state space and of the 

generator matrix. Subnets can be composed by synchronisation of transitions. 

The equivalence relation defined in Buchholz approach allows the substitution 

of a subnet of a component by a equivalent representation without altering the 

quantitative behaviour of the complete net. 

In [HHMR97] Hermanns et al. combine the composition and substitutive equi-

valences for the construction and performance analysis of CSPN systems. The 

hierarchical construction of CSPN systems by composition of smaller nets is used 

both to construct complex CSPN systems and during the generation of the state 

space. For the latter they propose a method for the stepwise compositional reduc-

tion of the state space, based on equivalence notions that preserve the properties 

(performance in particular) of the GSPN system. The composition operations 

defined are based on the parallel and hiding operators of LOTOS. 
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Construction of models 

In [BDF95}, the Process/ Resource (P/R) boxes [BDC93] are combined with 

GSPN and SWN for performance modelling. Here the composition rules of P/R 

boxes are extended to a high level formalism. Following this work, Donatelli and 

Franceschini, in [DF96], propose the PSR (Processes, Services, Resources) meth-

odology, based on P/R Boxes. The resource level describes the operations offered 

by the hardware. At this level timed and immediate transitions are combined. 

Timed transitions represent activities and immediate transitions are used to rep-

resent the start and the end of activities. The other two levels (processes and 

services) have only immediate transitions, thus the time factor emerges from the 

hardware level. Using a labelled GSPN system it is possible to offer services to a 

higher level (by labels over immediate transitions) or define cooperation between 

transitions of the same level (by labels over timed transitions). The service level is 

used to implement the services requested at the processes level with those offered 

by the resource level. 

Ferscha's work ([Fer92]) is developed as part of a Computer Aided Parallel 

Software Engineering (CAPSE) system. A Programming Resource Mapping net 

(PRM) model serves as an integrated performance model of parallel processing 

systems. Complex structures of parallel programs are represented by composi-

tions of processes. Processes can be composed by sequential composition, parallel 

composition, communication, alternative or iteration. The performance of the 

system is not calculated by using methods based on the CTMC associated with 

GSPNs. Instead the author uses a combination of simulation and aggregation. 

In [SM91], Sanders and Meyer define composition operations to build a model 

taking advantage of the structure of the system modelled and the performance 

variables that are to be obtained from the analysis of the model. This method 

is proposed over Stochastic Activity Networks (SAN), a combination of queueing 

networks and PN models. The determination of the performance variables desired 

is used to choose an appropriate notion of state, typically reducing the number 

of states that must be considered for an analytical solution without requiring the 

generation of a detailed state space. 

84 From cWNs to cSWNs 

In order to be able to incorporate timing specifications into cWNs we extend 

cWNs with the characteristics of SWNs. This will allow the performance ana- 

lysis of the system modelled as well as offering methods for the compositional 
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construction and structural and state space analysis of the system. This follows 

the idea of SPA as an extension of PA. 

8.4.1 Stochastic Process Algebra 

Stochastic Process Algebra (SPA) constitute an extension of Process Algebra. 

They are generally based on untimed PA and extend the basic actions with ex-

ponential delays. With the use of SPA it is possible to do performance analysis 

in process algebras. Examples of SPA are PEPA [111194a], TIPP [CHR93], MPA 

[Buc94b], EMPA [BBG95] and Markovian LOTOS [HR96]. By combining the 

notions of observational equivalence and compositional reasoning, offered by PA, 

with the modelling of the timing behaviour by means of random variables, it is 

possible to obtain compositional methods for the specification and performance 

evaluation of concurrent systems. The generation of the underlying Markov pro-

cess is then used to derive performance measures of the modelled system. The 

SPA diverge in their definition of actions, in their syntax and in their operational 

semantics. 

In many SPAs actions are divided into active and passive. Passive actions have 

no delay associated with them, they represent processes waiting to communicate. 

Active actions are divided into timed (with exponential distributed delays) and 

immediate (taking no time). 

A conflict in a SPA occurs in a state where there is more than one executable 

active action. As in GSPNs, conflicts in SPAs are, in general (according to the 

types of actions and of delays supported by the individual SPAs), solved by 

applying a race policy (in the case of all conflicting actions being timed), priorities 

(in the case of timed and immediate actions) and or weighted probabilities or 

different levels of priorities in the case of all conflicting actions being immediate. 

The definition of synchronisation, otherwise termed cooperation, of actions in 

the various SPAs varies mainly according to the way in which the delay associated 

with the resulting action is defined and the types of actions that are allowed to 

take part. 

8.4.2 Compositional SWN (cSWN) systems 

The extension of c WNs to support timing specification follows the idea that b WNs 

represent system functions and that the composition operations represent rela-

tions between these functions. For this reason, and to maintain the simplicity 

of the model, the type of transitions (timed or immediate) is determined by the 

definition of a bSWN and of the composition operations. 
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8.4.3 The basic component 

A basic SWN (bSWN) is a bWN in which the transition of the bWN has an 

exponentially distributed delay associated with it. It has been defined in this 

manner to avoid the construction of SWN systems that take no time. Immediate 

transitions will only be introduced as part of a probabilistic choice. 

Formally, a bSWN Al  is defined as: 

Al = {bWN,7r Ar,Ojj-} 

where 

o b WN is a basic well-formed net with a transition t, 

o 7rV is the priority function, defined as ir(t) = 0 (timed transitions have 

priority 0), 

o OA( is the delay function that determines the average firing rate of t. 

In the same manner that cWNs have being defined, we can define a composable 

SWN as: 

Definition 8.2 A composable SWN (cSWN) is either a bSWN or a composition 

of cSWNs. 

cSWN ::= bSWN I cSWN * cSWN I ocSWN 

where * represents any binary composition operation and o any unary operation. 

Having defined a bSWN and a cSWN let us now study the necessary changes 

in the composition operations defined for cWN in order to support the concepts 

of bSWN and cSWN. 

8.44 The compositional operations 

In general, the composition operations require no major change other than the 

definition of the priority and delay or weight functions (ir and 0) in the resulting 

cSWNs. 

For most cases in the composition of two cSWNs L and R to obtain a cSWN 

Al the ir and 0 functions will be defined in the following way: 

VtET, 
I 7rL(t) iftETL 

R(t) iftET R  
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and 

VteT, 
I OL(t) iftETL 

O(t) 
= 1 OR(t) if t E TR 

For place fusion operations over a single component cSWN S, to obtain a 

cSWN Al, it holds that irg = irs and Oj = 

However, the choice composition and the synchronisation operation require 

further changes. These are explained in detail below. 

8.4.4.1 Choice (pre-selection) composition 

Maintaining the idea of a choice composition as a logical decision, in the context 

of cSWNs the choice composition is defined as a probabilistic selection of the sub-

component to which a given type of information should be transferred. Each sub-

component is assigned a weight w(Q), where Q is the name of the sub-component. 

This weight is associated with the probability that the sub-component Q will 

receive the information related to the choice. 

The transitions associated with each of the participating sub-components will 

be immediate transitions. The weight assigned to the immediate transition i 

(associated with the sub-component Q) will be w(Q). 

The initial marking of a component should be non-vanishing. This will mean 

that the choice place will have initial marking zero. The idea is that before making 

a decision, there must be some processing. 

The functions ir and 0 of the cSWN Al resulting from the choice composition 

of two cSWNs L and R, represented as L + R/{w(L), w(R)}, will be defined as 

o VtETg, 

and 

o VtETAI, 

I irj(t) 
= 	7tj(t) 

if t e TL 
if t E TR 
ift=tL V ttR 

( OL(t) ifiETL 

OJV 	
OR(t) iftETR - 	
w(L) ift=tL 
w(R) ift=iR 

8.4.4.2 Synchronisation 

One of the main advantages that PNs have for modelling concurrent systems is 

the number and variety of synchronisat ions that they can represent. In [Hil94b] 
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Hiliston reviews several types of synchronisation. In [RM96] we have modelled 

most of these synchronisations using SWN models. However, in this chapter we 

have limited our work to synchronisations that are represented by the fusion of 

pairs of timed transitions. This has been done in order to maintain the simplicity 

of the methods proposed and to avoid the introduction of inhibitor arcs and of 

immediate transition in operations other than the choice composition. 

The types of synchronisation introduced as part of the compositional method 

proposed are impolite communication and patient communication [Hi194b}. 

In patient communication the interaction is assumed to represent a commu-

nication or shared task. The rate of each individual transition represents the 

capacity of the component to complete its part of the shared task. The interac-

tion is completed by both components working together at the rate of the slower 

one. Therefore the rate assigned to the fused transition is equal to the minimum 

of the rate of t 1  and the rate of t 2 , r(t3 ) = min{r(t i ), r(t2 )}. 

Impolite communication consists of the synchronisation of two transitions each 

representing a communication event, such that both transitions "transfer inform-

ation" at the same time. The first to finish its transfer will terminate the commu-

nication. This means that the duration of the communication will be distributed 

as the minimum of the individual distributions. Since the individual transitions 

are exponentially distributed the transition resulting from their synchronisation 

will exponentially distributed with rate equal to the sum of the individual rates 

(r(t 8 ) = r(ti ) + r(t2 )). 

These synchronising operations differ only in the rate assigned to the fused 

transition t. Given that both min and + are associative algebraic operations, 

and that their representations produce a single fused transition t, we can apply 

either of these operations over more than two transitions, fusing pairs of trans-

itions at a time. 

The functions ir and 0 of the cS WN Al resulting from the synchronisation of 

two cSWNs L and R represented as LR/{t 1 , t 2 }, for the Patient Communication, 

or by L 0 R1{t 1 , t 2 }, for the Impolite Communication, will be defined as 

0 ViETv, 
7rL(t) ifteTL 

(t) = I 
R(t) if t E TR 

and 
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o ViET, 

OR(t) 

O (t) 	OL(tl) + OR(t2) = 

min(OL(tl), OR(t2)) 

if t E TL 
if t E TR 
if t = t 	and the operation is an 
Impolite communication 
if t = t 	and the operation is a 
Patient communication 

where i i  and t2  are the transitions being synchronised. 

In the case of the synchronisation being applied over a single cSWN S, ir and 

0 functions of the resulting cSWN Al are defined as: 

o VtETv, 
10 	t'yn  

lrAr(t) = 	7rs(t) otherwise 

and 

o VtETAr, 

Os (t) 
Os(t1) + Os(i2) 

= 
min(Os(t i ), Os(t2)) 

if t 
if t 	and the operation is an 
Impolite communication 
if t = 	and the operation is a 
Patient communication 

8.5 CompositionaR analysis of cSWNs 

If we considered all transitions of a cSWN to have equal priorities, the applica-

tion of the proposed compositional methods for the analysis of c WN systems to 

cSWN would be direct The compositional construction of P- and T- semifiows are 

independent of the notion of time, and so are the methods for the construction of 

the CRG (Composed Reachability Graph) when all transitions are considered to 

have the same firing priority. However, the incorporation of transition priorities is 

not that straightforward. The main problem lies in the verification of the enabled 

state of a transition. Not only must it have the necessary number and type of 

coloured objects in its input places, but also no transition with a higher priority 

can be enabled. 

8.51 The Composed Ifteachability Graph of a cSWN 

Consider two cSWNs L and R composed to form a cSWN Al. Given ML,  a 

symbolic marking of L, and MR,  a symbolic marking R, we want to obtain the 
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set of directly reachable symbolic markings (DRS) of the composed marking MM 

formed from the composition of ML and MR.  The different levels of priority could 

imply that a symbolic transition instance enabled in ML is no longer enabled in 

MM. This would happen if there was a symbolic transition instance enabled in 

MR associated with a transition of higher priority than that of the transition 

associated with the instance enabled in ML. 

As in cWNs, to determine which is the set of enabled composed transition 

instances of a composed marking, we examine the set of enabled composed trans-

ition instances of its sub-markings. To find the enabled composed transition in-

stances of the sub-markings we either use the information of the CRG of the sub-

components, whenever possible, or recursively decompose the sub-marking view-

ing it as a composed marking. Once the enabled instances of the sub-markings 

have been obtained it is necessary to verify if they will still be enabled at the 

level of the composed marking. 

The initial composed marking of all cSWNs is defined to be non-vanishing, 

since the initial marking of a choice place is assumed to be zero and choice places 

are the only input places to immediate transitions. 

8.5.2 K naMed composed transition instances 

Consider a composed marking MAr of a cS WNJ'/, and its composed sub-markings 

M and M. If both sub-markings are of the same type (i.e. vanishing or  Ar 
tangible) then 

E(MAr) = E(45) U E(M) 

i.e. the set of enabled transitions of MM is formed by the union of the enabled 

transitions in its sub-markings; otherwise the set of enabled composed transition 

instances will correspond to the set of composed transition instances of the van-

ishing sub-marking. 

In the case of competing parallelism composition there are further considera-

tions that must be made. These are explained below. 

8.5.2.1 Under competing parallelism 

Let us consider the possibility of performing a fusion (under competing paral-

lelism) of a choice place with an "ordinary" (non-choice) entry place. The arc 

function from a choice place into any of its associated immediate transitions is 

always defined as the identity function (according to the colour domain of the 

choice place), which has cardinality one. Therefore, if there is at least one object 

in a choice place then there is an immediate transition enabled. In a marking 
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where the fused place has at least one object the immediate transitions associated 

with the choice place will always have firing priority over the timed transition(s) 

associated with the ordinary entry place, not allowing the timed transition(s) to 

ever fire. For this reason we impose the following restriction over the fusion of 

entry places. 

Restriction 8.1.- 

Choice places can only be fused with other choice places. 

Given this restriction the determination of the enabled composed transition 

instances follows more or less the same process as in other compositional opera-

tions. If a marking component of a composed marking is a vanishing marking in its 

corresponding sub-component, then it is only necessary to determine the enabled 

state of immediate transitions in the composed marking. Immediate transitions 

previously enabled in the marking components will continue to be enabled in the 

composed marking. To verify the enabled condition of immediate transitions it 

is only necessary to check that their corresponding choice places have markings 

greater than zero. 

In the case of competing parallelism over a single component Proposition 6.1 

"The symbolic transition instances enabled in a composed marking Ms of 8, will 

also be enabled in its collapsed composed marking M5 of S" 

still holds. 

Having transitions of different priorities, for a composed transition instance 

[t, ), fil to be enabled in Ms it must hold both that: 

o Vp E Ps, W(p,t)(A,u) 	Rs .rnark(p) and (t)(A,1i), i.e. the standard 

predicate associated with the transition must evaluate to TRUE; and 

o Vt' E Ts with ir(t') > 7r(t), 3p,  E Ps such that W(p,t)Aj) > R s .mark(p) 

or (t)(\,i), i.e. no symbolic transition instance associated with a trans-

ition of a higher priority is enabled. 

In a cSWN immediate transitions can only appear as part of a choice com-

position. Therefore, given a enabled symbolic transition instance associated with 

an immediate transition, this symbolic instance cannot be disabled when fusing 

its input choice place with another choice place. 

When the enabled composed transition instance is associated with a timed 

transition, it means that there is no higher priority transitions with an enabled 

composed firing instance, i.e. all choice places, if any, have marking zero. The 
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marking of a fusion place is obtained by the sum of the markings of the places 

that are fused. Therefore the marking of a dynamic subclass in a place cannot 

decrease, maintaining in this way the enabled state. Places not involved in the 

fusion operation maintain the marking of the original composed marking Ms. 
We can therefore conclude that enabled composed transition instances in Ms 

will also be enabled composed instances in Ms. 

As we stated when analysing the cWNs, this does not mean that there cannot 

be new composed transition instances enabled in Ms that were not enabled in 

Ms. 
To verify if new symbolic transition instances are enabled we can use inform-

ation about the type of the composed marking of Ms. If )Ci-s  is vanishing then 

using Proposition 6.1 we can deduce that Ms will also be vanishing. This im-

plies that we only need to check for new composed transition instances amongst 

immediate transitions. Similarly if Ms is a tangible marking, then so will be 

M5. Therefore the search for new enabled composed transition instances will be 

limited to timed transitions. The same type of analysis can be applied for the 

closing operation. 

85.3 Properties of the CRG 

Following the deductions applied when using the SRG instead of the RG [CDFS93], 

in order to derive an improved technique for performance evaluation based on the 

CRG instead of the SRG, it is necessary to know how to prove/test the ergodicity 

of the Markov Chain(s) and how to compute its transition rates. Proposition 6.3 

on page 173 defines the necessary condition for ergodicity: 

Necessary condition for ergodicity: 

Strong connectivity of a SRG of.Af = Strong connectivity of the CRG, but 

not vice versa, 

and Proposition 6.5, on the same page, defines a sufficient condition for ergodicity: 

Sufficient condition for ergodicity: 

Strong connectivity of the CRC A M E CRC such that all its lowest level 

dynamic sub-classes correspond to static sub-classes => there is only one 

SRC in the CRC and it is strongly connected. 

All other properties of the CRG are still valid when considering timed transitions 

and different levels of priorities. 
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86 Coiritcusons 

In this chapter we have extended the definition of c WNs to incorporate the no-

tion of time and have studied the effects of these changes in the compositional 

construction and analysis methods proposed. These are the first steps towards 

the definition of a methodology for the compositional construction and analysis 

of performance-oriented PN systems of parallel and distributed systems. 

We have defined compositional Stochastic WNs (cSWIV), based on the defini-

tion of cWNs and using Stochastic Well-formed nets (SWNs) as the basic form-

alism. A cSWN is defined as a cWN with two additional functions: a priority 

function ir and a delay or weight function 0. We explain how these functions are 

defined in the cSWN resulting from a composition operation. To maintain the 

choice operation as completely probabilistic, we have defined the transitions added 

by the choice operation as immediate transitions. The synchronisation operation 

has also been redefined to take into account different types of synchronisation 

between timed transitions. 

The methods proposed for the structural analysis of cWNs are completely 

independent of the notion of time and priority, therefore these methods require 

no modification for their application to cSWNs. Unfortunately, the same cannot 

be said for the methods for the compositional construction of the state space of 

cWNs. Here the time factor has no effect; however the different levels of trans-

ition priorities affects the process of determining of enabled transition instances. 

We have studied these effects and proposed solutions in order to apply the com-

positional methods to cSWNs. 

Immediate transitions can be incorporated into the model only as part of a 

choice composition. This, and the fact that it is not possible to define predicates 

for immediate transitions or arc functions for immediate transitions different from 

the identity function, restrict the representation of certain types of behaviour. 

Pre-emption and more complex types of synchronisation are examples of such 

behaviours. However, we want to avoid the definition of functions that consume 

no time and to maintain the same approach of design and construction. Therefore, 

a way to increase and give more flexibility to the use of immediate transition in 

the models would be by incorporating other operations which model the desired 

behaviours. 

Considering the different types of transitions (i.e. timed or immediate) present 

in cSWNs, there is still some work that can be done to improve the method for 

the compositional construction of the CRC. Simple improvements would be to 

start computing the set of enabled composed transition instances by analysing the 
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sub-components with immediate transitions. This follows the approach of con-

struction of the RG and the SRG, and avoids having to generate the enabled sets 

of transitions for sub-components with tangible sub-markings whenever there are 

sub-components with immediate transitions with an enabled composed transition 

instance. 

In this chapter we have also reviewed some of the existing work in the area of 

compositionality in SPN. Many of the works reviewed concentrate on the use of 

compositionality to improve the procedures for the quantitative analysis of SPN. 

Future work on cSWNs will be aimed at trying to obtain a compositional method 

for the quantitative analysis of cSWNs. Alternatives could be to study the CRC 

and its numerical characteristics, or to use other method, such as, approximation 

or bounds of the performance of cSWNs or to identify sub-components that have 

specific numerical properties. 
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91 Introduction 

This chapter presents a summary of the main results of this dissertation. In 

Section 9.3 we evaluate the methodology proposed, analysing how it meets the 

criteria presented in Chapter 3 for a methodology for the modelling of parallel 

and distributed systems. Finally, in Section 9.4, the directions of future work and 

on future development of the methodology proposed are discussed. 

92 Summary 

A methodology for the compositional construction and analysis of WN systems 

has been presented, aimed at offering a method to support the specification and 

design of parallel and distributed systems. WNs allow a natural representation 

of complex distributed systems, maintaining the same expressive power as the 

unconstrained coloured P N formalism. 

The compositional method presented is based on the definition of a set of com-

position operations. These operations have been defined mimicking the operators 

of Process Algebra (PA), taking into account, at the same time, the characteristic 

of WNs and the behaviours that they can model. The WN models that can be 

built using the composition operations proposed are termed Composable WNs 

(cWNs). They constitute a subclass of WNs where there are no inhibitor arcs 

and where immediate transitions can only be incorporated as part of a probab-

ilistic choice. A cWN can be built starting from basic WNs (bWNs) or from 

the composition of other cWNs components. A cWN has an interface by which 

it can communicate with other cWNs. Composition is resolved by place fusion, 

transition fusion or using a sub-net. To guide the modeller in the compositional 

construction of c WN models, general guidelines, based on a precedence relation 
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between the composition operations, have been discussed. 

The main objective of compositionality is to be able to re-use the inform-

ation about the sub-components of a component to obtain information about 

the component's behaviour. In this sense, in this dissertation we have studied 

the compositional construction of structural and state space information of c WN 

systems. The study of the compositional construction of the structural charac-

teristics of a cWN is based on the analysis of the matrix representation of the 

net—the incidence matrix—and how it can be built from the incidence matrices 

of its sub-components. From this analysis we study and propose methods for 

the construction of semifiows of a cWN model based on the semifiows of its sub-

components. Using the structured definition of colour classes and arc functions in 

WNs new—higher level—semifiows has been defined. Symbolic P-semifiows and 

T-semiflows are semifiows that assign weights to groups of colours—termed sym-

bolic colours—within the colour domain of places and transitions, respectively. 

Static P-semifiows are defined as a generalisation of the concepts of symbolic P-

semifiows. They are based on the concept of static colour domain, which defines 

a higher level of colour grouping. 

For the compositional construction of the state space of a cWN we have in-

troduced the concept of the Composed Reachability Graph (CRC), based on the 

concepts of composed markings, composed transition instances and composed fir-
ing. A composed marking will represent the group of symbolic markings of a 

c WN that can be produced by the combination of symbolic markings of its sub-

components (one of each). Similarly a composed transition instance will represent 

a group of symbolic transition instances. The CRC of a cWN can, in principle, 

contain several SRGs of the c WN. The method proposed for the construction of 

the CRG uses, whenever possible, knowledge about the CRGs and/or SRGs of 

its the sub-components and about the composition operations employed for the 

construction of the cWN. We have studied the relationship between the SRG(s) 

of a cWN system and its CRG and have proved that the state space analysis over 

composed markings allows the verification of state space properties of the system, 

such as reachability, absence of deadlock and liveness. 

To consolidate the understanding of the methods and concepts introduced, in 

Chapter 7 we have applied the methods proposed to the modelling of a Flexible 

Manufacturing System. 

In Chapter 8 we study the extension of cWNs to support the notion of time. 

Composable Stochastic Well-formed nets (cSWNs) are defined and we study the 

changes that have to be made to the compositional methods proposed in order to 
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use them for the compositional construction of cSWN systems. The incorporation 

of the notion of time in the methods proposed offers the basis for the definition of a 

complete method for the compositional construction and analysis of performance-

oriented PN systems of parallel and distributed systems. 

903 Eva1uaton of the methodo'ogy proposed 

In Chapter 3 we have seen that the methods proposed to incorporate compos-

itional features into PNs vary according to the underlying Petri net class em-

ployed, the characteristics of the (basic) components and the set of composition 

operations defined. These features are strongly influenced by the motivation and 

objectives for incorporating compositionality into PNs. The methodology pro-

posed in this dissertation is in this sense no exception. The underlying PN class, 

the set of composition operations defined and the definition of a basic component 

have been determined by the objective of proposing a method for the composi-

tional construction and analysis of performance-oriented PN systems modelling 

parallel and distributed systems. 

The behavioural properties of PN systems are, in general, very hard to ana-

lyse due to the size of the net and of its state space. The approach taken by 

many studies that define PN components and composition operations has been 

to work on restricted classes of nets, which, in general, makes the task easier 

[BDC92]. They are based on the definition of restrictions over either the com-

position operations and/or over the structural characteristics of the components 

[ES90, ES91b, ES91a, Sou93, Sou91b, SM90, Sou91a, BG96, RTS96]. Most of 

these studies concentrate on the preservation of properties rather than on the 

verification of them. Many of the difficulties encountered when obtaining the 

methods proposed in this dissertation were due to the characteristics of the WN 

formalism and the variety and flexibility of the composition operations defined. 

Our objective was not the preservation of properties, but to reuse the informa-

tion about the characteristics of the sub-components to obtain the characteristics 

of the component. Rather than identifying how the system can be decomposed 

into subnets that are known to have certain properties and restricting the way in 

which these subnets can be combined, we depart from the system's description 

and from there deduce what will constitute a sub-component of the system. The 

construction of the c WN is based on the structure of the system modelled and 

not on the structural characteristics of the sub-components. In the same way 

as Battiston et al. [BBCDC95] we have aimed at overcoming the difficulty of 
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structuring nets in a way that they reflect the structure of the system modelled. 

In Chapter 3 we presented the set of criteria that we would take into con-

sideration for the definition of a method for the compositional construction and 

analysis of PN systems modelling parallel and distributed systems. Let us discuss 

how the methodology proposed meets these criteria. 

Model-system relation : The model of the system and the way it is built 

should reflect the system's structure. bWNs have been defined to model 

the basic functions of a system. The method proposed encourages the use 

of a top/down approach for the design of the system combined with a bot-

tom/up approach for its construction. The system can be divided into 

subsystems which can be modelled separately and then composed to form 

the overall model. The composition operations have been defined to model 

both asynchronous and synchronous communication between the system's 

components. It is possible to model parallel execution, cooperation, com-

petition for resources and message passing, which are common features of 

parallel and distributed systems. With the use of WN as the basic formal-

ism it is possible to take advantage and reflect the symmetrical behaviour 

of the system's parts. 

The definition of a basic component : By defining basic components it is 

possible to construct models in a regular and progressive manner, starting 

from components that have a common characteristic. We have defined 

bWNs that, as stated in the previous point, are intended to represent the 

basic functions of the system modelled. cWN systems can be built starting 

from b WNs and using the composition operations defined. As shown in 

Chapter 5 the definition of a b WN also allows us to propose a method for 

the compositional construction of symbolic and static P-semiflows of a c WN 

starting from the symbolic and static P-semiflows of the b WNs. 

The PN formalism WNs allow the representation of the symmetries in the 

behaviour of the systems components. The well-known problem of state 

space explosion is mitigated in WNs by the definition of the SRG, based 

on the concept of symbolic markings, which works on groupings of ordinary 

markings. The method here proposed uses the idea of the SRG and builds 

on it, defining a new type of marking grouping, termed composed markings. 

The extension of cWNs to cSWNs, presented in Chapter 8, permits the 

representation of timing characteristics of the system modelled in the cWN 
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system. This makes it possible to obtain performance information of the 

system modelled. 

Re-usability : Re-using the models and information about the sub-components 

to obtain the model and information about a component saves time and 

effort. This is the main contribution of this dissertation. The methods 

proposed are aimed at using, whenever possible, the information about the 

characteristics of the sub-components. Not only is it possible to re-use 

the cWN model of a part of the system as a component of several other 

c WN models, but the information about its structural characteristics can, 

in general, be used to obtain the structural characteristics of the cWN 

models it forms part of. Similarly, the state space of the cWN—in more 

limited way—can be re-used when changing the environment of the c WN. 

In this work we combine the idea of structural composition of PN models with 

the idea of using, as much as possible, the structural and state space information 

about the sub-component to obtain the structural and state space information 

about a component. There is still much work that can be done to improve and 

complement the methodology proposed. In the following section we discuss the 

directions for further developments of this methodology and of future work in the 

area 

94 Future Work 

9.4.1 Implementation of the methodology 

The most immediate extension of this work is the implementation of the methods 

proposed. The compositional nature of these methods suggests the possibility of 

implementing them using parallel programming techniques. Already, Christensen 

and Petrucci [CP95] have mentioned the adequacy of using parallel programming 

to implement their method for the modular construction of the state space of a 

modular coloured Petri net. Caselli et al. [CCM95] analyse different methods for 

the state space exploration of GSPN models. An interesting area of work would 

be to study how these methods can be used for the construction of the CRC, 

exploiting the compositional structure of the system. 

In the methodology proposed here not only can we implement the state space 

construction in parallel, but the same can be done with the compositional con-

struction of semiflows. The P-semiflows of the cWNs being composed can be 

computed in parallel and then appropriately combined. Furthermore, within a 
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b WN the computation of the symbolic P-semifiows relating pairs of entry and 

final places can also be carried out in parallel (see Algorithm 2 on page 107). 

9.4.2 Extension of the set of composition operations 

We have defined various restrictions over the characteristics of the components 

and the way they can be composed. A logical extension of this work would be 

to gradually relax these restrictions. However, we must take into account that 

some of the restrictions have been imposed to avoid the modelling of undesirable 

behaviours such as: starvation of timed transitions or the modelling of systems 

that take no time in cSWNs. Rather than relaxing all the restrictions imposed, 

an alternative would be to incorporate new composition operations that extend 

the expressive power of the cWN, or cSWNs to be more general, for modelling 

parallel and distributed systems. 

The definition of the basic component and of the composition operations in 

cSWN do not offer direct support for the modelling of pre-emption, fork and 

join synchronisation or other types of cooperation—such as timed polite commu-

nication or timed synchronisation [Hi194b]—common in parallel and distributed 

systems. To maintain the compositional approach, we can define new composition 

operations to model these behaviours. In this way it is possible to follow the same 

pattern for the study of methods for the compositional construction and analysis 

of the cSWNs. In [RM96] the set of synchroni sat ions proposed was based on the 

different types of synchronisations studied by Hillston in [H1194b]. In this disser-

tation we have limited our study to a sub-set of these types of synchronisations. 

9.4.3 Quantitative analysis of c WNs 

The information on the performance of a system modelled by a PN is determined 

by the quantitative analysis of the PN system. In [CDFH90] it is proved that the 

Markov chain obtained from the SRC corresponds to an exact lumping' [KS60] 

of the Markov chain that would be obtained from the RC. Investigating the 

possibility that the CRC is a lumped version of a SRG would be an interesting 

topic for future work. This would improve the quantitative analysis of large 

symmetric and loosely coupled parallel and distributed systems. The proposal 

of efficient numerical techniques for the solution of the cSWN models, can also 

'A partitioning of the states of a Markov chain is said to be exactly lumpable if for any two 
states within one partition the aggregate transition rates into the states of any other partition 
are the same; where the aggregate transition rate from a state into a partition corresponds to 
the sum of the transition rates from the domain state to every state in the image partition. 
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be approached by studying the numerical properties of sub-components and the 

influence of the composition operations over these properties. Based on this it is 

possible to study if and when, under the compositional method proposed, it is 

possible to obtain cSWN systems that have, for example, product-form solution 

and/or tensor product solution. The study of other solution techniques such as the 

definition of methods for the computation of bounds or approximation techniques 

are would also be interesting. An interesting study would be the combination of 

the method here presented with the method presented by Haddad and Moreaux 

in [HM95, HM96] on the analysis of SWN systems by combining aggregation and 

decomposition. 

9.4.4 Study of other types of P and T flows 

The methods for the compositional construction of P- and T- semiflows has been 

limited to the definition and construction of positive integer flows (semiflows). 

An interesting topic for future work would be to study and propose methods for 

the compositional construction of other types of flows such as integer and rational 

flows. 

9.4.5 Combination with other PN based methodologies 
for the modelling of parallel and distributed systems 

In Chapter 3 we reviewed some of the existing methodologies for the modelling 

of parallel and distributed systems in such a way that the model of the hard-

ware can be modelled independently of the application model, and vice versa 

[DF96, Fer92, BDF95]. This is a very important feature since it allows us to 

analyse the same application over different hardware configurations, or differ-

ent software applications over the same hardware. In Ferscha's method [Fer92] 

the consumption of resources is represented in a very simple manner that does 

not allow the representation of resources with complex behaviours. In the PRS 

methodology [DF96] it is possible to model resources with complex behaviour. 

However, the sub-components within each level are modelled as flat nets and the 

analysis techniques employed to obtain the characteristics of the system corres-

pond to the conventional methods for flat PN systems. It would be interesting to 

study how the PRS methodology can be combined with the cSWN methodology 

to be able to build the sub-components at the different levels in a compositional 

manner and analyse the structural and state space characteristics of the system 

in the same way. This would require the definition of new composition opera-

tions such as pre-emption, fork and join synchronisation and synchronisation of 
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untimed events, amongst others, as mentioned in Section 9.4.2. 

9.4.6 Combination with transformation techniques 

The combination of transformation techniques with the compositional construc-

tion of cWN systems would allow both the refinement or abstraction of models, 

and the compositional combination of sub-models [Che9l, ES91b, Ber87]. As we 

have seen, this requires the definition of equivalence relations (for transforma-

tions) and composition operations (for composition). 
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A01 CompositionaR construction of symbolic P 
semiflows under choice composition 

Algorithm 1.4.- (Obtaining the generative family J  of symbolic P-.semiflows of H 
built from a choice composition) 

/ Given the generative families of P-semiflows of the ttWNs L and R, GL 
and GR, respectively, it obtains the generative family of P-semiflows of A 1 , 
the cWN resulting from the choice composition of L and R / 

{ 

- Let 3 = 0; 
- Let AUXL = 0 and AUXR = 0 
/* AUXL and AUXR will contain the P-semi/lows whose sum of 
the entries for the places participating in the choice is greater than 
zero 

For all V E GL ciQ 
- Obtain v = 	v(p) 

pEG hoice (L) 

- If v c  = 0 then 

- Obtain the choice extention iI of v 

- Let J=JU{} 
else 

- Include v in the set of P-semiflows of L to be combined 

AUXL = AUXL U {(v, v)} 

end if 
end do 
For all w E GR do 

- Obtain w c  = 	E 	w(p) 
pEChoice(R) 

- Obtain the choice extention ii of w 

- Let 3 =3U{i} 
else 

- Include w in the set of P-semiflows of R to be combined 

AUXR = AUXR U {(w, w)} 

end if 
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end do 

For all (v, v.) E AUXL do 
For all (w, w , ) E AUXR do 

- Obtain: 

mult 	1crn(v, W , ) /V ,  

mult w  = 1cm(v, w)/w 

- Generate the P-semiflow u of jV: 

VpEPg 

( rnuU,.v(p) 	iIPEPL 

U(P) = 	rnult .w(p) ifpe PR 
I. lcrn(v,w) 	otherwise (p=pc) 

- Let J=JU{u} 

end do 
end do 
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